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Cohomological Finiteness Properties of Groups
by Simon St. John-Green
The main objects of study in this thesis are cohomological niteness conditions
of discrete groups. While most of the conditions we investigate are algebraic,
they are inspired by topological invariants, particularly those concerning proper
actions on CW-complexes.
The rst two chapters contain preliminary material necessary for the remain-
der of the thesis. Chapter 2 concerns modules over a category with an emphasis
on niteness conditions. This material is well-known for (EI) categories, but we
use a more general setup applicable to Mackey and cohomological Mackey func-
tors, needed in Chapter 4. Chapter 3 specialises to Bredon cohomology, giving
an overview of some results and detailing a few interesting examples.
In Chapter 4 we study niteness conditions associated to Bredon cohomology
with coecients restricted to Mackey functors and cohomological Mackey func-
tors, building again on the material in Chapter 2. In particular we characterise
the corresponding FPn conditions and prove that the Bredon cohomological di-
mension with coecients restricted to cohomological Mackey functors is equal to
the F-cohomological dimension for all groups.
We prove in Chapter 5 that for groups of nite F-cohomological dimension,
the F-cohomological dimension equals the Gorenstein cohomological dimension,
and give an application to the behaviour of the F-cohomological dimension under
group extensions.
If a group G admits a closed manifold model for BG then G is a Poincar e
duality group, in Chapter 6 we study Bredon{Poincar e duality groups, a gener-
alisation of these. In particular if G admits a cocompact manifold model X for
EFinG (the classifying space for proper actions) with XH a submanifold for any
nite subgroup H of G, then G is a Bredon{Poincar e duality group. We give
several sources of examples, including using the reection group trick of Davis to
produce examples where the dimensions of the submanifolds XH are specied.
We classify Bredon{Poincar e duality groups in low dimensions and examine their
behaviour under group extensions.
In Chapter 7 we study Houghton's group Hn, calculating the centralisers of
virtually cyclic subgroups and the Bredon cohomological dimension with respect
to both the family of nite subgroups and the family of virtually cyclic subgroups.Contents
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Introduction
This introduction contains an overview of relevant background material and
details the contributions of this thesis as they arise.
1.1. Free actions and group cohomology
For any group G there exists an aspherical CW-complex X with fundamental
group G, this is called a model for BG or Eilenberg{Mac Lane space. Such
a space is unique up to homotopy equivalence, a fact observed essentially by
Hurewicz [Hur36], arguably kick-starting the eld of group cohomology. The
universal cover ~ X, a contractible CW-complex with a free G-action, is called
a model for EG or a classifying space for free actions. Equivalently one could
dene a model for EG as the terminal object in the G-homotopy category of free
G-CW-complexes.
One can use invariants of these spaces to study the groups themselves, for
example dening the group cohomology H(G) to be H(BG). Alternatively
there is an algebraic denition of group cohomology, replacing the space BG with
a resolution of Z by projective ZG-modules.
An important invariant is the geometric dimension gdG, the minimal dimen-
sion of a model for EG. Its algebraic counterpart is the cohomological dimension
cdG, the minimal length of a resolution of Z by projective ZG-modules. It's easy
to see that gdG = 0 if and only if cdG = 0 if and only if G is the trivial group.
Also, by a theorem of Stallings and Swan, cdG = 1 if and only if gdG = 1 if and
only if G is a free group [Sta68, Swa69]. Eilenberg and Ganea conjectured that
cdG = gdG for all groups and, along with Stallings and Swan's result for the
dimension one case, proved this conjecture for all cases, except for the possibility
that cdG = 2 and gdG = 3 [EG57]. That this is impossible is still an open
problem, known as the Eilenberg{Ganea conjecture.
A group G has type Fn if it admits a model for BG with nite n-skeleton, and
on the algebraic side G has type FPn if Z admits a resolution by projective ZG-
modules, nitely generated up to dimension n. A group of type Fn is necessarily
of type FPn. All groups are of type F0, since there always exists a model for BG
with a single 0-cell [Geo08, 7.1.5]. The conditions F1, FP1 and nitely generated
are all equivalent, but the situation is more complex for larger n. A group is F2 if
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and only if it is nitely presented, and FPn together with F2 implies Fn [Geo08,
7.2.1][Bro94, VIII x7]. Bestvina and Brady use discrete Morse theory techniques
to construct subgroups of right-angled Artin groups that are FPn but not FPn+1
for all n, and groups of type FPn which are not nitely presented for all n [BB97].
We say a group is type F if it is F1 and gdG < 1, and type FP of it is FP1
and cdG < 1.
For a more detailed overview of these niteness conditions see [Bro94, Chap-
ter VIII], [Bie81] and [Geo08, Chapter II].
1.2. Proper actions and Bredon cohomology
Let F be a family of subgroups of a group G, closed under conjugation and
taking subgroups. A model for EFG, or classifying space for actions with isotropy
in F, is the terminal object in the G-homotopy category of G-CW complexes with
isotropy in F. A model for EG is thus the same as a model for E Triv G, where Triv
denotes the family consisting of only the trivial subgroup.
Using the equivariant Whitehead theorem one can show that a G-CW-complex
X is a model for EFG if and only if X has isotropy in F and XH is contractible
for all H 2 F [L uc05, Theorem 1.9]. Models for EFG always exist|there are
various standard constructions including the innite join construction of Milnor
[Mil56], Segals construction [Seg68], and a construction where one iteratively
attaches equivariant cells to build a G-CW-complex with contractible xed point
sets [L uc89, Proposition 2.3, p.35].
Let Fin denote the family of all nite subgroups of a group G. There are many
groups which admit natural models for EFinG, for example mapping class groups,
word-hyperbolic groups, and one-relator groups. A good survey is [L uc05].
There has been recent interest in models for EFinG and models for EVCycG,
where VCyc denotes the family of virtually cyclic subgroups, because they ap-
pear on one side of the Baum{Connes and Farrell{Jones conjectures respectively
[LR05]. These are deep conjectures with far reaching consequences in mathe-
matics [MV03, BLR08].
We denote by gdF G the minimal dimension of a model for EFG, if F = Fin
then this is known as the proper geometric dimension of G. The cohomology the-
ory most suited to the study of this geometric invariant is Bredon cohomology,
introduced for nite groups by Bredon in [Bre67] to study equivariant obstruc-
tions and extended to the study of innite groups by L uck [L uc89].
Fixing G we consider the orbit category OF. This is the small category whose
objects are the transitive G-sets with stabilisers in F and the morphisms between
two such G-sets is the free abelian group on the G-maps between them. Bredon
modules, or OF-modules, are contravariant additive functors from OF to the1.2. PROPER ACTIONS AND BREDON COHOMOLOGY 3
category of left R-modules, where R is some commutative ring. Our denition of
OF is dierent from the usual denition given in, for example, [L uc89], but the
denitions lead to isomorphic OF-module categories (Remark 2.0.7).
The category of all Bredon modules is an abelian category with frees and
projectives, so one can use techniques from homological algebra to study them.
Let R be the constant Bredon module, dened as R(G=H) = R for all H 2
F and R() = idR for any G-map  : G=H ! G=K. As in ordinary group
cohomology, using projective resolutions of R one builds the Bredon cohomology
of G. Analagously to cdG, we denote by OFcdG the Bredon cohomological
dimension of G|the minimal length of a projective resolution of R. We denote
by OFFPn the Bredon cohomological analogue of the FPn conditions of ordinary
cohomology, so G is OFFPn if there exists a resolution of R by projective Bredon
modules which is nitely generated in all degrees  n.
That the Bredon cohomological dimension OFincdG is the correct algebraic
invariant to mirror gdFin G is exemplied by the following theorem, an analogue
of the classical results of Eilenberg{Ganea and Stallings{Swan.
Theorem. [LM00, Theorem 0.1][Dun79] If R = Z then OFincdG = gdFin G,
except for the possibility that OFincdG = 2 and gdFin G = 3.
Brady, Leary and Nucinkis construct groups with OFincdG = 2 and gdFin G =
3 [BLN01].
If G admits a model for EFinG with cocompact n-skeleton then G is OFinFPn
over Z. In the other direction, if G is OFinFPn and the Weyl groups WH =
NGH=H are nitely presented for all nite subgroups H of G, then G admits a
model for EFinG with cocompact n-skeleton [LM00, Theorem 0.1].
Proposition. [KMPN11b, Lemmas 3.1,3.2] A group G is OFinFPn if and
only if G has nitely many conjugacy classes of nite subgroups and the Weyl
groups WH = NGH=H are FPn for all nite subgroups H.
We will discuss these conditions in more depth in Section 3.6.
Much of this thesis is concerned with the Bredon cohomological dimension and
OFinFPn conditions, and how they interact with other cohomological niteness
conditions. This includes those obtained by restricting the coecients of Bredon
cohomology to Mackey functors or cohomological Mackey functors (Section 1.5
and Chapter 4) and those obtained via relative homological algebra, namely the
Gorenstein cohomological dimension and F-cohomological dimension (Sections
1.4 and 1.6, and Chapter 5).
There are already many results giving bounds for the Bredon cohomolog-
ical dimension in terms of other algebraic invariants. In [MP13a, MP13b],
Mart nez-P erez uses the poset of nite subgroups of a group to provide bounds4 1. INTRODUCTION
for OFincdG and in [KMPN09] Kropholler, Mart nez-P erez, and Nucinkis show
that any elementary amenable group of type FP1 over Z satises
OFincdZ G = hG = cdQ G;
where hG denotes the Hirsch length of G. See [Hil91] for a denition of Hirsch
length for elementary amenable groups.
Finiteness conditions in Bredon cohomology are not well-behaved with re-
spect to group extensions. This is exemplied by the constructions of Leary and
Nucinkis [LN03] of
(1) groups which are virtually-F (there exists a nite index subgroup of type
F) and satisify vcdG < OFincdG, and
(2) groups which are virtually-F with innitely many conjugacy classes of
nite subgroups (and hence not of type OFinFP0 by Proposition 3.6.1).
Interestingly, a virtually-F group cannot contain innitely many conjugacy classes
of subgroups of prime power order [Bro94, IX.13.2], but may contain innitely
many conjugacy classes of subgroups isomorphic to some nite group H as long
as H does not have prime power order [Lea05].
In Chapter 3 we look in detail at OF-modules and at some results concerning
niteness conditions in Bredon cohomology which will be needed later on in the
thesis. We also give some interesting examples of groups whose Bredon coho-
mological dimension is not preserved under change of rings. Apart from these
examples, this chapter contains mainly background material and straightforward
extensions of known results.
1.3. Modules over a category
An Ab category (also called a pre-additive category) is a category C enriched
over the category of abelian groups|for any two objects x and y in C the mor-
phisms from x to y form an abelian group and morphism composition distributes
over addition [ML98, p.28]. So for any w;x;y;z 2 C and morphisms
w
f
! x
g

h
y
k ! z;
we have
k  (g + h)  f = k  g  f + k  h  f:
If C is a small Ab category then a C-module is a contravariant additive functor
from C to the category of left R-modules. The theory of modules over a category
specialises to Bredon cohomology by setting C = OF. In Chapter 2 we study
modules over an Ab category C with the property that for all objects x and y
in C, the set of morphisms from x to y forms a free abelian group. We describe
standard constructions including tensor products; projective, injective, and 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modules; restriction, induction, and coinduction; the TorC
 and Ext
C functors;
projective dimension and CFPn conditions; and the Bieri{Eckmann criterion.
Let [x;y]C denote the morphisms from x to y in C. The category C is said to
be an (EI) category if (see Remark 2.0.1):
(EI) For every x 2 C there is a distinguished basis of [x;x]C, the elements of
which are isomorphisms.
The material in this chapter is well-known in the case that C is an (EI) cate-
gory. We study a more general case which can be specialised, not just to Bredon
modules in Chapter 3, but also to Mackey and cohomological Mackey functors
in Chapter 4|Mackey and cohomological Mackey functors may be described as
modules over categories MF and HF respectively, categories which do not have
(EI).
1.4. nG and F-cohomological dimension
Let nG denote the minimal dimension of a contractible proper G-CW complex.
Nucinkis suggested F-cohomology in [Nuc99] as an algebraic analogue of nG, it
is a special case of the relative homology of Mac Lane [ML95] and Eilenberg{
Moore [EM65]. Fix a subfamily F of the family of nite subgroups, closed under
conjugation and taking subgroups. Let  be the G-set
`
H2F G=H and say that a
module is F-projective if it is a direct summand of a module of the form N 
R
where N is any RG-module. Short exact sequences are replaced with F-split
short exact sequences|short exact sequences which split when restricted to any
subgroup in F, or equivalently which split when tensored with R. The class
of F-split short exact sequences is allowable in the sense of Mac Lane, and the
projective modules with respect to these sequences are exactly the F-projectives.
This means an RG-module P is F-projective if and only if given any F-split short
exact sequence
0  ! A  ! B  ! C  ! 0
of RG-modules, applying HomRG(P; ) gives a short exact sequence
0  ! HomRG(P;A)  ! HomRG(P;B)  ! HomRG(P;C)  ! 0:
There are enough F-projectives and one can dene Ext and Tor functors,
denoted FExt
RG and FTorRG
 , for any RG-modules M and N,
FExt
RG(M;N) = H HomRG(P;N)
FTorRG
 (M;N) = H(P 
RG N)
where P is a F-split resolution of M by F-projective modules. We dene the
F-cohomology and F-homology
FH (G;M) = FExt
RG(R;M);6 1. INTRODUCTION
FH (G;M) = FTorRG
 (R;M):
The F-cohomological dimension, denoted FcdG, is the shortest length of an
F-split F-projective resolution of R. A group G is FFPn if there exists an F-split
F-projective resolution of R, nitely generated in all degrees  n.
Notation. When F = Fin, we use the standard notation in the literature,
writing Fcd instead of Fincd and referring to the F-cohomological dimension.
A result of Bouc and Kropholler{Wall implies FcdG  nG [Bou99, KW11],
but it is unknown if FcdG < 1 implies nG < 1, or if there are any groups for
which the two invariants dier. Unfortunately F-cohomology can be very dicult
to deal with, in particular it lacks some useful features such as free modules.
Since every model for EFinG is a proper contractible G-CW complex, it is
clear that nG  gdFin G.
Conjecture (Kropholler{Mislin Conjecture [Gui08, Conjecture 43.1]). If
nG < 1 then gdFin G < 1.
Kropholler and Mislin veried their conjecture for groups of type FP1 [KM98]
and later L uck veried the conjecture for groups with l(G) < 1 [L uc00]. Here
l(G) is the length of the longest chain
1 = H0  H1  H2    Hn  G
of nite subgroups in G. Nucinkis posed an algebraic version of the conjecture,
asking whether the niteness of FcdG and OFincdG are equivalent and verifying
this for groups with l(G) < 1 [Nuc00, Conjecture on p.337, Corollary 4.5].
The class HF of hierarchically decomposable groups was introduced by Krop-
holler as the smallest class of groups such that if there exists a nite-dimensional
contractible G-CW complex with stabilisers in HF then G 2 HF [Kro93], he
proves that every torsion-free group of type FP1 in HF has nite cohomological
dimension. The class HF is extremely large, containing for example all countable
elementary amenable groups and all countable linear groups. The rst known
example of a group not in Kropholler's class HF was Thompson's group F,
since F is torsion-free of type FP1 but with innite cohomological dimension
[BG84]. Other examples have since been found [Gan12b, ABJ+09]. Gandini
and Nucinkis have veried the Kropholler{Mislin conjecture for a class of groups
containing many groups of unbounded torsion [GN12].
In [MP13a, Example 3.6] Mart nez-Per ez modies the Leary{Nucinkis con-
struction [LN03] to produce an extension G of a torsion-free group by a cyclic
group of order p, with FcdG = 3 but OFincdG = 4. Taking direct products of
these groups and using [DP12, Theorem C] gives a family of virtually torsion-
free groups Gn with OFincdGn = FcdGn+n for all natural numbers n [Deg13a,1.5. MACKEY AND COHOMOLOGICAL MACKEY FUNCTORS 7
Remark 3.6]. However one should note that in these examples FcdGn is growing
linearly with n.
Interestingly, it is still unknown if OFincdG = FcdG when G is of type
OFinFP1, although Degrijse and Mart nez-P erez have obtained some results per-
taining to this question in [DMP13]. They investigate groups admitting a co-
compact model X for EFinG, and nd a description of OFincdG as largest n
for which Hn
c (XK;XK
sing) is non-trivial, where K runs over the nite subgroups
of G, XK
sing denotes the subspace of cells in XK with isotropy containing K
but not equal to K, and Hn
c denotes the cohomology with compact supports
[DMP13, Corollary 2.5]. Using this they prove that if G acts properly and
chamber-transitively on a building of type (W;S), where (W;S) is a nite Cox-
eter group, then OFincdG = FcdG [DMP13, Theorem 5.4].
1.5. Mackey and cohomological Mackey functors
In [MPN06], Mart nez-Per ez and Nucinkis studied cohomological niteness
conditions arising from taking the Bredon cohomology of a group G but restricting
to Mackey functor coecents. They showed that the associated Mackey coho-
mological dimension MFincdG is always equal to both the virtual cohomological
dimension and the F-cohomological dimension when G is virtually torsion-free.
One can view Mackey functors as contravariant functors from a small category
MFin into the category of left R-modules, and a crucial result in the paper of
Mart nez-Per ez and Nucinkis is that the Bredon cohomology with coecients in
a Mackey functor may be calculated using a projective resolution of Mackey func-
tors. Specically they prove that you can induce a resolution of R by projective
Bredon modules to a resolution of the Burnside functor BG by projective Mackey
functors. This is explained in more detail in Section 4.1.1.
Degrijse showed that for groups with l(G) < 1 the Mackey cohomological
dimension is equal to the F-cohomological dimension [Deg13a, Theorem A]. He
proves this via the study of Bredon cohomology with cohomological Mackey func-
tor coecents and the associated notion of cohomological dimension HFincdG.
The main ingredient of Chapter 4 is a similar result to that of Mart nez-
Per ez and Nucinkis for Bredon cohomology with cohomological Mackey functor
coecients. Yoshida observed that a cohomological Mackey functor may be de-
scribed as a contravariant functor from a small category HFin to the category of
left R-modules [Yos83]. We use Yoshida's result to prove in Section 4.3 that
the Bredon cohomology with coecients in a cohomological Mackey functor may
be calculated with a projective resolution of cohomological Mackey functors, by
showing that a resolution of R by projective Bredon modules can be induced to8 1. INTRODUCTION
a resolution of the xed point functor R  by projective cohomological Mackey
functors.
Degrijse also proves in [Deg13a] that HFincdG = FcdG when HFincdG < 1,
and asks if they are always equal, we can verify this:
Theorem 4.5.1. HFincdG = FcdG for all groups G.
Thus for an arbitrary group G we have a chain of inequalities
FcdG = HFincdG  MFincdG  OFincdG:
Since the new invariants MFincd and HFincd interpolate between OFincdG
and FcdG, one might hope to use them to gain information about how the
Kropholler{Mislin conjecture might fail. However, few of the inequalities above
are well understood. The inequality FcdG  OFincdG has already been discussed
in Section 1.4. For groups with l(G) nite, HFincdG = MFincdG [Deg13a,
Theorem 4.10], we don't know of any examples where they dier.
Question 1.5.1. (1) For an arbitrary group G, does the niteness of
MFincdG imply the niteness of OFincdG?
(2) Is there any relation between MFincdG and nG?
The OFinFPn conditions are well understood|see Section 3.6. We study the
MFinFPn conditions corresponding to Mackey functors, the HFinFPn conditions
corresponding to cohomological Mackey functors, and the FFPn conditions de-
ned in the previous section.
Corollary 4.2.6. Over any ring R, a group is MFinFPn if and only if it is
OFinFPn.
Theorem 4.4.1. If R is a commutative Noetherian ring, a group is HFinFPn
if and only if it is FFPn.
In Section 4.6 we prove a result similar to that shown for F-cohomology in
[LN10, x4], that depending on the coecient ring, HFincd may be calculated
using a subfamily of the family of nite subgroups. For example when working
over Z we need consider only the family of nite subgroups of prime power order,
and over either the nite eld Fp or over Z(p) (the integers localised at p), we
need consider only the family of subgroups of order a power of p.
Theorem 4.6.1. Let R be either Z, Fp, or Z(p). If R = Z then denote by
P the family of subgroups of prime-power order. If R = Fp or Z(p) then let P
denote the family of subgroups of order a power of p.
For all n 2 N [ f1g, the conditions HFincdG = n and HPcdG = n are
equivalent, as are the conditions HFinFPn and HPFPn.1.6. GORENSTEIN COHOMOLOGICAL DIMENSION 9
We also give a complete description of the condition HFinFPn over Fp.
Corollary 4.6.11. G is HFinFPn over Fp if and only if G has nitely many
conjugacy classes of p-subgroups, and WH = NGH=H is FPn over Fp for all
nite p-subgroups H.
1.6. Gorenstein cohomological dimension
An RG-module is Gorenstein projective if it is a cokernel in a strong com-
plete resolution of RG-modules, these were rst dened over an arbitrary ring
by Enochs and Jenda [EJ95]. We give a full explanation of complete resolutions
in Section 5.1.1. The Gorenstein projective dimension GpdM of an RG-module
M is the minimal length of a resolution of M by Gorenstein projective mod-
ules. Equivalently, GpdM  n if and only if M admits a complete resolution of
coincidence index n [BDT09, p.864].
The Gorenstein cohomological dimension of a group G, denoted GcdG, is
the Gorenstein projective dimension of R. If G is virtually torsion-free then
GcdG = vcdG [BDT09, Remark 2.9(1)], indeed the Gorenstein cohomology
can be seen as a generalisation of the virtual cohomological dimension.
GcdG is closely related to the silpRG and spliRG invariants studied by
Gedrich and Gruenberg [GG87] and recently shown to be equal by Emmanouil
when R = Z [Emm10]. The invariants silpRG and spliRG are dened as the
supremum of the injective lengths (injective dimensions) of the projective RG-
modules and the supremum of the projective lengths (projective dimensions) of
the injective RG-modules respectively. It is known that
GcdG  spliRG  GcdG + 1;
and conjectured that GcdG = spliRG [DT08, Conjecture A]. In fact, Dembegi-
oti and Talelli phrase this conjecture with the generalised cohomological dimen-
sion of Ikenaga [Ike84], but this is always equal to the Gorenstein cohomological
dimension [BDT09, Theorem 2.5].
By [ABS09, Lemma 2.21], every permutation RG-module with nite sta-
bilisers is Gorenstein projective, so combining with [Gan12b, Lemma 3.4] gives
that GcdG  FcdG.
Theorem 5.2.11. If FcdG < 1 then FcdG = GcdG.
We don't know if GcdG < 1 implies FcdG < 1, although if GcdG = 0 or 1
then GcdG = FcdG = OFincdG [ABS09, Proposition 2.19][BDT09, Theorem
3.6]. Additionally if G is in Kropholler's class HF and has a bound on the orders
of its nite subgroups then FcdG = GcdG (see Example 5.2.12).10 1. INTRODUCTION
It is conjectured by Talelli that GcdG < 1 if and only if OFincdG < 1 (see
for example, [Tal07, Conjecture A]). This is a stronger version of the conjecture of
Nucinkis mentioned in Section 1.4, that FcdG < 1 if and only if OFincdG < 1.
If one could strengthen Theorem 5.2.11 to show that GcdG = FcdG for all groups
G, then the two conjectures would be equivalent. Using [MP07], Bahlekeh,
Dembegioti, and Talelli show that for groups with OFincdG < 1, there is a
bound OFincdG < l(G) + GcdG [BDT09, Theorem C].
Generalising a construction of Avramov{Martsinkovsky, it was shown by
Asadollahi, Bahlekeh, and Salarian that if GcdG < 1 then there is a long exact
sequence of cohomological functors relating group cohomology, complete coho-
mology and Gorenstein cohomology [AM02, x7][ABS09, x3]. Theorem 5.2.11
follows from constructing a similar long exact sequence relating F-cohomology,
complete F-cohomology (dened in Section 5.1.3), and a new cohomology theory
we call FG-cohomology (dened in Section 5.2).
When they both exist, these two long exact sequences t into the commutative
diagram below, see Proposition 5.2.9,
 // d FH
n 1
n 1

// FGH n //
n

FH n //
n

d FH
n
n

// FGH n+1 //
n+1


 // b Hn 1 // GH n //
n
;;
Hn // b Hn // GH n+1 //
;;

where for conciseness we have written Hn for Hn(G; ) etc. In the commutative
diagram above, b Hn(G; ) is the complete cohomology, GH n(G; ) is the Goren-
stein cohomology, d FH
n
(G; ) is complete F-cohomology, and FGH n(G; ) is the
FG-cohomology.
Since Theorem 5.2.11 is proved via this commutative diagram, it appears that
the requirement that FcdG < 1 will be dicult to circumvent|without it we
do not know how to construct the long exact sequence appearing on the top row.
In Section 5.3 we use that the Gorenstein cohomological dimension is subaddi-
tive to improve upon a result of Degrijse on the behaviour of the F-cohomological
dimension under group extensions [Deg13a, Theorem B]. Degrijse phrased his
result in terms of Bredon cohomological dimension of G with coecients re-
stricted to cohomological Mackey functors, but this invariant is equal to FcdG
by Theorem 4.5.1 (see previous section).
Corollary 5.3.2. Given a short exact sequence of groups
1  ! N  ! G  ! Q  ! 1;
if FcdG < 1 then FcdG  FcdN + FcdQ.1.7. BREDON DUALITY GROUPS 11
Question 1.6.1. Is the F-cohomological dimension subadditive under group
extensions?
In Section 5.4 we use the Avramov{Martsinkovsky long exact sequence to
prove the following.
Proposition 5.4.4. If cdQ G < 1 then cdQ G  GcdZ G.
We know of no groups for which cdQ G  GcdZ G fails. If cdZ G < 1 then
necessarily cdZ G = GcdG [ABS09, Corollary 2.25], but we cannot rule out
the possibility that there exists a torsion-free group G with cdZ G = 1 but
GcdG < 1. In fact, the question below is still open even for torsion-free groups.
Question 1.6.2. Do there exist groups G with cdQ G = 1 but GcdZ G < 1?
1.7. Bredon duality groups
A duality group is a group G of type FP for which
Hi(G;ZG)  =
(
Z-at if i = n,
0 else,
where n is necessarily the cohomological dimension of G. The name duality comes
from the fact that this condition is equivalent to existence of a ZG-module D,
giving an isomorphism
Hi(G;M)  = Hn i(G;D 
Z M)
for all i and all ZG-modules M. It can be proven that given such an isomorphism,
the module D is necessarily Hn(G;ZG). A duality group G is called a Poincar e
duality group if in addition
Hi(G;ZG)  =
(
Z if i = n,
0 else.
These groups were rst dened by Bieri [Bie72], and independently by Johnson{
Wall [JW72]. Duality groups were rst studied by Bieri and Eckmann in [BE73].
See [Dav00] and [Bie81, xIII] for a thorough introduction.
If a group G has an oriented manifold model for BG then G is a Poincar e
duality group [Dav00, p.1]. Wall asked if the converse is true [Wal79], the answer
is no as Poincar e duality groups can be built which are not nitely presented
[Dav98, Theorem C]. However the question remains a signicant open problem
if we include the requirement that G be nitely presented. The conjecture is
known to hold only in dimensions at most 2 [Eck87].
Let R be a commutative ring. A group G is a duality group over R if G is
FP over R and
Hi(G;RG)  =
(
R-at if i = n,
0 else.12 1. INTRODUCTION
G is Poincar e duality over R if
Hi(G;RG)  =
(
R if i = n,
0 else.
An analogue of Wall's conjecture is whether every torsion-free nitely presented
Poincar e duality group over R is the fundamental group of an aspherical closed
R-homology manifold [Dav00, Question 3.5]. This is answered in the negative
by Fowler for R = Q [Fow12], but remains open for R = Z.
We study a generalisation of Poincar e duality groups, looking at the algebraic
analogue of the condition that G admits a manifold model M for EFinG such that
for any nite subgroup H the xed point set MH is a submanifold.
If G admits a cocompact manifold model M for EFinG then G is OFinFP. Also
if for any nite subgroup H the xed point set MH is a submanifold, we have
the following condition on the cohomology of the Weyl groups WH = NGH=H:
Hi(WH;Z[WH]) =
(
Z if i = dimMH;
0 else,
see [DL03, p.3] for a proof of the above. Building on this, in [DL03] and also in
[MP13a, Denition 5.1] a Bredon duality group over R is dened as a group G
of type OFinFP such that for every nite subgroup H of G there is an integer dH
with
Hi(WH;R[WH]) =
(
R-at if i = dH,
0 else.
Furthermore, G is said to be Bredon{Poincar e duality over R if for all nite
subgroups H,
HdH(WH;R[WH]) = R:
We say that a Bredon duality group G is dimension n if OFincdG = n. Note that
for torsion-free groups these denitions reduce to the usual denitions of duality
and Poincar e duality groups.
One might generalise Wall's conjecture: Let G be Bredon{Poincar e duality
over Z, such that WH is nitely presented for all nite subgroups H. Does G
admit a cocompact manifold model M for EFinG? This is false by an example of
Jonathan Block and Schmuel Weinberger, suggested to us by Jim Davis.
Theorem 6.2.7. There exist examples of Bredon{Poincar e duality groups
over Z, such that WH is nitely presented for all nite subgroups H but G doesn't
admit a cocompact manifold model M for EFinG.
If G is Bredon{Poincar e duality and virtually torsion-free then G is virtually
Poincar e duality. Thus an obvious question is whether all virtually Poincar e
duality groups are Bredon{Poincar e duality, in [DL03] it is shown that this is1.7. BREDON DUALITY GROUPS 13
not the case for R = Z. An example is also given in [MP13a, x6] which fails for
both R = Z and for R = Fp, the nite eld of p elements. One might also ask if
every Bredon{Poincar e duality group is virtually torsion-free but this is also not
the case, see for instance Examples 6.2.5 and 6.2.21.
In [Ham11, Theorems D,E] Hamilton shows that, over a eld F of character-
istic p, given an extension   of a torsion-free group G of type FP1 by a nite p-
group, the group   will be of type OFinFP1 (by examples of Leary and Nucinkis,
an extension by an arbitrary nite group may not even be OFinFP0 [LN03]).
Mart nez-P erez builds on this result to show that if G is assumed Poincar e dual-
ity then   is Bredon{Poincar e duality over F with OFincdF   = cdF G [MP13a,
Theorem C]. However, her results do not extend to Bredon duality groups.
Given a Bredon duality group G we write V(G) for the set
V(G) = fdF : F a non-trivial nite subgroup of Gg  f0;:::;ng:
In Example 6.6.8 we will build Bredon duality groups with arbitrary V(G). If
G has a manifold model, or homology manifold model, for EFinG then there are
some restrictions on V(G)|see Section 6.2.3 for this. In Section 6.3 we build
Bredon{Poincar e duality groups for many choices of V(G), however the following
question remains open:
Question 1.7.1. Is it possible to construct Bredon{Poincar e duality groups
with prescribed V(G)?
It follows from Proposition 6.1.4 that for a Bredon{Poincar e duality group,
d1  OFincdG (recall d1 is the integer for which Hd1(G;RG)  = R) and also, if we
are working over Z, then d1 = cdQ G (Lemma 6.1.2). Thus the following question
is of interest.
Question 1.7.2. Do there exist Bredon duality groups with OFincdG 6= d1?
Examples of groups for which cdQ G 6= OFincdZ G are known [LN03], but
there are no known examples of type OFinFP1. This question is also related to
[MP13a, Question 5.8] where it is asked whether a virtually torsion-free Bredon
duality group satises OFincdG = vcdG.
One might hope to give a denition of Bredon{Poincar e duality groups in
terms of Bredon cohomology only, we do not know if this is possible but we show
in Section 6.7 that the na ve idea of asking that a group be OFinFP with
Hi
OFin(G;R[?; ])  =
(
R if i = n,
0 else,
is not the correct denition, where in the above Hi
OFin denotes the Bredon co-
homology and R is the constant covariant Bredon module. Namely we show in14 1. INTRODUCTION
Theorem 6.7.3 that any such group is necessarily a torsion-free Poincar e duality
group over R.
1.8. Houghton's groups
Houghton's group Hn was introduced in [Hou79], as an example of a group
acting on a set S with H1(Hn;A 
 Z[S]) = An 1 for any abelian group A.
In [Bro87], Brown used an important new technique to show that the groups
Fn;r;Tn;r, and Vn;r of Thompson and Higman were FP1. In the same paper he
showed that Houghton's group Hn is interesting from the viewpoint of cohomo-
logical niteness conditions, namely Hn is FPn 1 but not FPn. Brown proves
this by studying the action of Hn on the geometric realisation jMj of a certain
poset M. More recently, Johnson gave a nite presentation for H3 [Joh99], and
later Lee did the same for Hn where n  3 [Lee12].
Interestingly, Hn embeds in Thompson's group V = V2;1 for all n  0
[R ov99]. Antol n, Burillo, and Martino have shown that for n  2, the group
Hn has solvable conjugacy problem [ABM13] and Burillo, Cleary, Martino, and
R over have calculated the automorphism groups and abstract commensurators
of Hn [BCMR14].
There has been recent interest in the structure of the centralisers of Thomp-
son's groups and their generalisations [MPN13, BBG+11, MPMN13]. The
results obtained here are similar to [MPMN13, 4.10,4.11] where it is shown that
in the groups Vr(), generalisations of Thompson's V , the centralisers of nite
subgroups are of type FP1 whenever the groups Vr() are of type FP1.
In Section 7.1 we completely describe centralisers of nite subgroups and
prove the following.
Corollary 7.1.7. If Q is a nite subgroup of Hn then the centraliser CHnQ
is FPn 1 but not FPn.
This contrasts with [KMPN11a] where examples are given of soluble groups
of type FPn with centralisers of nite subgroups that are not FPn, although it is
shown in [MPN10] that in virtually soluble groups of type FP1 the centralisers
of all nite subgroups are of type FP1.
In Section 7.2 our analysis is extended to arbitrary elements and virtually
cyclic subgroups. Using this information elements in Hn are constructed whose
centralisers are FPi for any 0  i  n   3.
In Section 7.3 the space jMj mentioned previously is shown to be a model
for EFinHn.
Finally Section 7.4 contains a discussion of Bredon (co)homological niteness
conditions that are satised by Houghton's group. In particular we calculate the1.8. HOUGHTON'S GROUPS 15
Bredon cohomological dimension with respect to the family of nite subgroups,
and use a construction of L uck and Weiermann [LW12] to calculate the Bredon
cohomological dimension with respect to the family of virtually cyclic subgroups.
Proposition 7.4.3 and Theorem 7.4.4. OFincdHn = OVCyccdHn = n.CHAPTER 2
Modules over a category
Much of this chapter is based on [L uc89]. Although we consider a slightly
more general situation, as explained in Remark 2.0.1, the idea is the same. The
material in this chapter is used in much of this thesis, especially in Chapters 3
and 4.
Let R be a commutative ring with unit and C a small Ab category (sometimes
called a preadditive category) with the condition below.
(A) For any two objects x and y in C, the set of morphisms, denoted [x;y]C,
between x and y is a free abelian group.
Recall that an Ab category is one where the morphisms between any two objects
form an abelian group and where morphism composition distributes over this
addition [Wei94, A.4].
Remark 2.0.1. In [L uc89, 9.2], categories X are considered with the property
that every endomorphism in X is an isomorphism. However the approach to
dening modules over a category in [L uc89, 9.2] is dierent from that used here
(see also Remark 2.0.7). One can translate between the dierent viewpoints in
the following way:
[x;y]X = Z[fMorphisms x ! y in the sense of L uckg];
where Z[X] denotes the free abelian group on a set X.
The correct analogue of L uck's property with our denitions is the following:
(EI) For every x 2 C, there is a distinguished basis of [x;x]C, the elements of
which are isomorphisms.
The main advantage of the (EI) property is that it allows objects in C to be
given a partial order: setting x  y if [x;y]C is non-empty. We choose not to
ask for this property in this section, since we want everything discussed here to
be relevant to the Mackey and Hecke categories, discussed in Chapter 4, which
do not have (EI). The motivating example of a category with (EI) is the orbit
category, see Example 2.0.6.
Throughout, the fraktur letters C, D, E etc. will always denote small Ab
categories with (A).
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Dene the category of covariant C-modules over R to be the category of addi-
tive covariant functors from C to R-Mod, the category of left R-modules. Simi-
larly the category of contravariant C-modules over R is the category of additive
contravariant functors from C to R-Mod.
If neither \covariant" or \contravariant" is specied in a statement about
C-modules, the reader should assume the statement holds for both covariant and
contravariant C-modules.
Since C-modules form a functor category and R-Mod is an abelian category,
the category of C-modules is an abelian category [Mur06, 44]. In fact, it inher-
its all of Grothendieck's axioms for an abelian category which are satised by
R-Mod [Mur06, 44,55], namely:
(1) AB3 and AB4|Every small colimit exists and products of exact se-
quences are exact.
(2) AB3* and AB4*|Every small limit exists and coproducts of exact se-
quences are exact.
(3) AB5|Filtered colimits of exact sequences are exact.
Again because we are working in a functor category, a sequence of C-modules
0  ! A  ! B  ! C  ! 0
is exact if and only if it is exact when evaluated at every x 2 C. Note that 0
denotes the zero functor, sending every object to the zero module. Similarly, using
the fact that the category of C-modules is a functor category and the category of
abelian groups is complete, limits and colimits are computed pointwise [Mur06,
p.8].
Since [x;y]C is abelian for all x and y in C, for any y 2 C we can form a
contravariant module R[ ;y]C by
R[ ;y]C(x) = R 
Z [x;y]C:
The analogous construction for covariant modules gives us
R[y; ]C(x) = R 
Z [y;x]C:
In Section 2.2 we will show that these modules are analogues of free modules in
the category of C-modules. Since R[x;y]C is a free R-module we write r instead
of r 
 , for r 2 R and  2 [x;y]C.
If f 2 R[x;y]C, where f =
P
i rifi for some fi 2 [x;y]C, and Q is a C-module,
then we will write Q(f) for the R-module homomorphism given by
P
i riQ(fi).
Let A and B be any two covariant C-modules, or any two contravariant C-
modules, then we denote by HomC(A;B) the C-module morphisms between A
and B, i.e. the natural transformations from A to B.2. MODULES OVER A CATEGORY 19
Lemma 2.0.2 (The Yoneda-type lemma). For any covariant functor A and
x 2 C, there is an isomorphism, natural in A:
HomC (R[x; ]C;A)  = A(x)
f 7! f(x)(idx)
Similarly for any contravariant functor M and x 2 C, there is an isomor-
phism, natural in M:
HomC (R[ ;x]C;M)  = M(x)
f 7! f(x)(idx)
The proof is a generalisation of [MV03, p.9] into the setting of C-modules.
Proof. We provide a proof only for covariant modules, that for contravariant
modules is similar.
Let f be a morphism f : R[x; ]C ! A, we claim f is completely determined
by f(x). If  2 R[x;y]C then we can view  as  = R[x;]C(idx), thus
f(y)() = f(y)  R[x;]C(idx)
= A()  f(x)(idx)
where we use that f is R-additive and that f is a morphism in the category of
C-modules|so a natural transformation of functors|meaning the diagram below
commutes.
R[x;x]C
R[x;]C

f(x)
// A(x)
A()

R[x;y]C
f(y)
// A(y)
Conversely, given an element a 2 A(x) we can dene a morphism f, with
f(x)(idx) = a, by
f(y) : R[x;y]C  ! A(y)
 7 ! A()(a):

The endomorphisms [x;x]C of an object x 2 C form an associative ring. This
ring will appear often, so we write End(x) instead of [x;x]C, and write REnd(x)
instead of R 
Z End(x).
Remark 2.0.3. Given a covariant module A, evaluating A at x gives a left
REnd(x)-module, using the action
REnd(x)  A(x)  ! A(x)
(f;a) 7 ! A(f)(a):20 2. MODULES OVER A CATEGORY
This is a left REnd(x)-module structure since given any two elements g;f 2
REnd(x),
(g  f)  x = A(g  f)(x) = A(g)  A(f)(x) = g  (f  x):
Similarly, for a contravariant module M, M(x) has a right REnd(x)-module
structure.
Remark 2.0.4. Let \ End(x) denote the category with one object and with
morphisms the free abelian group End(x). Clearly \ End(x) has property (A) and
it's possible to identify covariant \ End(x)-modules and left REnd(x)-modules,
similarly contravariant \ End(x)-modules and right REnd(x)-modules.
There is often a need to consider bi-modules. A C-D bi-module (can be
covariant or contravariant in either variable, although most of the bi-modules
we shall use will be covariant in one variable in contravariant in the other), is a
functor
Q( ;?) : CD ! R-Mod:
Example 2.0.5. The C-C bi-module R[ ;?]C is dened as
R[ ;?]C : (x;y) 7! R[x;y]C:
Example 2.0.6 (The orbit category). The orbit category, denoted OF, is the
prototypical example of a category with property (A), and will be studied prop-
erly in Chapter 3. It was introduced for nite groups by Bredon [Bre67], who
used the associated cohomology theory, Bredon cohomology, to develop equivari-
ant obstruction theories. It was later generalised to arbitrary groups by L uck
[L uc89].
Fix a discrete group G and family F of subgroups of G, closed under taking
subgroups and conjugation. Commonly studied families are the family Fin of
all nite subgroups, and the family VCyc of all virtually cyclic subgroups. The
objects of the orbit category OF are all transitive G-sets with stabilisers in F, ie.
the G-sets G=H where H is a subgroup in F. The morphism set [G=H;G=K]OF
is the free abelian group on the set of G-maps G=H ! G=K. A G-map
 : G=H  ! G=K
H 7 ! gK
is completely determined by the element (H) = gK, and such an element gK 2
G=K determines a G-map if and only if HgK = gK, usually written as gK 2
(G=K)H. Equivalently gK determines a G-map if and only if g 1Hg  K.
In particular if F  Fin then the orbit category has (EI), since any G-map
 : G=K ! G=K is automatically an automorphism. The isomorphism classes of2.1. TENSOR PRODUCTS 21
elements in OF, denoted IsoOF, are exactly the conjugacy classes of subgroups
in F.
Remark 2.0.7. The morphisms from G=H to G=K in the orbit category are
usually dened as just the G-maps G=H ! G=K. We show that this denition
gives an isomorphic module category.
For this remark, let OF
0 denote the category with the same objects as OF
but with morphisms from G=H to G=K just the G-maps G=H ! G=K. Let
 : OF
0 ! OF be the faithful inclusion and given an OF-module M dene an OF
0
module M0 = M  . We claim that the functor M 7! M0 gives an isomorphism
of categories between OF-modules and OF
0 modules.
Any OF
0-module M0 extends uniquely to an OF-module M by setting:
(1) M(G=H) = M0(G=H) for all H 2 F.
(2) M(
P
i zii) =
P
i ziM0(i) for any OF-morphism
P
i zii written as the
sum of G-maps i.
This gives an inverse to the functor M 7! M0 described above.
2.1. Tensor products
2.1.1. Tensor product over C. We describe a construction, due to L uck
[L uc89, 9.12], of the categorical tensor product of [Sch70, 16.7][Fis68] for the
categories of C-modules over R.
For M contravariant and A covariant, the tensor product over C of M and A
is
M 
C A =
M
x2C
M(x) 
R A(x)
,

where M()(m) 
 a  m 
 A()(a) for all morphisms  2 [x;y] in C, elements
m 2 M(y) and a 2 A(x), and objects x;y 2 C. Since R is commutative, this
construction yields an R-module. The tensor product is associative [MP02,
Lemma 3.1], and commutes with direct sums.
Example 2.1.1. If A is a left REnd(x)-module and M is a right REnd(x)-
module then, by Remark 2.0.4, A and M can be regarded as covariant and con-
travariant \ End(x)-modules. It's easy to check that
M 
 \ End(x) A  = M 
REnd(x) A:
Proposition 2.1.2. [L uc89, p.166][MP02] There are adjoint natural iso-
morphisms of R-modules:
HomD(M(?) 
C Q(?; );N( ))  = HomC(M(?);HomD(Q(?; );N( )))
HomC(Q(?; ) 
D A( );B(?))  = HomD(A( );HomC(Q(?; );B(?))):22 2. MODULES OVER A CATEGORY
Here M and N are contravariant modules, A and B are covariant modules, and
Q(?; ) is an D-C-bi-module|a contravariant D-module in \ " and a covariant
C-module in \?".
Lemma 2.1.3. [MV03, p.14] There are natural isomorphisms of R-modules
for any contravariant module M and covariant module A:
M 
C R[x; ]C  = M(x)
R[ ;x]C 
C A  = A(x):
2.1.2. Tensor product over R. We describe the tensor product over R
as in [L uc89, 9.13]. If A and B are C-modules, either both covariant or both
contravariant, then the tensor product over R is the C-module
(A 
R B)(x) = A(x) 
R B(x):
If  : x ! y is a morphism in C, then
(A 
R B)() = A() 
R B():
2.2. Frees, projectives, injectives and ats
Free objects in a category are usually dened as left adjoint to some forgetful
functor, often with codomain Set. For C-modules the necessary forgetful functor
is
U : f C-modules g  ! [Ob(C);Set]
UA : x 7 ! A(x):
Here [Ob(C);Set] denotes the category of functors Ob(C) ! Set, where Ob(C) is
the category whose objects are the objects of C but with only the identity mor-
phisms at each object. The functor F left adjoint to U is, for X 2 [Ob(C);Set],
FX =
M
x2C
M
X(x)
R[x; ]C:
Analagously, if we are working with contravariant functors,
FX =
M
x2C
M
X(x)
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That (F;U) form an adjoint pair is a consequence of the Yoneda-type Lemma
2.0.2|for any covariant module A,
HomC(FX;A) = HomC
0
@
M
x2C
M
X(x)
R[x; ]C ;A
1
A
 =
Y
x2C
Y
X(x)
HomC (R[x; ]C ;A)
 =
Y
x2C
Y
X(x)
A(x)
 = Hom[Ob(C);Set](X;UA):
The proof for contravariant functors is analogous.
Projective and injective modules are dened as in any abelian category|a
C-module P is projective if HomC(P; ) is exact and a C-module I is injective if
HomC( ;I) is exact [Wei94, x2.2]. Free modules are projective since if
0  ! A  ! B  ! C  ! 0
is an exact sequence of C-modules then, by the Yoneda-type Lemma (2.0.2),
applying HomC(R[x;?]C; ) gives the exact sequence
0  ! A(x)  ! B(x)  ! C(x)  ! 0:
Since direct sums of projectives are projective in any abelian category, this is
enough to show the category of C-modules has enough projectives, in fact the
counit of the adjunction between F and U,
 : (FUA)  ! A;
is always an epimorphism: By construction,
FUA =
M
x2C
M
a2A(x)
Fa(x; )
where Fa(x; )  = R[x; ]C. The counit is the map dened on Fa(x; ), via the
Yoneda-type Lemma 2.0.2, by idx 7! a. It's clear that every a 2 A(x) is in the
image of (x), and thus  is an epimorphism.
The category of C-modules also has enough injectives, see Remark 2.3.4 for a
proof using coinduction.
A covariant (respectively contravariant) C-module F is at if the functor
F 
Cy (respectively y
CF) is at. Lemma 2.1.3 shows free modules are at, and
since the tensor product commutes with direct sums, projectives are at also.
A covariant C-module M is said to be nitely generated if there exists an
epimorphism
M
x2I
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for some nite indexing set I of objects in C. There is an analogous denition for
contravariant C-modules.
2.3. Restriction, induction and coinduction
Given a functor  : C ! D, we dene restriction, induction, and coinduction
functors. Induction and restriction can be found in [L uc89, x9.8] but with the
names extension and restriction, he also denes an adjoint pair of functors called
\splitting" and \inclusion". We don't include these here as the adjointness of
these functors relies on the (EI) property which we are not assuming holds.
Restriction and induction are, for covariant modules:
Res : fCovariant D-modulesg  ! fCovariant C-modulesg
Res : A 7 ! A  
Ind : fCovariant C-modulesg  ! fCovariant D-modulesg
Ind : A 7 ! R[(?); ]D 
C A(?):
Where the notation R[(?); ]D means that in the variable \?", this functor should
be regarded as a C-module using . Coinduction is, for covariant modules:
CoInd : fCovariant C-modulesg  ! fCovariant D-modulesg
CoInd : A 7 ! HomC(R[ ;(?)]D;A(?)):
For contravariant functors, the denition of restriction is identical, and for
induction and coinduction is nearly identical:
Ind : fContravariant C-modulesg  ! fContravariant D-modulesg
Ind : M 7 ! M(?) 
C R[ ;(?)]D
CoInd : fContravariant C-modulesg  ! fContravariant D-modulesg
CoInd : M( ) 7 ! HomC(R[(?); ]D;M(?)):
Usually the functor  will be implicit, and we will use the notation ResD
C for
Res, and similarly for induction and coinduction. We will also write ResC
x instead
of ResC
\ End(x) and similarly for induction and coinduction.
Note that for any left REnd(x)-module A,
IndC
x A(x) = R[x;x] 
REnd(x) A  = A
CoIndC
x A(x) = HomREnd(x)(R[x;x];A)  = A:
Similarly for contravariant induction and coinduction.
Proposition 2.3.1. [MPN06, x2] Induction is left adjoint to restriction and
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The following proposition is almost entirely a consequence of this adjointness.
Proposition 2.3.2.
(1) Restriction is exact.
(2) Induction is right exact and preserves frees, projectives, ats and \nitely
generated".
(3) Coinduction preserves injectives.
(4) Induction and restriction preserve colimits and coinduction and restric-
tion preserve limits.
Proof. (1) Since a short exact sequence of modules over C is exact if
and only if it's exact when evaluated at every element of C, restriction
is always exact.
(2) Since induction has an exact right adjoint it preserves projectives and is
right-exact [Wei94, 2.3.10, 2.6.1].
That induction takes frees to frees is a consequence of Lemma 2.1.3,
IndD
C R[y; ]C = R[(?); ]D 
C R[y;?]C  = R[y; ]D
and similarly for contravariant modules.
That induction takes ats to ats is a consequence of Lemma 2.3.3
below. In the covariant case, this implies the functor ? 
D IndD
C F is
naturally isomorphic to the functor (ResD
C ?)
CF. Thus if F is assumed
at then ?
DIndD
C F is exact. An analogous proof holds for contravariant
F.
If A is a nitely generated C-module then there is an epimorphism
F   A for some nitely generated free F. Induction is right exact so
there is an epimorphism
IndD
C F   IndD
C A:
Induction takes nitely generated frees to nitely generated frees so
IndD
C A is nitely generated.
(3) Since coinduction has an exact left adjoint it preserves injectives [Wei94,
2.3.10] and is left-exact [Wei94, 2.6.1]
(4) This is another consequence of adjointness [ML98, p.118].

Lemma 2.3.3. There exist natural isomorphisms for any contravariant C-
module M and covariant C-module A:
M 
D IndD
C A  = ResD
C M 
C A
IndD
C M 
D A  = M 
C ResD
C A:26 2. MODULES OVER A CATEGORY
Proof. We prove the rst natural isomorphism, the second is analogous:
M 
D IndD
C A  = M( ) 
D
 
R[?; ]D 
C A(?)

 =
 
M( ) 
D R[?; ]D


C A(?)
 = ResD
C M 
C A:

Remark 2.3.4 (The category of C-modules has enough injectives). A con-
sequence of Proposition 2.3.2(3) is that the category of C-modules has enough
injectives. For any ring S and module M over S there always exists an injective
module I and injection M , ! I [Wei94, 2.3.11]. Given a C-module M choose
injective REnd(x)-modules Ix such that M(x) injects into Ix for all x 2 C, and
consider the map
Y
x2C
x : M  !
Y
x2C
CoIndC
REnd(x) Ix
where x is chosen, via the adjointness of coinduction and restriction, such that
x(x) is the inclusion of M(x) into CoIndC
x Ix(x) = Ix.
Clearly the product of the x maps is an injection. The module on the right
is injective by Proposition 2.3.2(3) and the fact that in any abelian category,
products of injective modules are injective.
Example 2.3.5. If A and B are covariant C-modules, we dene a C-C bi-
module:
A(?) 
R B( ) : (x;y) 7! A(x) 
 A(y):
Denote by  : C ! CC the diagonal functor  : x ! (x;x). The tensor
product over R dened in Section 2.1.2 could be dened as
A 
R B = Res(A(?) 
R B( )):
2.4. Tor and Ext
Since the categories of C-modules are abelian and have enough projectives,
it is possible to use techniques from homological algebra to study them. For
M a C-module, a projective resolution P of M is an exact chain complex of
C-modules,
  ! Pi  ! Pi 1  !   ! P0  ! M  ! 0
where each Pi is projective.
If A is a covariant C-module and P a projective resolution of A then for any
covariant module B and contravariant module M, we dene Ext
C and TorC
 as
Extk
C(A;B) = Hk HomC
 
P;B

TorC
k(M;A) = Hk
 
M 
C P

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We make the same denitions for contravariant modules, if M is a contravari-
ant module, Q a projective resolution of M, A a covariant module and N a
contravariant module then
Extk
C(M;N) = Hk HomC
 
Q;N

TorC
k(M;A) = Hk
 
Q 
C A

:
A priori TorC
 has just been given two denitions, these are equivalent by Propo-
sition 2.4.1 below, an analogue of the classical result that Tor for modules over a
ring can be computed using a resolution in either variable.
Proposition 2.4.1. If A is any covariant module, M is any contravariant
module, P is a projective covariant resolution of A, and Q is a projective con-
travariant resolution of M then for all k,
Hk
 
M 
C P
  = Hk
 
Q 
C A

:
We need some notation for the proof: If (C;@) is an arbitrary chain complex
of C-modules then we write C+j for the chain complex whose degree i term is
Ci+j, and dierential ( 1)j@i+j. This change in the dierential doesn't aect
exactness, as the homology groups of the new complex are simply Hn(C+j) =
Hn+j(C).
Proof. The proof is a generalisation of [Wei94, Theorem 2.7.2, p.58] into
the setting of C-modules. Form three double complexes, M 
C P, Q 
C P and
Q 
C A. The augmentation maps " : P  ! A and  : Q  ! M induce maps
between the total complexes,
Tot(Q 
C P)  ! Tot(M 
C P)  = M 
C P
Tot(Q 
C P)  ! Tot(Q 
C A)  = Q 
C A
where Tot denotes the total complex of a bicomplex of R-modules (see [Wei94,
1.2.6] for the denition of total complex). We claim that these maps are weak
equivalences. Dene a new double complex C, by adding A 
C Q 1 in the
( 1) column of P
CQ, giving the following complex. Note that we need to shift
Q so that the resulting complex is a bi-complex, without the shift the horizontal28 2. MODULES OVER A CATEGORY
and vertical dierentials would not anti-commute.






A 
C Q2

P0 
C Q2 oo

P1 
C Q2 oo

 oo
A 
C Q1

P0 
C Q1 oo

P1 
C Q1 oo

 oo
A 
C Q0

P0 
C Q0 oo

P1 
C Q0 oo

 oo
0 0 0
The complex Tot(C)+1 is the mapping cone of " 
C idQ, so it suces to show
that it is acyclic (see [Wei94, x1.5]). But this follows from the Acyclic Assembly
Lemma [Wei94, 2.7.3], since the atness of Qi means the functor y
CQi is exact
for all i and hence the rows of C are exact.
Similarly, the mapping cone of idP 
C is the complex Tot(D)+1, where
D is the double complex obtained by adding P 1 
C B in row ( 1) to the
complex P 
C Q. Since Pi is at for all i, Pi 
C y is exact, and the columns
of D are exact. Thus Tot(D)+1 is acyclic, again by the Acyclic Assembly
Lemma [Wei94, 2.7.3], showing idP 
C is a weak equivalence.

TorC
 could also be calculated using at resolutions instead of projective reso-
lutions. The standard proof of this in the case of modules over a ring goes through
with almost no modication, see for example [Wei94, 3.2.8]. Similarly, we could
calculate Ext
C using injective resolutions, again the proof is the standard one.
2.5. Finiteness conditions
We dene projective and at dimensions as one would expect, the projective
dimension CpdA of a contravariant C-module A is the minimal length of a pro-
jective resolution of A and the at dimension CfdA is the minimal length of a
at resolution. These can be characterised as the vanishing of the Ext
C and TorC

groups as in ordinary homological algebra.
Recall that a C-module is nitely generated if it admits an epimorphism from
a nite direct sum of modules of the form R[x; ]C for some x 2 C. We say
a C-module A is CFPn if there is a projective resolution of A which is nitely
generated up to degree n. Additionally we call CFP0 modules nitely generated
and CFP1 modules nitely presented. There is an analogue of the Bieri-Eckmann
criterion [BE74], see also [Bie81, Theorem 1.3]. A proof in the case that C = OF2.5. FINITENESS CONDITIONS 29
appears in [MPN13, Theorem 5.3] and no substantial change is required to prove
for C-modules.
Theorem 2.5.1 (Bieri{Eckmann Criterion). The following conditions on any
contravariant C-module A are equivalent:
(1) A is CFPn.
(2) If B, for  2 , is a ltered system of C-modules then the natural map
lim   !

Extk
C(A;B)  ! Extk
C(A;lim   !

B)
is an isomorphism for k  n   1 and a monomorphism for k = n.
(3) For any ltered system B, for  2 , such that lim   ! B = 0,
lim   !

Extk
C(A;B) = 0
for all k  n.
(4) For any collection of indexing sets x, for x 2 C, the natural map
TorC
k
 
M;
Y
x2ObC
Y
x
R[x; ]C
!
 !
Y
x2ObC
Y
x
TorC
k (M;R[x; ]C)
is an isomorphism for k < n and an epimorphism for k = n.
There is a similar result for covariant modules.
Lemma 2.5.2. If
0  ! A  ! B  ! C  ! 0
is a short exact sequence of C-modules then
(1) If A and B are CFPn then C is CFPn.
(2) If A and C are CFPn then B is CFPn.
(3) If B and C are CFPn then A is CFPn 1.
Proof. This follows from the long exact sequence associated to Ext
C and
the Bieri{Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.5.1). CHAPTER 3
Bredon modules
Fix a family F of subgroups of G, closed under subgroups and conjugation,
and recall from Example 2.0.6 that the orbit category OF is the category whose
objects are all transitive G-sets with stabilisers in F and whose morphism set
[G=H;G=K]OF is the free abelian group on the set of G-maps G=H  ! G=K.
Common families to study are the family Fin of all nite subgroups and the family
VCyc of all virtually cyclic subgroups.
Contravariant OFin-modules and their associated niteness conditions pro-
vide a good algebraic reection of the geometric world of proper actions. This
background has already been discussed in the introduction and we will discuss
connections with geometry in Sections 3.3 and 3.5 also.
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 specialise information from Chapter 2 to modules over
the orbit category, and the later sections discuss niteness conditions for con-
travariant OF-modules.
Recall that a G-map  : G=H  ! G=K is completely determined by the
element (H) = gK, and such an element gK 2 G=K determines a G-map if and
only if HgK = gK, equivalently g 1Hg  K.
3.1. Free modules
For this section we require that F  Fin. In this section we describe the
structure of free OF-modules. Throughout this section H and K will denote
subgroups in F and g will denote a G-map g : G=H ! G=K sending H 7! gK
for any H and K.
Remark 3.1.1 (Structure of End(G=H)). If g : G=H  ! G=H is the G-
map sending H 7 ! gH then necessarily g 2 NGH and two such g determine the
same G-map if they are in the same left H-coset. Furthermore h g = gh so,
denoting by WH the Weyl group NGH=H,
End(G=H) = \ Z[WH]
op
:
Here Z[ d WH] denotes the category of one element and morphisms given by Z[WH],
and \ Z[WH]
op
is the opposite of that category. As described in Remark 2.0.3, if A
is a covariant C-module then evaluating at x gives A(x) a left REnd(x)-structure.
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Thus evaluating a covariant OF-module at G=H gives a left \ R[WH]
op
-structure,
equivalently a right R[WH]-structure.
Similarly, if M is a contravariant OF-module then evaluating at G=H gives
M(G=H) a left R[End(G=H)] structure, equivalently a left R[WH]-module struc-
ture.
Note that this description may fail when F 6 Fin, as it is possible to have an
innite cyclic subgroup H of a group G along with an element g 2 G such that
g 1Kg is a proper subgroup of K. This occurs for example in the Baumslag{
Solitar group BS(1;2).
Example 3.1.2 (Right action of R[WK] on R[G=H; ]OF(G=K)). The action
of WK on R[G=H;G=K]OF is as follows: If f : G=H ! G=K with f(H) = gK
and w 2 WK then
f  w = R[G=H;w]OF(f) = w  f:
Since (w  f)(1) = gwK, under the identication
R[G=H;G=K]OF  = R[(G=K)H];
the action is given by gK  w = gwK.
Lemma 3.1.3. There is an isomorphism of right R[WK]-modules
R[G=H; ]OF(G=K) = R[G=H;G=K]OF  =
M
gNGK2G=NGK
g 1HgK
R[WK]:
Proof. Firstly, R[G=H;G=K]OF  = R[(G=K)H] is a free WK-module, since
if n 2 NGK is such that gnK = gK then nK = K and hence n 2 K. Now,
gK and g0K lie in the same WK orbit if and only if g(WK)K = g0(WK)K,
equivalently gNGK = g0NGK, and gK determines an element of R[(G=K)K] if
and only if g 1Hg  K. Thus there is one R[WK] orbit for each element in the
set
fgNGK 2 G=NGK : g 1Hg  Kg:

For contravariant modules the situation is more complex, evaluating at G=H
doesn't always give a free R[WH]-module, although it does always give a R[WH]-
module of type FP1. This is proved in the case R = Z in [KMPN09, Proof of
3.2], the proof for general rings R requires no substantial change, and is given in
Corollary 3.1.6.
Example 3.1.4 (Left action of R[WH] on R[ ;G=K]OF(G=H)). A similar
argument to the previous example shows that under the identication
R[G=H;G=K]OF  = R[(G=K)H]3.1. FREE MODULES 33
the action of R[WH] is given by w  gK = wgK.
Lemma 3.1.5. There is an isomorphism of left R[WH]-modules
R[ ;G=K]OF(G=H) = R[G=H;G=K]OF =
M
x
R[WH=WHxK]
where x runs over a set of coset representatives of the subset of the set of NGH-K
double cosets
fx 2 NGHnG=K : x 1Hx  Kg;
and the stabilisers are given by
WHxK =
 
NGH \ xKx 1
=H:
Proof. Recall the identication R[G=H;G=K]OF = R[(G=K)H]. The ele-
ments xK and yK are in the same WH-orbit if there exists some nH 2 WH
(where n 2 NGH) with
nHxK = yK , nxK = yK , (NGH)xK = (NGH)yK:
Combining this with the fact that xK 2 (G=K)H if and only if x 1Hx  K
means there is a WH-orbit for each NGH-K double coset NGHxK such that
x 1Hx  K, i.e. coset representatives for
fx 2 NGHnG=K : x 1Hx  Kg
are orbit representatives for the R[WH]-orbits in R[G=H;G=K]OF.
The NG(H)-stabiliser of the point xK 2 (G=K)H is the set
fg 2 NG(H) : gxK = xKg = fg 2 NG(H) : g 2 xKx 1g = NG(H) \ xKx 1:
So the WH-stabiliser of xK 2 (G=K)H is WHxK = (NG(H) \ xKx 1)=H. 
Corollary 3.1.6. The OF-module R[ ;G=K]OF(G=H) = R[G=H;G=K]OF
is a nite direct sum of projective R[WH]-permutation modules of type FP1 with
stabilisers in F. In particular R[G=H;G=K]OF is FP1.
Proof. Since K is nite, the set fx 2 NGHnG=K : x 1Hx  Kg is nite
and R[G=H;G=K]OF can be written as a nite direct sum
R[G=H;G=K]OF =
M
x
R[WH=WHxK]
where the WHxK are nite groups. Since R is FP1 as a R[WHxK]-module and
R[WH=WHxK] = Ind
R[WH]
R[WHxK] R;
we can apply Lemma 3.1.7 below and deduce that R[WH=WHxK] is FP1 as an
RG-module. Finally, any nite direct sum of FP1 modules is FP1. 
Lemma 3.1.7. If M is FP1 as an RF-module for some subgroup F  G,
then IndRG
RF M = RG 
RF M is FP1 as an RG-module.34 3. BREDON MODULES
Proof. Let
Q
i Ni be an arbitrary direct product of RG-modules, then
TorRG

 
IndRG
RF M;
Y
i
Ni
!
= TorRF

 
M;
Y
i
Ni
!
=
Y
i
TorRF
 (M;Ni)
=
Y
i
TorRG

 
IndRG
RF M;Ni

where the rst and third equalities come from Shapiro's Lemma. This nishes
the proof as IndRG
RF M is FP1 if and only if TorRG
 (IndRG
RF M; ) commutes with
direct products [Bro94, Theorem VIII.4.8]. 
3.2. Restriction, induction and coinduction
In this section we require that F  Fin. We specialise the constructions of
Section 2.3 to the categories of covariant and contravariant OF-modules. In order
to match the literature, we write Ind
OF
WH A instead of Ind
OF
G=H A for induction with
the inclusion functor
 : \ End(G=H) , ! OF
and similarly for restriction and coinduction. Note that the notation for covariant
and contravariant induction is the same, if neither covariant or contravariant is
specied then contravariant should be assumed.
Example 3.2.1. If R is the trivial RG module then inducing to a covariant
OF-module gives
Ind
OF
RG R : G=H 7 ! R 
RG R[G=H] = R:
Checking the morphisms as well, Ind
OF
RG R = R, the constant covariant functor
on R|sending every object to R and every G-map to the identity.
A group is said to contain no R-torsion if for every nite subgroup F  G,
jFj is invertible in R. For example every group has no Q-torsion. If
jFj = p
n1
1 pnm
m
is a prime factorisation of jFj then for each pi there is an element of order pi
by Cauchy's Theorem [Rob96, 1.6.17]. Since the invertible elements R form
a group, if all the pi are invertible in R then so is jFj. Hence a group has no
R-torsion if and only if the order of every nite-order element is invertible in R.
Recall from Proposition 2.3.2 that covariant and contravariant restriction are
exact, in addition we have the following:
Proposition 3.2.2.
(1) Covariant restriction preserves projectives and 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(2) Contravariant restriction preserves nite generation.
(3) Contravariant restriction at H preserves projectives and ats if WH is
R-torsion-free, if not then contravariant restriction takes projectives to
FP1-modules.
Proof. (1) If P is a projective covariant OF-module and F a free co-
variant OF-module with a split epimorphism F   P then restricting
at G=H yields a split epimorphism F(G=H)   P(G=H), by Lemma
3.1.3 F(G=H) is free and thus P(G=H) is projective.
If F is a at covariant module and M any left R[WH]-module then,
F(G=H) 
R[WH] M  = (R[ ;G=H]OF 
OF F) 
R[WH] M
 =
 
R[ ;G=H]OF 
R[WH] M


OF F
Thus for any short exact sequence of left R[WH]-modules
0  ! M0  ! M  ! M00  ! 0
applying F(G=H)
R[WH]  is equivalent to applying rst the contravari-
ant induction functor and then y 
OF F. Since contravariant induction
is exact (Proposition 3.2.5(2)) and F is assumed at, exactness is pre-
served, and thus F(G=H) is at as required.
(2) Use the argument of the previous part, noting that Lemma 3.1.5 implies
that for contravariant frees restricting at G=H preserves nite genera-
tion.
(3) If WH is R-torsion-free then, using Lemma 3.1.5, restricting any free at
G=H gives a projective module, and the result follows. To see that in
this case, restriction preserves ats, let F be a contravariant at module
and consider a short exact sequence
0  ! A  ! B  ! C  ! 0
of left R[WH]-modules, thus by Proposition 3.2.5 below,
0  ! Ind
OF
WH A  ! Ind
OF
WH B  ! Ind
OF
WH C  ! 0
is a short exact sequence of covariant modules. Since F is at, the
functor y 
OF F is exact, applying this to the above and using Lemma
2.3.3 gives a short exact sequence
0  ! A 
R F(G=H)  ! B 
R F(G=H)  ! C 
R F(G=H)  ! 0
showing F(G=H) is at.
If WH is not R-torsion free then the result is just Corollary 3.1.6.
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Example 3.2.3. Unlike in the contravariant case, the covariant restriction
functor does not preserve \nitely generated" in general: Take for example the
innite dihedral group D1 = (Z=2Z)  (Z=2Z) generated by the two elements a
and b of order 2. The nite subgroup hai is self-normalising, thus R[Whai] = R
and Lemma 3.1.3 implies that as R-modules,
R[D1=1;D1=hai]OFin =
M
ghai2D1=hai
R:
Remark 3.2.4. The covariant restriction functor Res
OF
G preserves \nitely
generated". Recall that
R[G=K;G=1]OF  =
(
RG if K = 1
0 else.
So if A is an arbitrary nitely generated covariant OF-module and F a free covari-
ant OF-module with an epimorphism onto A then F(G=1) is nitely generated as
an RG-module and since Res
OF
RG is exact there is a surjection F(G=1)   A(G=1).
Recall from Proposition 2.3.2 that contravariant and covariant induction both
preserve projectives, ats and nitely generation. In addition we have the follow-
ing facts.
Proposition 3.2.5.
(1) If WH has no R-torsion the covariant induction functor Ind
OF
WH is exact.
(2) Contravariant induction is always exact.
Proof. (1) Assume that WH has no R-torsion, we must check that the
functor
A 7 ! A 
R[WH] R[G=H; ]OF
is exact, where A is an R[WH]-module. Equivalently that for any sub-
group K in F, the functor
  
R[WH] R[G=H;G=K]OF
is exact, but by Lemma 3.1.5
R[G=H;G=K]OF =
M
x2I
R[WH=WHx]
for some nite indexing set I and WHx nite subgroups of WH. By
Maschke's Theorem, R[WH=WHx] is projective, and hence at, as an
R[WH]-module. Hence   
R[WH] R[G=H;G=K]OF is indeed exact.
(2) Similarly to the above, we must check the functor
R[G=K;G=H]OF 
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is exact, but by Lemma 3.1.3, R[G=K;G=H]OF is free as an R[WH]-
module, so this is automatic.

3.3. Bredon homology and cohomology of spaces
Recall that a space X is a G-CW complex [tD87, xII.1] if there exists a
ltration fXigi2Z of X such that
(1) X has the colimit topology with respect to the ltration.
(2) X 1 = ;.
(3) Xn is obtained from Xn 1 via a pushout of G-spaces:
a
j2n
G=Hj  Sn 1 //

Xn 1
 a
j2n
G=Hj  Dn // Xn
For any j 2 n the image of G=Hj  Dn in X is called an equivariant n-cell
with isotropy Hj. We say X has isotropy in F if the subgroups Hj are elements
of F. For example a G-CW complex is proper if and only if it has isotropy in Fin
and is free if and only if it has isotropy in Triv (the family consisting of only the
trivial subgroup).
Remark 3.3.1. [tD87, II.(1.15)] If X is a CW-complex with a G-action such
that
(1) For all g 2 G, the map x 7 ! gx takes cells to cells.
(2) If g 2 G xes a cell  setwise then g xes  pointwise.
Then X is a G-CW-complex. Such an action is often called cellular or rigid.
X is nite-dimensional if X = Xn for some integer n and the minimal such
n is called the dimension, and X is nite-type if for all n, Xn is obtained from
Xn 1 by attaching nitely many equivariant n-cells (ie. the set n is nite). X
is nite (equivalently cocompact) if it is both nite-dimensional and nite-type.
Let F be a family of subgroups such that X has isotropy in F. Dene the
contravariant OF-module
COF
n (X) =
M
j2n
Z[ ;G=Hj]OF:
Denoting by Cn(X) the ordinary cellular chain complex of X (see for example
[Hat02, p.139])
COF
n (X)(G=K) = Cn(XK):38 3. BREDON MODULES
The boundary maps from the cellular chain complexes Cn(XK) give boundary
maps for COF
n (X), including an augmentation map,
" : C
OF
0 (X)  ! Z;
which maps every 0-cell in C0(XK) to 1 2 Z(G=K)  = Z. We obtain a free chain
complex of contravariant OF-modules
  ! COF
n (X)  ! C
OF
n 1(X)  !   ! C
OF
0 (X)  ! Z  ! 0:
The Bredon homology of X with coecients in some covariant module A is
HOF
 (X;A) = H(COF
 (X) 
OF A)
and similarly the Bredon cohomology of X with coecients in some contravariant
module M is
H
OF(X;M) = H HomOF(COF
 (X);M):
3.4. Homology and cohomology of groups
Recall the denitions of TorOF
 and Ext
OF from Section 2.4. For a group G,
covariant module A, and contravariant module M we dene
H
OF(G;M) = Ext
OF(R;M)
HOF
 (G;A) = TorOF
 (R;A):
Note that in both statements above, R denotes the contravariant constant functor
on R.
If X is a model for EFG then the chain complex C
OF
 is exact, since evaluating
at G=H for any H 2 F gives the cellular chain complex of the contractible
space XH. Thus there are isomorphisms for any covariant OF-module A and
contravariant module M:
H
OF(G;M) = H
OF(X;M)
HOF
 (G;A) = HOF
 (X;A):
3.5. Cohomological dimension
Recall from Section 2.5 that the projective dimension of an OF-module M,
denoted OFpdM, is the minimal length of a projective OF-module resolution of
M. We say that G has Bredon cohomological dimension n, written OFcdG = n,
if OFpdR = n where R is the constant contravariant OF-module. If we want to
emphasize the ring R we will write OFcdR instead of OFcd.
As mentioned in the previous section, if X is a model for EFG then C
OF
 (X)
is an exact resolution of Z by free OF-modules, hence OFcdZ G  gdF G (recall
gdF is the minimal dimension of a model for EFG). A theorem of L uck and3.5. COHOMOLOGICAL DIMENSION 39
Meintrup in the high dimensional case and of Dunwoody in the dimension 1 case
provides an inequality in the other direction when F = Fin.
Theorem 3.5.1. [LM00, Theorem 0.1][Dun79] Except for the possibility that
OFincdZ G = 2 and gdFin G = 3, OFincdZ G = gdFin G.
In [BLN01], Brady, Leary and Nucinkis construct groups G with OFincdZ G =
2, but gdFin G = 3 , showing the bound is sharp.
3.5.1. Low dimensions. Recall that cdR G = 0 if and only if G is nite
with no R-torsion [Bie81, Proposition 4.12].
Proposition 3.5.2. OFcdR G = 0 if and only if there exists a subgroup
H 2 F with jG=Hj invertible in R and every K 2 F is subconjugate to H. In
particular, OFincdR G = 0 if and only if G is nite and and OVCyccd
R G = 0 if
and only if G is virtually cyclic.
A proof of this when R = Z is available in [Flu10, Prop 3.20], there are some
minor modications needed to generalise to arbitrary rings R.
Proof. Using a more general denition of family of subgroups F than we use
here, Symonds proves that R is projective if and only if every component of F has
a unique maximal element M and jNGM : Mj is nite and invertible in R, where
he views F as a poset with inclusion [Sym10, Lemma 2.5]. Since we assume F is
closed under intersection, for us F may have only one component. Also, since we
assume F is closed under conjugation we must have NGM = G|if g 2 GnNGM
then since M is maximal Mg  M and thus M  Mg 1
contradicting maximality
of M. The proposition now follows immediately from Symonds' result and the
fact that OFcdG = 0 if and only if R is projective. 
Combining [Bie81, Proposition 4.12] and Proposition 3.5.2, OFincdZ G = 0 if
and only if cdQ G = 0 if and only if G is nite.
Recall that cdZ G = 1 if and only if G is a free group [Sta68, Swa69],
cdR G = 1 if and only if G is R-torsion-free and acts properly on a tree, and
cdQ G = 1 if and only if G acts properly on a tree or equivalently G is virtually-
free [Dun79].
Lemma 3.5.3. For any group G, OFincdZ G = 1 if and only if cdQ G = 1.
Proof. If OFcdZ G = 1 then Lemma 3.7.1 implies OFcdQ G  1 and Lemma
3.7.2 implies cdQ G  1. Since G is not nite, cdQ G = 1.
If cdQ G = 1 then by [Dun79, Theorem 1.1], G acts properly and with nite
stabilisers on a tree T. For any nite subgroup H  G, H acts on T, TH 6= ;
and in particular TH is a sub-tree of T [Ser03, 6.1, 6.3.1]. T is thus a model for
EFinG and OFcdZ G = 1. 40 3. BREDON MODULES
Corollary 3.5.4. The following are equivalent for an innite group G, and
any ring R:
(1) cdR G = 1.
(2) G has no R-torsion and OFincdZ G = 1.
(3) G has no R-torsion and OFincdR G = 1.
Proof. 1 ) 2 If cdR G = 1 then G has no R-torsion [Bie81, Proposi-
tion 4.11] and G acts properly on a tree [Dun79, Theorem 1.1]. By
the argument of Lemma 3.5.3 the tree is a model for EFinG and hence
OFincdZ G = 1.
2 ) 3 Lemma 3.7.1.
3 ) 1 Lemma 3.7.2.

Question 3.5.5. What does the condition OFcdR G = 1 represent? Is it
equivalent to OFcdZ G = 1?
3.6. FPn conditions
Recall from Section 2.5 that an OF-module M is OFFPn if there is a resolu-
tion of M by projective OF-modules, nitely generated up to dimension n. We
say G is OFFPn if R is OFFPn, if G is OFFP1 with nite Bredon cohomological
dimension then we say G is OFFP.
If G admits a model X for EFG with cocompact n-skeleton then the chain
complex C
OF
 (X) is nitely generated up to dimension n and so G is of type
OFFPn over Z. Conversely, if G is OFFPn over Z and WH is nitely presented
for every nite subgroup then G has a model for EFG with cocompact n-skeleton
[LM00, Theorem 0.1].
Proposition 3.6.1. G is OFFP0 over R if and only if there exists a nite set
H1;:::Hm 2 F such that every K 2 F is subconjugate to some Hi. In particular,
if F  Fin, G is OFFP0 over R if and only if there are nitely many conjugacy
classes of subgroups in F.
The case F = Fin appears in [KMPN09, Lemma 3.1].
Proof. If G is OFFP0 then there is an epimorphism,
m M
i=1
R[ ;G=Hi]OF   R;
where the indexing set I is nite. Let K be a subgroup in F, evaluating at G=K
gives a surjection
m M
i=1
R[G=K;G=Hi]OF   R;3.6. FPn CONDITIONS 41
so for some i we have R[G=K;G=Hi]OF 6= 0 and hence K is subconjugate to one
of the Hi.
For the converse, one checks that the augmentation map
m M
i=1
R[ ;G=Hi]OF  ! R
is a surjection.
If F  Fin then observe that each Hi has at most nitely many subconjugate
subgroups, so the existence of such a collection H1;:::;Hm is equivalent to F
having nitely many conjugacy classes. 
Proposition 3.6.2. Let G be OFFP0 and F  Fin, then a contravariant
module M is OFFPn (n  1) over R if and only if M(G=K) is of type FPn over
R[WK] for all subgroups K in F.
The proof in the case R = Z appears as [KMPN09, Lemma 3.2] and requires
no substantial alteration to generalise to arbitrary rings R.
Question 3.6.3. Is there an easy characterisation of the condition OFFPn
for arbitrary F, or for F = VCyc?
Corollary 3.6.4. The following are equivalent for a group G and F  Fin,
(1) G is OFFPn over R.
(2) G is OFFP0 and the Weyl groups WK are FPn over R for all K 2 F.
(3) G is OFFP0 and the centralisers CGK are FPn over R for all K 2 F.
Proof. By the previous Proposition (1) and (2) are equivalent. To see the
equivalence of (2) and (3) consider the short exact sequence
0  ! K  ! NGK  ! WK  ! 0:
K is nite and hence FP1, so WK is FPn over R if and only if NGK is FPn over
R [Bie81, Proposition 2.7]. Since K is nite, so CGK is nite index in NGK
[Rob96, 1.6.13] and so CGK is FPn over R if and only if NGK is FPn over R.
Combining the last two results gives WK is FPn over R if and only if CGK is
FPn over R. 
Example 3.6.5. In [BS80], it's shown that Abels' group is FP2 over Q but
not over Z. The Bestvina Brady groups also provide examples of groups which
are FPn over some rings but not others [BB97].
3.6.1. Quasi-OFFPn conditions. In [MPN13, x6], Mart nez-P erez and
Nucinkis dene the quasi-OFFPn condition, a weakening of OFFPn, these are
dened for all families F  Fin. We will need these conditions in Chapter 7. A42 3. BREDON MODULES
group G is quasi-OFFPn if WK is FPn for all K 2 F and G has nitely many
conjugacy classes of subgroups in F isomorphic to a given nite subgroup.
For any positive integer k, dene the module
Rk(G=H) =
(
R if jHj  k;
0 otherwise.
Then G is quasi-OFFPn if and only if Rk is OFFPn for all positive integers k
[MPN13, Proposition 6.5].
Say G is quasi-OFFn if for all positive integers k, G has a nite type model
for EFkG, where Fk is the subfamily of F containing all subgroups of order less
than k. If G is quasi-OFFPn then G is quasi-OFFn if and only if the centralisers
CGK are nitely presented for all K 2 F [MPN13, Proposition 6.10].
We can give a geometric meaning to the quasi-OFFn conditions|a group
G is quasi-OFFn if and only if G admits a model for EFG which is a mapping
telescope of models for EFkG with cocompact n-skeleta [MPN13, Theorem 6.11].
3.7. Change of rings
If ' : R1 ! R2 is a ring homomorphism then we dene the change of rings
functor ' from OF-modules over R2 to OF-modules over R1 as follows,
'A : G=H 7! A(G=H);
where we are viewing A(G=H) as an R1-module via '. On morphisms:
'A
 
X
i
rii
!
=
X
i
'(ri)A(i)
where ri 2 R1 and the i are morphisms G=H ! G=K for some G=H;G=K 2 OF.
We also dene a functor R2 
R1   from OF-modules over R1 to OF-modules
over R2 by
R2 
R1 A : G=H 7! R2 
R1 A(G=H)
where we are using ' to view R2 as an R1-module. Applying this to a free module
gives
R2 
R1 R1[ ;G=H]OF  = R2[ ;G=H]OF:
Hence if P is a projective OF-module over R1 then R2 
R1 P is a projective
OF-module over R2.
Lemma 3.7.1. If OFcdZ G  n then OFcdR G  n for all rings R. Similarly
if G is OFFPn over Z then G is OFFPn over R for all rings R.
Proof. For the rst part, take a projective resolution of Z by contravari-
ant OF-modules of length n and dene a new resolution by Qn(G=H) = R 
Z
Pn(G=H) for all n 2 N and G=H 2 OF. Since for any H 2 F the complex3.7. CHANGE OF RINGS 43
P(G=H) is Z-acyclic and hence Z-split so Q(G=H) is acyclic also. Finally each
Qn is projective.
The second part is similar|choose the projective OF-module resolution of Z
to be nitely generated in all degrees i  n and use that if Pi is nitely generated
then so is Qi. 
Lemma 3.7.2. If G has no R-torsion then cdR G  OFcdR G.
Proof. Take a projective resolution of R by contravariant modules of length
n and evaluate at G=1, since G is R-torsion-free, Proposition 3.2.2(3) implies that
P(G=1) is a length n projective resolution of R by RG-modules. 
Proposition 3.7.3. If ' : R1 ! R2 is a ring homomorphism and A is a
OF-module over R2 then
TorR1;OF
 (R1;'A)  = TorR2;OF
 (R2;A):
There are similar isomorphisms for contravariant modules and for Ext
OF.
Proof. Firstly, consider the case ' : Z ! R for some ring R, we prove
TorZ;OF
 (Z;'A) = TorR;OF
 (R;A):
Choose a resolution P of Z by contravariant projective OF-modules over Z.
For any G=H in OF, P(G=H) is a Z-split resolution, so applying the functor
R 
Z   to P yields a projective resolution of R by projective OF-modules over
R. Observing that
P 
OF;Z 'A  = (P 
Z R) 
OF;R A
completes the proof.
For the general case, let '1 : Z ! R1 and '2 : Z ! R2 be (unique) ring
homomorphisms, then ''1 = '2 and '
1 ' = '
2. Applying the previous part
twice gives
TorR1;OF
 (R1;'A)  = TorZ;OF
 (Z;'
1  'A)
 = TorR2;OF
 (R2;A):

The next result is essentially [Ham08, 1.4.3], where it is proved for rings of
prime characteristic in the setting of ordinary group cohomology.
Proposition 3.7.4. Given some integer m > 0 and ring R with characteristic
m, then G is OFFPn over R if and only if G is OFFPn over Z=mZ.44 3. BREDON MODULES
Proof. The proof below is for contravariant modules, the proof for covariant
modules is analogous.
Assume that G is OFFPn over Z=mZ. If M is any directed system of con-
travariant OF-modules over R with lim   !M = 0, we necessarily have lim   !'M =
0. By the Bieri{Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.5.1), and the fact that Z=mZ is
assumed OFFPn over Z=mZ, we have that for all i  n,
lim   !Exti
OF;Z=mZ(Z=mZ;'M) = 0:
Thus by Proposition 3.7.3 applied to the canonical map Z=mZ ! R,
lim   !Exti
OF;R(R;M) = 0:
The Bieri{Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.5.1) gives that R is OFFPn over R.
For the \only if" direction, suppose M is a directed system of OF-modules
over Z=mZ, with lim   !M = 0 thus lim   !M 
Z=mZ R = 0 and by Theorem 2.5.1 for
all i  n,
lim   !Exti
OF;R(R;M 
Z=mZ R) = 0:
Combining with Proposition 3.7.3
lim   !Exti
Z;OF(Z=mZ;M 
Z=mZ R) = lim   !Exti
R;OF(R;M 
Z=mZ R)
= 0:
Since Z=mZ is self-injective [Lam99, Cor 3.13], R splits as a Z=mZ module
into R  = Z=mZ  N where N is some Z=mZ module. Thus we have
lim   !

Exti
Z=mZ;OF(Z=mZ;M)
 Exti
Z=mZ;OF(Z=mZ;M 
Z=mZ N)

= 0:
In particular
lim   !Exti
Z=mZ;OF(Z=mZ;M) = 0
so by the Bieri{Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.5.1) Z=mZ is OFFPn over Z=mZ,
i.e. G is OFFPn over Z=mZ. 
Remark 3.7.5. This proposition fails in characteristic zero as the ring Z is
not self-injective. For example Q is not isomorphic, as a Z-module, to N Z for
any Z-module N.
3.8. Some interesting examples
By the right-angled Coxeter group (W;S) corresponding to some ag complex
L we mean the group W generated by a set S of involutions where S is in bijection
with the vertices of L and two involutions commute if and only if they are adjacent
in L. Given such a (W;S) we let S be the poset of spherical subsets of S (subsets3.8. SOME INTERESTING EXAMPLES 45
generating a nite subgroup of W) and form the geometric realisations K = jSj
and @K = jS>;j.
We form the simplicial complexes U(W;@K) and U(W;K) as in [Dav08,
5.1.2], both admit W-actions and U(W;@K) is the singular set of U(W;K) (sub-
complex with non-trivial isotropy). The complex U(W;K), often called the Davis
complex, is known to be a model for EFinW [Dav08, Theorem 12.3.4(ii)].
Lemma 3.8.1. [Dav08, 8.2.8] U(W;@K) is R-acyclic if and only if (@K)T is
R-acyclic for all spherical subsets T 2 S, where
KT =
\
s2T
jSsj:
The example below rst appeared in [Bes93], see also [Dav08, 8.5.8], and
much of the following argument appears in [DL98, proof of Theorem 2].
Example 3.8.2 (A group W with OFincdF3 W = 2 but OFincdZ W = 3 which is
not torsion-free). Consider the right-angled Coxeter group (W;S) corresponding
to the barycentric subdivision L of the ordinary triangulation of RP2.
Claim: OFincdZ W = 3. Since U(W;K) is a model for EFinW and one can
calculate that it is 3-dimensional, we conclude OFincdZ W  3. To see that
OFincdZ W = 3 we calculate Hn
OFin(W;Z[ ;W=1]OFin) as in [LN03, p.147], using
Lemma 3.8.5 at the end of this section,
Hn
OFin(W;Z[ ;W=1]OFin)  = H3
W(U(W;K);U(W;K)sing;ZW)
 = H3
W(U(W;K);U(W;@K);ZW):
Recall that U(W;K) = W  K=  where the identication is only on W 
@K, that K is a fundamental domain for the W-action on U(W;K), and that
(K;@K) ' (CRP2;RP2). Here CX denotes the cone on a space X. The action of
W on C(U(W;K);U(W;@K)) is free, so
H
W(U(W;K);U(W;@K);ZW)  = H(K;@K;Z) 
Z ZW
 = H(CRP2;RP2;Z) 
Z ZW:
In particular, in dimension 3,
H3(CRP2;RP2;Z) 
Z ZW  = H2(RP2;Z) 
Z ZW  = F2W:
We conclude OFincdZ W = 3.
Claim: OFincdF3 W = 2. U(W;@K) is the singular set of U(W;K), so in
particular the xed point sets of nite subgroups (except for the trivial subgroup)
agree. They are contractible and hence F3-acyclic. We claim U(W;@K) is also F3-
acyclic. We use Lemma 3.8.1|if T 6= ; then (@K)T = KT which is contractible46 3. BREDON MODULES
and hence F3-acyclic and if T = ; then (@K)T = @K which is the barycentric
subdivision of L = RP2 and hence F3-acyclic. Taking the Bredon chain complex
P = C
OFin
 (U(W;@K)) 
Z F3
gives that OFincdF3 W  2.
W is a right-angled Coxeter group so every nite subgroup of W has order a
power of 2, in particular W has no F3-torsion. By Corollary 3.5.4, OFincdF3 W = 1
if and only if OFincdZ W = 1 but we have already shown that OFincdZ W = 3
proving that OFincdF3 W 6= 1 and in fact OFincdF3 W = 2.
Example 3.8.3 (A group with cdQ G 6= OFincdQ G). In [LN03], Leary and
Nucinkis construct examples of groups with vcdZ G = nm and OFincdZ G = m(n+
1) for various integers n and m. We show that these groups have OFincdQ G =
m(n+1) as well, so since cdQ G  vcdZ G this provides examples of groups with
cdQ G 6= OFincdQ G.
We prove that groups G satisfying the assumptions of [LN03, Theorem 6]
satisfy OFincdQ G  m(n + 1) also, since combining this with the inequality
OFincdQ G  OFincdZ G gives OFincdQ G = m(n + 1) as required.
Leary and Nucinkis show there exists a model X for EFinG such that the
cellular chain complex C(Xm(n+1);(Xm(n+1))sing) contains a copy of ZG in di-
mension m(n + 1) as a direct summand. Here Xi denotes the i skeleton of some
CW-complex X. Using Lemma 3.8.5 below,
H
m(n+1)
OFin (G;Q[ G=1]OFin)  = H
m(n+1)
G (C(X;Xsing);QG)
 = H
m(n+1)
G (C(Xm(n+1);(Xm(n+1))sing);QG)
6= 0
showing OFincdQ G  m(n + 1).
The examples constructed with the method above can never be of type
OFinFP1 [LN03, Question 2, p.154], so a natural question is:
Question 3.8.4. Are there groups G with cdQ G 6= OFincdQ G and type
OFinFP1?
Lemma 3.8.5. For any group G and model X for EFinG
H
OFin(G;R[ ;G=1]OFin)  = H
G(C(X;Xsing);RG)
where C(X;Xsing) denotes the cellular chain complex of the pair (X;Xsing).
Proof. Firstly,
H

HomOFin

C
OFin
 (Xsing);R[ ;G=1]OFin

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since the G-orbits of cells in Xsing all give rise to contravariant modules of the
form R[ ;G=H]OFin for H 6= 1, and by the Yoneda-type Lemma 2.0.2,
HomOFin(R[ ;G=H]OFin;R[ ;G=1]OFin)  = R[G=H;G=1]OFin = 0:
Using the long exact sequence in homology associated to the pair (X;Xsing),
H
OFin(G;R[ ;G=1]OFin)  = H HomOFin(C
OFin
 (X);R[ ;G=1]OFin)
 = H HomOFin(C
OFin
 (X;Xsing);R[ ;G=1]OFin): (?)
Via the Yoneda-type Lemma 2.0.2, there is a chain of natural isomorphisms:
HomOFin(C
OFin
 (X;Xsing);R[ ;G=1]OFin)
 = HomOFin
0
B B
@
M
G-orbits of i-cells
with trivial isotropy
R[ ;G=1]OFin;R[ ;G=1]OFin
1
C C
A
 =
Y
HomOFin
 
R[ ;G=1]OFin;R[ ;G=1]OFin

 =
Y
HomRG(RG;RG)
 = HomRG
M
RG;RG

 = HomRG(C
OFin
 (X;Xsing);RG):
Thus,
H HomOFin(C
OFin
 (X;Xsing)  = H HomRG(C(X;Xsing);RG);
and combining this with the isomorphism (?) completes the proof. 
3.9. Finitely generated projectives and duality
In this section we require F  Fin. This section contains a number of technical
results concerning dual OF-modules, they are all analogs of results for modules
over group rings that can be found in [Bie81]. The results in this section are
built on in Section 6.7 and utilised in Section 4.3.
For M a contravariant module, denote by MD the dual module
MD = HomOF (M( );R[ ;?]OF):
Similarly for A a covariant module,
AD = HomOF (A( );R[?; ]OF):
This denition should be compared with that of the dual of an RG-module M,
namely MD = HomRG(M;RG) [Bie81, x3.1].48 3. BREDON MODULES
Example 3.9.1. If G is an innite group and R is the covariant constant
functor on R then RD = 0, as
RD = HomOF(R(?);R[ ;?]OF)
 = HomOF(Ind
OF
G R(?);R[ ;?]OF)
 = HomRG(R;R[ ;G=1]OF);
using Example 3.2.1 and the adjointness of induction and restriction. Finally,
HomRG(R;R[ ;G=1]OF) is the zero module since G is innite.
Lemma 3.9.2. The dual functor takes projectives to projectives and the double-
dual functor  DD : fOF-modulesg ! fOF-modulesg is a natural isomorphism
when restricted to the subcategory of nitely generated projective OF-modules.
Proof. By the Yoneda-type Lemma 2.0.2,
R[ ;G=H]D
OF
 = HomOF(R[?;G=H]OF;R[?; ]OF)  = R[G=H; ]OF:
The proof for covariant frees is identical.
For any module M, there is a map  : M  ! MDD, given by (m)(f) =
f(m). If M = R[ ;G=H]OF then applying the Yoneda-type lemma twice shows
MDD = M. This generalises to projectives since the duality functor represents
direct sums.
Naturality follows from naturality of the map . 
For M and N contravariant OF-modules, we construct an R-module homo-
morphism
 : N 
OF MD  ! HomOF (M;N):
The main result of this section will be Lemma 3.9.4, that  is an isomorphism
when M is nitely generated projective and Proposition 3.9.8, that  induces an
isomorphism
N(?) 
OF Hi
OF (G;R[ ;?]OF)  = Hi
OF(G;N)
for all i  n when G is OFFPn.
Recall that elements of N 
OF MD are equivalence classes of nite sums of
elements of the form
nH 
 'H 2
M
G=H2OF
N(G=H) 
R HomOF (M;R[ ;G=H]OF):
For any G=L 2 OF and m 2 M(G=L) we dene
 (nH 
R 'H)(G=L) : M(G=L)  ! N(G=L)
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This makes sense because 'H(G=L)(m) 2 R[G=L;G=H]OF and N is a con-
travariant module so
N
 
'H(G=L)(m)

: N(G=H)  ! N(G=L):
We must check that (nH
R'H) is a natural transformation, it's well dened
including that it doesn't depend on the choice of equivalence class in N(?) 
OF
HomOF (M( );R[ ;?]OF), and that it is an R-module homomorphism.
(nH 
R 'H) is a natural transformation:
Let  : G=L1 7 ! G=L2 be a G-map and G=Li 2 OF, we must check the
following diagram commutes.
M(G=L1)
(nH
R'H)(G=L1):m7 !N
 
'H(G=L1)(m)

(nH)
// N(G=L1)
M(G=L2)
M()
OO
(nH
R'H)(G=L2):m7 !N
 
'H(G=L2)(m)

(nH)
// N(G=L2)
N()
OO
N() 
 
(nH 
R 'H)(G=L2)

(m) = N()  N ('H(G=L2)(m))(nH)
= N
 
'H(G=L2)(m)  

(nH)
= N
 
(R[;G=H]OF  'H(G=L2))(m)

(nH)
= N
 
('H(G=L1)  M())(m)

(nH)
=
 
(nH 
R 'H)(G=L2)  M()

(m)
Where the second equality is because N is a contravariant functor, the third is
because by denition 'H(G=L2)(m)   = (R[;G=H]OF  'H(G=L2))(m), and
the fourth is because 'H is itself a natural transformation and hence the following
diagram commutes.
M(G=L1)
'H(G=L1)
// R[G=L1;G=H]OF
M(G=L2)
'H(G=L2)
//
M()
OO
R[G=L2;G=H]OF
R[;G=H]OF
OO
(y)
 is well-dened: Firstly,
(rnH 
 'H) = (nH 
 r'H)
this is because
 (nH  r 
R 'H)(G=L)(m) = N ('H(G=L)(m))(rnH)
= rN ('H(G=L)(m))(nH)
= N (r'H(G=L)(m))(nH)
= (nH 
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Secondly, we show  doesn't depend on the choice of equivalence class in
N(?) 
OF HomOF (M( );R[ ;?]OF):
Choose nH 2 N(G=H), 'M 2 HomOF (M( );R[ ;G=M]OF),  : G=H ! G=M
a G-map and G=H;G=M 2 OF, we must show that

 
N()(nH) 
R 'M

= 

nH 
R

HomOF (M( );R[ ;]OF)

('M)

:
Let G=L 2 OF, then

 
N()(nH) 
R 'M

(G=L)(m) = N ('H(G=L1)(m))(N()(nH))
= N (  'H(G=L)(m))(nH)
= N (R[G=L;]OF('H(G=L1)(m)))(nH)
= N (HomOF (M( );R[ ;]OF)('H)(G=L1)(m))(nH)
= 
 
nH 
R HomOF (M( );R[ ;]OF)('M)

(G=L)(m):
 is a map of R-modules: It's clear that  is additive, and
(rnH 
 'H) = r(nH 
 'H)
since N being a module over R implies that N('H(G=L)(m)) is an R-module
homomorphism.
Lemma 3.9.3.  is natural in N in M.
Proof. We only prove naturality in N, the proof for M is similar. Let F be
a morphism of contravariant modules N ! N0, we must show that the following
diagram of R-modules commutes.
N(?) 
OF HomOF(M( );R[ ;?]OF)
N //
F(?)
OF HomOF (M( );R[ ;?]OF )

HomOF(M( );N( ))
HomOF (M( );F( ))

N0(?) 
OF HomOF(M( );R[ ;?]OF)
N0 // HomOF(M( );N0( ))
Let nH 
 'H 2 N(G=H) 
OF HomOF(M( );R[ ;G=H]OF) then moving about
the top right of the diagram yields
 
HomOF(M( );F( ))  N(nH 
 'H)

(G=L)(m)
= F(G=L)  N('H(G=L)(m))(nH):
Moving around the bottom left yields
 
N0  F(?) 
 HomOF(M( );R[ ;?]OF)(nH 
 'H)

(G=L)(m)
= N0
 
F(G=H)(nH) 
 'H)

(G=L)(m)
= N0 
'H(G=L)(m)
 
F(G=H)(nH)

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That these two are equivalent is because F is a natural transformation, so the
diagram below commutes.
N(G=L)
F(G=L)
// N0(G=L)
N(G=H)
F(G=H)
//
N('H(G=L)(m))
OO
N0(G=H)
N0('H(G=L)(m))
OO

The next lemma is an OF module version of [Bie81, Proposition 3.1].
Lemma 3.9.4. If M is nitely generated projective then  is an isomorphism.
Proof. Consider rst the case M = R[ ;G=H]OF, then the map  becomes
 : N(?)
OFHom(R[ ;G=H]OF;R[ ;?]OF)  ! HomOF (R[ ;G=H]OF;N( )):
But, using Lemmas 2.0.2 and 2.1.3, the left hand side collapses to
N(?) 
OF Hom(R[ ;G=H]OF;R[ ;?]OF)  = N(?) 
R R[G=H;?]OF
 = N(G=H): (?)
Under these isomorphisms nH 2 N(G=H) maps to
nH 
 idH 2 N(?) 
R R[G=H;?]OF
and then to nH 
 ' where ' is the unique natural transformation ' such that
'(G=H)(idH) = idH.
The right hand side collapses to
HomOF (R[ ;G=H]OF;N( ))  = N(G=H) (y)
again by the Yoneda-type Lemma 2.0.2, where nH maps to the unique natural
transformation   with  (G=H)(id) = nH.
(nH 
 ')(G=H)(idH) = N('(G=H)(idH))(nH) = N(idH)(nH) = nH
Precomposing  with the isomorphism from (?) and postcomposing with the
isomorphism from (y) gives the identity map N(G=H) ! N(G=H) and hence 
is an isomorphism.
The case for nitely generated free modules follows as all the necessary func-
tors commute with nite direct sums, and for projectives from naturality of 
proved in Lemma 3.9.3. 
The following result is an analog of [Bie81, 5.2(a,c)].
Lemma 3.9.5.
(1) If M is nitely presented and N is at then  is an isomorphism.
(2) If M is nitely generated and N is projective then  is an isomorphism.52 3. BREDON MODULES
Proof. (1) If
F1  ! F0  ! M  ! 0
is an exact sequence with Fi nitely generated free for i = 0;1 then by
the naturality of  and atness of N we have the following commutative
diagram with exact rows (for brevity we write Hom for HomOF and 

for 
OF).
0 // N(?) 
 MD(?) //

N(?) 
 FD
0 (?) //

N(?) 
 FD
1 (?)

0 // Hom(M;N) // Hom(F0;N) // Hom(F1;N)
The right hand and middle vertical maps are isomorphisms by Lemma
3.9.4, the result follows from the 5-Lemma.
(2) If F(?) is free then by Lemma 2.1.3 there is an isomorphism
F(?) 
OF Hom(M( );R[ ;?]OF)  = Hom(M;F):
Checking the denition of this isomorphism shows it's induced by . If
N(?) is projective and i : N(?) , ! F(?) is a split injection then by
naturality of , the following diagram commutes:
N(?) 
OF Hom(M( );R[ ;?]OF)

// Hom(M;N)

F(?) 
OF Hom(M( );R[ ;?]OF)
 = // Hom(M;F)
Since i is a split injection, the left hand map is an injection and the top
map must be an injection. Consider the commutative diagram in the
proof of part 1, only F0 is known to be projective so the middle vertical
map is an isomorphism. Since N is projective the left and right hand
vertical maps are monomorphisms and the Four Lemma completes the
proof, implying that the left hand vertical map is an isomorphism.

Lemma 3.9.6. If P is any chain complex of contravariant OF-modules and
N is any contravariant OF-module, the following morphism is both well dened
and natural in P and N:
i : N(?) 
OF HiP(?)D ! Hi 
N(?) 
OF P(?)D
i : N(?) 
OF Hi(Hom(P( );R[ ;?]) ! Hi 
N(?) 
OF Hom(P( );R[ ;?])

nH 
 ['H] 7! [nH 
 'H];
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Proof. If 'H is a cocycle, nH 
 'H is also a cocycle and similarly if 'H is
a coboundary then nH 
 'H is a coboundary.
If  : G=L ! G=H is a G-map then by denition ['H] = ['H] and
i 
nH 
 ['H]   nH 
 ['H]

= i 
nH 
 ['H]   nH 
 ['H]

= [nH 
 'H   nH 
 'H]
= 0:
Finally naturality follows because the the functors Hi and HomOF( ;?) are nat-
ural, and so is the process of taking tensor products. 
Since  is natural (Lemma 3.9.3), if P is a projective resolution of R by
contravariant modules then  induces chain homomorphisms
N(?) 
OF P(?)D  ! HomOF(P;N)
which in turn induce maps on cohomology
Hi 
N(?) 
OF P(?)D
 ! Hi
OF(G;N):
Precomposing this with i gives a map
i : N(?) 
OF Hi
OF(G;R[ ;?]OF)  ! Hi
OF(G;N):
Proposition 3.9.7. If G is OFFPn over R and N is projective then i is an
isomorphism for all i  n.
Proof. Choose a projective resolution P   R, nitely generated up to
dimension n and write Ki for the ith syzygy of P. Since N is projective it is also
at and we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows, where we
omit the OF on 
, Hom, and Hi.
N(?) 
 PD
i 1(?) //


N(?) 
 KD
i 1(?) //


N(?) 
 Hi(G;R[ ;?]OF) //
i

0
Hom(Pi 1;N) // Hom(Ki 1;N) // Hi(G;N) // 0
Since G is OFFPn, Ki 1 and Pi 1 are nitely generated, Lemma 3.9.5(2) im-
plies the middle and left hand vertical maps are isomorphisms. The 5-Lemma
completes the proof. 
The following result is an analog of [Bie81, 9.1].
Proposition 3.9.8. If G is OFFP over R, with OFcdR G = n, and N is any
contravariant module then there is a natural isomorphism
n : N(?) 
OF Hn
OF (G;R[ ;?]OF)  = Hn
OF(G;N):54 3. BREDON MODULES
Proof. Let
0  ! K  ! F  ! N  ! 0
be a short exact sequence of contravariant OF-modules over R with F free. By
the naturality of n we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows,
we omit the OF decorations on 
, H, and R[ ;?] for brevity.
K(?) 
 Hn(G;R[ ;?]) //

F(?) 
 Hn(G;R[ ;?]) //

N(?) 
 Hn(G;R[ ;?]) //

0
Hn(G;K) // Hn(G;F) // Hn(G;N) // 0
The middle vertical map is an isomorphism by Proposition 3.9.7, thus by the
Four Lemma, the right hand vertical map is an epimorphism. Since there are no
restrictions on N, we conclude that the left hand vertical map is an epimorphism
and by the 5-Lemma that the right hand map is an isomorphism. CHAPTER 4
Mackey and cohomological Mackey functors
This chapter contains material that has appeared in:
 Finiteness conditions for Mackey and cohomological Mackey functors
(J. Algebra 411 (2014), no. 0, 225{258) [SJG14]
Throughout this section we will work over an arbitrary subfamily F of Fin,
closed under conjugation and taking subgroups. One could also work over larger
families of subgroups such as VCyc [Deg13b, p.101], however this necessitates a
change in the construction of Mackey and cohomological Mackey functors and we
shall not consider it.
In Section 4.1 we give an overview of Mackey functors and cohomologi-
cal Mackey functors including the description due to Yoshida of cohomological
Mackey functors as modules over the category HF [Yos83].
Section 4.2 contains a complete description of the condition MFFPn, the
Mackey functor analogue of the OFFPn conditions.
Corollary 4.2.6. Over any ring R, a group is MFFPn if and only if it is
OFFPn.
The main result of Section 4.3 is that the Bredon cohomology with coecients
in a cohomological Mackey functor may be calculated with a projective resolution
of cohomological Mackey functors. We show in Proposition 4.3.6 that a projective
resolution of R by Bredon modules can be induced to a projective resolution of
the xed point functor R  by cohomological Mackey functors, this is an analogue
of [MPN06, Theorem 3.8]|that one can induce a projective resolution of R by
Bredon modules to a projective resolution of the Burnside functor BG by Mackey
functors.
Building on this, in Section 4.4 we study the HFFPn conditions, the coho-
mological Mackey functor analogue of the OFFPn conditions, relating them to
the FFPn conditions dened in Section 1.4.
Theorem 4.4.1. If R is a commutative Noetherian ring, a group is HFFPn
if and only if it is FFPn.
In Section 4.5 the main result is the following.
Theorem 4.5.1. HFcdG = FcdG for all groups G.
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In Section 4.6 we prove that, depending on the coecient ring, HFcdG may
be calculated using a proper subfamily of F. When working over Z we need
consider only the family P of subgroups in F with prime power order, and over
either the nite eld Fp or over Z(p) (the integers localised at p), we need consider
only the family P of subgroups of F with order a power of p. This is similar to
a result of Leary and Nucinkis for F-cohomology [LN10, x4].
Theorem 4.6.1. For all n 2 N [ f1g, the conditions HFcdG = n and
HPcdG = n are equivalent, as are the conditions HFFPn and HPFPn.
Over the nite eld Fp we can be even more precise.
Corollary 4.6.11. G is HFFPn over Fp if and only if P has nitely many
conjugacy classes and WH is FPn over Fp for all H 2 P.
4.1. Introduction
4.1.1. Mackey functors. There are many constructions of Mackey func-
tors, we use the construction coming from modules over a category, an approach
due to Linder [Lin76]. Another construction is mentioned in Remark 4.1.6. We
begin by building a small category MF then Mackey functors will be contravari-
ant MF-modules. As in OF, the objects of MF are the transitive G-sets with
stabilisers in F, the morphism set however is much larger. A basic morphism
from G=H to G=K, where H and K are in F, is an equivalence class of diagrams
of the form
G=H
    G=L

 ! G=K
where the maps are G-maps, and L 2 F. This basic morphism is equivalent to
G=H
0
   G=L0 0
 ! G=K
if there is a bijective G-map  : G=L ! G=L0, tting into the commutative
diagram below:
G=L

zz

$$
 = 

G=S G=K
G=L0 0
dd
0
::
Form the free abelian monoid on these basic morphisms, and complete this free
abelian monoid to a group, denoted [G=H;G=K]MF. This is the set of morphisms
in MF from G=H to G=K.
Remark 4.1.1. When building the Mackey category, we could instead have
started with equivalence classes of diagrams
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where  is any nitely generated G-set with stabilisers in F and the maps are G-
maps. This can be shown to be the free abelian monoid on the basic morphisms
[TW95, Proposition 2.2]. Because of this alternative construction, we will pass
freely between writing
(G=H   G=L ! G=K) +
 
G=H   G=L0 ! G=K

and 
G=H   G=L
a
G=L0 ! G=K

:
To complete the description of MF, we must describe composition of mor-
phisms. It's sucient to describe composition of basic morphisms, and then use
distributivity to extend this to all morphisms. If
G=H   G=L ! G=K
and
G=K   G=S ! G=Q
are two basic morphisms then their composition is the pullback diagram below
in the category of G-sets.

zz $$
G=L
zz $$
G=S
zz $$
G=H G=K G=Q
Lemma 4.1.2 (Composition of morphisms in MF). [MPN06, x3] The dia-
gram below is a pullback in the category of G-sets.
X
x2LgnK=Sg0
0
B B
B
B B
B
@
G=
 
Lg \ Sg0x 1
g 1 vv x(g0) 1 ((
G=L
g ((
G=S
g0 vv
G=K
1
C
C C
C C
C
A
Notice that the subgroup Lg \Sg0x 1
is both a subgroup of K via the maps on the
left and subconjugated to K via the map x, which is the composition of the maps
on the right.
If H is a subgroup of G the notation Hg means the conjugate g 1Hg.
Lemma 4.1.3 (Standard form for morphisms in MF). [TW95, Lemma 2.1]
Any basic morphism is equivalent to one in the standard form:
G=L
g
##
id
zz
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Recall that two such basic morphisms are equivalent if there is a commutative
diagram of the form:
G=L
g
$$
id
zz
x  =

G=K G=S
G=Lx
g0
::
id
dd
The commutativity of the left hand triangle ensures that x 2 K, and that of the
right hand diagram gives g = g0x, or more concisely gS = xg0S. This means
KgS = Kg0S and x = gS(g0) 1 \ K = gSg 1 \ K. Thus a basic morphism is
determined by both an element of KnG=S and a subgroup L, subconjugate to
K, unique up to conjugation by an element x 2 gSg 1 \ K. In summary,
[G=K;G=S]MF =
M
g2KnG=S
M
LgSg 1\K
Up to gSg 1 \ K-conjugacy
ZL;g; (4.1)
where ZL;g  = Z for all L and g.
Example 4.1.4. If S = 1 then (4.1) becomes
[G=K;G=1]MF =
M
g2KnG
Zg  = Z[KnG]:
Remark 4.1.5. The category MF has property (A) by construction, but it
does not have property (EI). For example, given any non-trivial H 2 F, the
endomorphism
e =

G=H
1    G=1
1  ! G=H

is not an isomorphism. If
m =

G=H
1    G=K
g  ! G=H

is some other basic morphism then their composition is
m  e =
X
x2H=K

G=H
1    G=1
xg  ! G=H

:
So it's clear that e cannot be a sum of automorphisms of G=H.
Following [MPN06], we will mostly consider contravariant Mackey functors.
From here on, whenever we write MF-module, we mean contravariant MF-
module.
Remark 4.1.6 (Green's alternative description of Mackey functors). There is
an alternative description of Mackey functors, due to Green [Gre71], which we
include here in full because when we later study cohomological Mackey functors
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Green dened a Mackey functor M as a mapping,
M : fG=H : H 2 Fg  ! R-Mod
with morphisms for any nite subgroups K  H in F,
M(IH
K) : M(G=K)  ! M(G=H)
M(RH
K) : M(G=H)  ! M(G=K)
M(cg) : M(G=H)  ! M(G=Hg 1
)
called induction, restriction and conjugation respectively. Induction is sometimes
also called transfer. In the literature, M(IH
K), M(RH
K) and M(cg) are often
written as just IH
K, RH
K and cg, omitting the M entirely. We choose to use
dierent notation so that we can identify IH
K, RH
K and cg with specic morphisms
in MF (see the end of this remark).
This mapping M must satisfy the following axioms,
(0) M(IH
H), M(RH
H) and M(ch) are the identity morphism for all h 2 H.
(1) M(RK
J )  M(RH
K) = M(RH
J ), where J  K  H and J;K;H 2 F.
(2) M(IH
K)  M(IK
J ) = M(IH
J ), where J  K  H and J;K;H 2 F.
(3) M(cg)  M(ch) = M(cgh) for all g;h 2 G.
(4) M(RHg 1
Kg 1)  M(cg) = M(cg)  M(RH
K), where K  H and K;H 2 F
and g 2 G.
(5) M(IHg 1
Kg 1 )M(cg) = M(cg)M(IH
K), where K  H and K;H 2 F and
g 2 G.
(6) M(RH
J )M(IH
K) =
P
x2JnH=K M(IJ
J\Kx 1)M(cx)M(RK
Jx\K), where
J;K  H and J;K;H 2 F.
Axiom (6) is often called the Mackey axiom. Converting between this descrip-
tion and our previous description is done by rewriting induction, restriction and
conjugation in terms of morphisms of MF.
M(IH
K)  ! M
 
G=H
1    G=K
id  ! G=K

M(RH
K)  ! M
 
G=K
id    G=K
1  ! G=H

M(cg)  ! M
 
G=Hg 1 id    G=Hg 1 g  ! G=H

Because of the above, we make the following denitions,
IH
K =
 
G=H
1    G=K
id  ! G=K

RH
K =
 
G=K
id    G=K
1  ! G=H

cg =
 
G=Hg 1 id    G=Hg 1 g  ! G=H

:
It is possible to write any morphism in MF as a composition of the three types
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One can check that Green's axioms all follow from the description of the
composition of morphisms in MF as pullbacks (Lemma 4.1.2), and vice versa.
Complete proofs of the equivalence of this denition with our previous one can
be found in [TW95, x2].
4.1.1.1. Free modules. In this section we describe the structure of End(G=H)
and study free MF-modules.
Remark 4.1.7 (Structure of End(G=H)). As mentioned in Remark 4.1.5,
MF doesn't have property (EI). Consider the endomorphisms of an object given
by the diagrams of the form
ag =
 
G=H
1    G=H
g  ! G=H

:
Every g 2 WH uniquely determines a G-map g : G=H ! G=H and every G-
map comes from such a g. Finally, since ag  ah = ahg, we determine that such
endomorphisms give a copy of Z[WH]op inside End(G=H). This is similar to
the situation over the orbit category, where EndOF(G=H)  = Z[WHop]. Thus, as
with OF-modules, if M is a Mackey functor, then M(G=H) is a right R[WHop]
module, equivalently a left R[WH]-module.
A basic morphism in End(G=H) is determined by a morphism in standard
form
eL;g =
 
G=H
1    G=L
g  ! G=H

where L is some subgroup of G. As such we can lter End(G=H) via the poset
F=G of conjugacy classes of subgroups in F. If L is a nite subgroup of G then
we write End(G=H)L for the basic morphisms eL;g for all g 2 G. Note that
in particular, End(G=H)H  = R[WH] by the paragraph above. Addition gives
End(G=H)L an abelian group structure. Composing two elements of End(G=H)L
doesn't necessarily give an element of End(G=H)L, but pre-composing an element
of End(G=H)L by some aw does, since
eL;g  aw  = eL;wg:
Thus REnd(G=H)L is a left R[WH]-module. In summary, there is an R[WH]-
module isomorphism
REnd(G=H)  =
M
L2F=G
REnd(G=H)L
where REnd(G=H)H  = R[WH].
Example 4.1.8. Using (4.1),
REnd(G=H)1  =
M
HnG=H
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with left action of w 2 WGH taking g 7! wg. In other words, REnd(G=H)1  =
R[HnG=H] with the canonical action of WGH. This is not in general nitely
generated|take for example G = D1, the innite dihedral group generated by
the involutions a and b, and H = hai. Then WGH is the trivial group but HnG=H
is an innite set so R[HnG=H] is not a nitely generated R-module.
Lemma 4.1.9. As a left R[WGS]-module, R[G=S;G=K]MF is an R[WGS]-
permutation module with nite stabilisers. In addition, R[G=1;G=K]MF is FP1
over RG.
Proof. The left action of w 2 WGS on [G=S;G=K]MF is the action given
by pre-composing any basic morphism G=S
id   G=L
g ! G=K with the morphism
G=S
id   G=S
w ! G=S to yield the morphism
G=S
1   G=L
wg ! G=K:
To show this we calculate the pullback:
G=L
id
{{
w
##
G=S
w ##
id
{{
G=L
id {{
g
$$
G=S G=S G=K
Under the identication (4.1), w maps RL;g onto RL;wg, so the stabiliser of this
action is the stabiliser of the action of R[WGS] on R[SnG=K], which is nite.
In particular R[G=S;G=K]MF is an R[WGS]-permutation module with nite
stabilisers. If S = 1 then, using (4.1), R[G=1;G=K]MF  = R[G=K] with RG
acting by multiplication on the left, thus R[G=1;G=K]MF is FP1 as a left RG-
module. 
Remark 4.1.10. R[G=S;G=K]MF is not in general nitely generated as a
left R[WGS]-module. For an example of this let F be all nite subgroups and
choose a group G with a nite subgroup S such that SnG has innitely many
WGS-orbits. Then, by Example 4.1.4,
R[G=S;G=1]MF  = R[SnG]
which is not nitely generated as a left R[WGS] module.
4.1.1.2. Induction. Let  : OF ! MF be the covariant functor sending
(G=H) = G=H
(G=H
  ! G=K) = (G=H
id    G=H
  ! G=K):
Thus  induces restriction, induction, and coinduction between OF-modules and
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Lemma 4.1.11. [MPN06, Proposition 3.6] There is an OF-module isomor-
phism:
Res R[G=H; ]MF  =
M
LH
R 
WHL R[G=L; ]OF:
Let BG denote the Burnside functor BG which, by an abuse of notation since
G=G is not an object of MF, can be dened as
BG = R[ ;G=G]MF:
Upon evaluation at G=K for some K 2 F,
BG(G=K) =
M
LK
Up to K-conjugacy
RL:
This is not so dissimilar from the case of the orbit category OF where, using a
similar abuse of notation, one could view R as R[ ;G=G]OF.
Example 4.1.12. If R is the constant contravariant OF-module then using
Lemma 4.1.11,
Ind R(G=H)  = R[G=H;( )]MF 
OF R
 =
M
LH
R 
WHL R[G=L; ]OF 
OF R
 =
M
LH
R:
Checking the morphisms as well, one sees that
Ind R  = BG:
Proposition 4.1.13. [MPN06, Theorem 3.8] Although induction with  is
not exact in general, induction with  takes contravariant resolutions of R by
projective OF-modules to resolutions of BG by projective MF-modules.
4.1.1.3. Homology and cohomology. We dene the Mackey cohomology and
Mackey homology for any contravariant MF-module M and covariant MF-
module A as
H
MF(G;M) = Ext
MF(BG;M)
HMF
 (G;A) = Tor
MF(BG;A):
A corollary of Proposition 4.1.13 is the following.
Corollary 4.1.14. [MPN06, Theorem 3.8]
Hn
MF(G;M)  = Hn
OF(G;Res M):
G is said to be MFFPn if there is a projective resolution of BG, nitely
generated up to degree n, and G has MFcdG  n if there is a length n projective
resolution of BG by MF-modules.4.1. INTRODUCTION 63
4.1.2. Cohomological Mackey functors. A Mackey functor M is called
cohomological if, using the language of Remark 4.1.6, it satises
M(IH
K)  M(RH
K) = (m 7! jH : Kjm) (4.2)
for all subgroups K  H in F. Recall from Remark 4.1.6 that to describe a
Mackey functor M it is sucient to describe it on objects and on the induction,
restriction and conjugation morphisms in MF (IH
K, RH
K and cg), we use this in
the examples below.
Example 4.1.15 (Group cohomology). The group cohomology functor is co-
homological Mackey, more precisely the functor
Hn( ;R) : G=H 7 ! Hn(H;R):
Where Hn( ;R)(cg) is induced by conjugation, Hn( ;R)(RH
K) is the usual re-
striction map and Hn( ;R)(IH
K) is the transfer (see for example [Bro94, xIII.9]).
That the group cohomology functor satises (4.2) is [Bro94, III.9.5(ii)].
Example 4.1.16 (Fixed point and xed quotient functors). If M is a RG-
module then we write M  for the xed point functor
M  : G=H 7 ! MH
where MH = HomRH(R;M). For any K  H in F, M (RH
K) is the inclusion,
M (IH
K) is the trace m 7!
P
h2H=K hm, and M (cg) is the map m 7! gm.
We write M  for the xed quotient functor
M  : G=H 7 ! MH
where MH = R 
RH M. For any K  H in F, M (RH
K) is the trace 1 
 m 7!
1 

P
h2H=K hm, M (IH
K) is the inclusion, and M (cg) is the map m 7! gm.
Lemma 4.1.17. [MPN06, Lemma 4.2][TW90, 6.1] There are Mackey functor
isomorphisms for any RG-module M,
CoInd
MF
RG M  = M 
Ind
MF
RG M  = M 
where induction and coinduction are with the functor d ZG ! MF given by com-
position of the usual inclusion functor d ZG ! OF and the functor  : OF ! MF.
Thus there are also adjoint isomorphisms, for any Mackey functor N.
HomRG(N(G=1);M)  = HomMF(N;M )
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As observed by Th evenaz and Webb in [TW95, x16], in [Yos83] Yoshida
proves that the category of cohomological Mackey modules is isomorphic to the
category of modules over the Hecke category HF, which we shall describe be-
low. Yoshida concentrates mainly on nite groups but observes in [Yos83, x5,
Theorem 4.30] that this isomorphism will hold for MF-modules, where F is any
subfamily of the family of nite groups.
The Hecke category HF has for objects the transitive G-sets with stabilisers
in F. The morphisms between the objects G=H and G=K are exactly the ZG-
module homomorphisms, HomZG(Z[G=H];Z[G=K]).
Remark 4.1.18. In [Yos83], Yoshida actually uses the category HF
0, this
category has the same objects, but the morphisms between G=H and G=K are
the RG-module homomorphisms HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=K]). He then studies R-
additive functors from HF
0 into the category of left R-modules and proves these
are exactly the cohomological Mackey functors. We claim that the category
of R-additive functors HF
0 ! R-Mod and the category of additive functors
HF ! R-Mod are isomorphic, where the isomorphism preserves the values the
functors take on objects.
Since Z[G=H] is nitely presented as a ZG-module and R is at as a Z-module
there is an isomorphism for all H;K 2 F (the proof is essentially the proof of
[Wei94, 3.3.8])
HomZG(Z[G=H];Z[G=K]) 
Z R  = HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=K]):
Using the above and that HomZG(Z[G=H];Z[G=K]) is free as a Z-module, there
is a natural isomorphism for any R-module A
HomZ(HomZG(Z[G=H];Z[G=K]);A)
 = HomR(HomZG(Z[G=H];Z[G=K]) 
Z R;A)
 = HomR(HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=K]);A):
The claim follows from this isomorphism.
Remark 4.1.19. In [Deg13a] Degrijse considers the categories MackFG and
coMackFG. In the notation used here MackFG is the category of MF-modules
and coMackFG is the subcategory of cohomological Mackey functors, Degrijse
doesn't study modules over HF.
Lemma 4.1.20 (Free and projective HF-modules). [TW95, Theorem 16.5(ii)]
The free HF-modules are exactly the xed point functors of permutation mod-
ules with stabilisers in F, and the projective HF-modules are exactly the xed
point functors of direct summands of permutation modules with stabilisers in F.4.1. INTRODUCTION 65
Th evenaz and Webb describe a map  : MF ! HF (they call this map ),
taking objects G=H in MF to G=H in HF and on morphisms as follows, for any
K  H,
 (RH
K) is the natural projection map Z[G=K] ! Z[G=H].
 (IH
K) takes gH 7!
P
h2H=K ghK.
 (cx) takes gH 7! gxHx.
If M is an HF-module then it is straightforward to check that M   is a MF-
module, see for example [Tam89, p.809] for a proof. Moreover, every cohomolog-
ical Mackey functor M : MF ! R-Mod factors through the map , this is the
main result in [Yos83], see also [Web00, x7]. Thus we may pass freely between
cohomological Mackey functors and modules over HF.
Lemma 4.1.21. [Yos83, Lemma 3.10] There is an isomorphism for any nite
subgroups H and K of G,
R[HnG=K]  = R[G=H;G=K]HF:
Under this identication, morphism composition is given by
(HxK)  (KyL) =
X
z2HnG=L
j(HxK \ zLy 1K)=Kj(HzL):
Remark 4.1.22. The identication in the lemma above relates to the usual
denition of R[G=H;G=K]HF as HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=H]) with the isomor-
phism
  : R[HnG=K]
 =  ! HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=K])
HxK 7 !
0
@gH 7 !
X
u2H=(H\xKx 1)
guxK
1
A
Notice that   satises
 ((HxK)  (KxL)) =  (KxL)   (HxK):
Lemma 4.1.23. If  : G=L  ! G=K is the G-map L 7! xK then the induced
map  on R[G=H; ]HF can be written as
 : R[HnG=L]  ! R[HnG=K]
(HzL) 7 !
X
y2H\K(zx) 1=H\Lz 1
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Proof. We calculate
 
0
@
X
y2H\K(zx) 1=H\Lz 1
HyzxK
1
A
=
0
@H 7 !
X
y2H\K(zx) 1=H\Lz 1
X
u2H=H\K(yzx) 1
uyzxK
1
A
=
0
@H 7 !
X
u2H=H\Lz 1
uzxL
1
A
which is exactly ( (HzL)). The nal equality comes from the fact that y 2
K(zx) 1
so K(yzx) 1
= K(zx) 1
. 
4.1.2.1. Explicit description of . Using the identication of Lemma 4.1.21,
for any K  H, we can describe  as follows.
 (RH
K) = KH, since according to Lemma 4.1.21, KH corresponds to the
morphism gK 7! gH, which is exactly Th evenaz and Webb's description
of (RH
K).
 (IH
K) = HK, as according to Lemma 4.1.21, HK corresponds to the
morphism gH 7!
P
u2H=K uK, which is Th evenaz and Webb's descrip-
tion of (IH
K).
 (cx) = HxHx, similarly to the above because HxHx corresponds to
the morphism gH 7! gxHx.
It is interesting to write down the eect of  on a basic morphism
m =
0
B
@
G=L
1
zz
x
$$
G=H G=K
1
C
A
This morphism may be rewritten as
0
@
G=L 1
{{
x
##
G=H G=L
1
A 
0
@
G=L 1
{{
x
$$
G=L G=Lx
1
A 
0
@
G=Lx
1
yy
1
$$
G=Lx G=K
1
A
So,
m = RK
Lx  cx  IH
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Using the denition of  in [TW95, x16], (m) maps
(m) = (RK
Lx  cx  IH
L )
=
0
@H 7!
X
h2H=L
hxK
1
A
=
0
@H 7!
X
h2H=H\Kx 1
X
y2H\Kx 1=L
hyxK
1
A
=
0
@H 7!
X
y2H\Kx 1=L
X
h2H=H\K(yx) 1
hyxK
1
A
=
X
y2H\Kx 1=L
(HyxK)
= jH \ Kx 1
: Lj(HxK):
In summary,

0
B
@
G=L
1
zz
x
$$
G=H G=K
1
C
A = jH \ Kx 1
: Lj(HxK):
4.1.2.2. Homology and cohomology. In Section 4.3 we will prove results simi-
lar to Proposition 4.1.13 and Corollary 4.1.14, showing that inducing a projective
resolution of R by projective OF-modules yields a projective resolution of R  by
projective HF-modules. For any group G, we dene the cohomology and homol-
ogy functors H
HF(G; ) and H
HF
 (G; ) as
H
HF(G;M) = Ext
HF(R ;M)
HHF
 (G;A) = Tor
HF(R ;A)
where M is any contravariant HF-module and A is any covariant HF-module. In
Proposition 4.3.8 we show that there is an isomorphism
Hn
HF(G;M)  = Hn
OF(G;Res M):
The HF cohomological dimension of a group G, denoted HFcdG, is dened to
be the length of the shortest projective resolution of R  by HF-modules, or
equivalently
HFcdG = supfn : Hn
HF(G;M) 6= 0); M some HF-module.g
Note that in [Deg13a] the HF cohomological dimension is dened as
HFcdG = supfn : Hn
OF(G;Res M) 6= 0; M some HF-module.g
These two denitions are equivalent by the isomorphism of Proposition 4.3.8
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We say G is HFFPn if there exists a projective HF-module resolution of R ,
nitely generated up to degree n.
4.2. FPn conditions for Mackey functors
As far as we are aware, there are no results in the literature on the conditions
MFFPn. We show in this section that the conditions MFFPn and OFFPn are
equivalent. From this point on, unless otherwise stated, all results are valid over
any commutative ring R.
Proposition 4.2.1. If G is OFFPn then G is MFFPn.
Proof. Combine Proposition 4.1.13 with the fact that induction preserves
nite generation (Proposition 2.3.2(2)). 
Recall that G is OFFP0 if and only if F has nitely many conjugacy classes
(Corollary 3.6.4). In the lemmas below F=G denotes the poset of conjugacy
classes in F, ordered by subconjugation. We write H G K if H is subconjugate
to K.
Lemma 4.2.2. G is MFFP0 if and only if G is OFFP0.
Proof. We prove rst that if G is MFFP0 then F=G has a nite conal
subset, since F is a subfamily of the family of nite subgroups this implies that
F=G is nite.
Let f be an MF-module morphism
f : R[ ;G=K]MF  ! BG  = R[ ;G=G]MF:
Firstly, we claim that the element m of R[G=S;G=G]MF given by
m =
 
G=S
id    G=S  ! G=G

cannot be in the image of f(G=S) unless S is subconjugate to K. Assume for a
contradiction that S is not subconjugate to K and assume m is in the image of
f(G=S). Thus m = f(G=S)' for some ' 2 [G=S;G=K]MF. Thinking of f as a
natural transformation gives the commutative diagram below
R[G=S;G=K]MF
f(G=S)
// R[G=S;G=G]MF
R[G=K;G=K]MF
f(G=K)
//
'
OO
R[G=K;G=G]MF
'
OO
where
m = f(G=S)'
= f(G=S)  ' id[G=K;G=K]MF
=
 
'  f(G=K)

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Let f(G=K)(id[G=K;G=K]MF) =
P
i rixi, where ri 2 R and the xi are basic mor-
phisms in R[G=K;G=G]MF. Similarly, let ' =
P
j sjyj for sj 2 R and where the
yj are basic morphisms in R[G=S;G=K]MF. By assumption we have that
m = ' X
i
rixi
=
X
i
rixi 
X
j
sjyj
=
X
i;j
(risj)xi  yj:
There must exist some i and j for which xi  yj is a morphism which, when
written as a sum of basic morphisms, has one component some multiple of m.
We calculate xi  yj for this i and j. Write xi and yj in their standard forms as
below,
xi =

G=K    G=Li  ! G=G

yj =

G=S    G=Jj  ! G=K

:
Their composition is (see Lemma 4.1.2)
xi  yj =
X
k
0
B B
B B
B
@
G=Xk
%% yy
G=Jj
%% zz
G=Li
$$ yy
G=S G=K G=G
1
C C
C C
C
A
where Xk is some nite subgroup of G which is subconjugate to both Li and Jj.
We claim jJjj is strictly smaller than jSj. Since Jj is subconjugate to S we
have jJjj  jSj. If the cardinalities were equal then S and Jj would be conjugate,
but Jj is subconjugate to K whereas by assumption S is not subconjugate to K.
Since jXkj  jJjj  jSj, the subgroup Xk cannot be conjugate to S. This
contradicts our earlier assertion that xi  yj when written as a sum of basic
morphisms, has one component some multiple of m. Thus, for m to be in the
image of f(G=S), S must be subconjugate to K.
Now, if G is MFFP0 then BG admits an epimorphism from some nitely
generated free
M
i2I
R[ ;G=Ki]MF   BG:
As this set I is nite, the argument above implies that all the subgroups in F
are subconjugate to one of a nite collection of subgroups in F. Thus there is a
nite conal subset of F=G and F=G is nite.
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This remainder of this section is devoted to a proof that for any n, MFFPn
implies OFFPn. We will assume G is MFFP0, equivalently F contains nitely
many conjugacy classes.
In [HPY13, 4.9, 4.10], there are the following denitions, for M an OF-
module
DHM = CoInd
OF
R[WH] M(G=H)
jH : M  ! DHM
where CoInd
OF
R[WH] denotes coinduction (see Section 2.3 for the denition of coin-
duction) with the functor  : Z[WH]  ! OF. Here we view Z[WH] as a category
with one object and morphisms elements of Z[WH], then Z[WH] has property
(A) and  maps the one object to G=H and morphisms to the free abelian group
on the automorphisms of G=H in OF. Equivalently,
CoInd
OF
R[WH] M(G=H)  = HomR[WH](R[G=H; ]OF;M(G=H)):
The map jH is the counit of the adjunction between coinduction and restriction.
Since evaluation, coinduction, and counits are all natural constructions, DH and
jH are natural. Crucially the OF-module DHM extends to a Mackey functor
[HPY13, Example 4.8]. Also dened are:
DM =
Y
H2F=G
DHM
CM = CoKer

C
Q
jH  ! DM

:
Again all the constructions are natural and DM extends to a Mackey functor.
Naturality means that if M, for  2 , is a directed system of OF-modules then
DM and CM form directed systems also.
Lemma 4.2.3. If M is a directed system of OF-modules with lim   !M = 0
then lim   !DM = 0.
Proof. Since the colimit of M is zero, so is the colimit of M(G=H), and
for any K 2 F,
lim   !DHM(G=K) = lim   !CoInd
OF
R[WH] M(G=H)(G=K)
= lim   !HomR[WH](R[G=H;G=K]OF;M(G=H))
= lim   !HomR[WH]
 
M
i2I
R[WH=WHi];M(G=H)
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where the last line is Lemma 3.1.5, the indexing set I is nite and WHi is a nite
subgroup of WH. Hence
lim   !HomR[WH]
 
M
i2I
R[WH=WHi];M(G=H)
!
 =
M
i2I
lim   !HomR[WH] (R[WH=WHi];M(G=H))
 =
M
i2I
lim   !HomR[WHi](R;M(G=H))
= 0
where the nal zero is by the Bieri{Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.5.1), since R
is R[WHi]-nitely generated. Thus
lim   !DM(G=K) = lim   !
Y
H2F=G
DHM(G=K)
=
Y
H2F=G
lim   !DHM(G=K)
= 0
where the commuting of the product and the colimit is because the product is
nite (F=G is assumed nite). 
Lemma 4.2.4. If M is a directed system of OF-modules with lim   !M = 0
then lim   !CM = 0.
Proof. There is a natural short exact sequence for each 
0  ! M  ! DM  ! CM  ! 0:
Since the colimit of the left hand and centre term are zero (Lemma 4.2.3), and
colimits are exact in the category of OF-modules, so lim   !CM = 0 also. 
Proposition 4.2.5. If G is MFFPn then G is OFFPn.
Proof. Let G be of type MFFPn and let M, for  2 , be a directed
system of OF-modules with colimit zero. Following the notation in [Deg13a],
we dene
C0M = M
CiM = CCi 1M
for all natural numbers i  0 and all  2 . There are short exact sequences of
directed systems,
0  ! CiM  ! DCiM  ! Ci+1M  ! 0
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As G is assumed MFFPn and DCiM extends to a Mackey functor for all i,
the Bieri{Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.5.1) gives that for all m  n,
lim   !Hm
OF(G;DCiM) = 0
and thus using exactness of colimits and the long exact sequence associated to
cohomology gives that for all non-negative integers m and i,
lim   !Hm
OF(G;Ci+1M) = lim   !Hm+1
OF (G;CiM):
So,
lim   !Hm
OF(G;M) = lim   !Hm 1
OF (G;C1M)
 = 
 = lim   !H0
OF(G;CmM)
 = 0
where the zero is from the Bieri{Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.5.1), because G
is assumed MFFP0 hence OFFP0 by Lemma 4.2.2. Using the Bieri{Eckmann
criterion again, G is OFFPn. 
Corollary 4.2.6. The conditions OFFPn and MFFPn are equivalent.
Proof. Combine Propositions 4.2.1 and 4.2.5. 
4.3. Homology and cohomology of cohomological Mackey functors
The main result of this section is Proposition 4.3.6, that we may induce
projective OF-module resolutions of R to projective HF-module resolutions of
R . The following diagram shows the relationship between the dierent induction
functors we will be using (for a small category C, we denote by C-Mod the category
of contravariant C-modules).
HF-Mod
OF-Mod
Ind //
Ind
88
MF-Mod
Ind
OO
Lemma 4.3.1. For any L 2 F, there is an isomorphism of covariant OF-
modules
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Proof. If H is a subgroup in F, then evaluating the left hand side at G=H
yields R[G=L;G=H]HF while evaluating the right hand side at G=H yields
HomRL(R;R[G=H])  = HomRG(RG 
RL R;R[G=H])
 = HomRG(R[G=L];R[G=H])
 = R[G=L;G=H]HF
where the rst isomorphism is [Bro94, p.63 (3.3)]. If x : G=H ! G=K is the
G-map H 7! xK then, looking at the left hand side,
Res R[G=L; ]HF(x) = R[G=H; ]HF(cx  RKx 1
H )
 = R[G=H; ]HF(cx)  R[G=H; ]HF(RKx 1
H ):
But R[G=H; ]HF(RKx 1
H ) is post-composition with the G-map
1 : G=H ! G=Kx 1
and R[G=H; ]HF(cx) is post-composition with the G-map
x : G=Kx 1
! G=K:
In summary, Res R[G=L; ]HF(x) is the map:
HomRG(R[G=L];R[G=H])  ! HomRG(R[G=L];R[G=K])
f 7 ! x  f
Now, the right hand side, recall that
R[G=L; ]OF(x) : f 7 ! x  f
so HomRL(R;R[G=1; ]OF)(x) is the map:
HomRL(R;R[G=H])  ! HomRL(R;R[G=K])
f 7 ! x  f
Showing the left and right hand sides agree on morphisms. 
Recall that Ind
OF
RG denotes induction with the functor  : ZG  ! OF, where
we view ZG as the single object category whose morphisms are elements of ZG
and  maps the single object to G=1. Equivalently for an RG-module M,
Ind
OF
RG M  = R[ ;G=1]OF 
RG M:
Lemma 4.3.2. The functor Ind
OF
RG is exact.
Proof. This is because for any H 2 F,
Ind
OF
RG M(G=H) =
(
M if H = 1
0 else.
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Lemma 4.3.3. For any nite subgroup H of G, the OF-module Ind
OF
RG IndRG
RH R
is of type OFFP1.
Proof. Since R is FP1 as a RH module, IndRG
RH R is of type FP1 over
RG. Choose a nite type free resolution F of IndRG
RH R by RG-modules, by
Lemma 4.3.2, Ind
OF
RG F is a nite type free resolution of Ind
OF
RG IndRG
RH R by OF-
modules. 
Lemma 4.3.4. If N is a projective OF-module and H 2 F, there is an iso-
morphism
N 
OF Res R[G=H; ]HF  = HomRH(R;N(G=1)):
Proof. The adjointness of induction and restriction gives an isomorphism
of OF-modules, for any OF-module N,
HomRH(R;N(G=1))  = HomRG(IndRG
RH R;N(G=1))
 = HomOF(Ind
OF
RG IndRG
RH R;N):
There is a chain of isomorphisms,
N 
OF Res R[G=H; ]HF
 = N 
OF HomRH(R;R[G=1; ]OF)
 = N( ) 
OF HomOF(Ind
OF
RG IndRG
RH R(?);R[?; ]OF)
 = HomOF(Ind
OF
RG IndRG
RH R(?);N(?))
 = HomRH(R;N(G=1))
where the rst isomorphism is Lemma 4.3.1 and the second and fourth are the
adjoint isomorphism mentioned above. The third isomorphism is from Lemma
3.9.5 for which we need that Ind
OF
RG IndRG
RH R is nitely generated, but this is
implied by Lemma 4.3.3. 
Recall from Example 4.1.16 the denition of the xed point functor. For the
constant RG-module R the xed point functor R  can be described explicitly as
RH = R for all H 2 F, and on morphisms,
R (RH
K) = idR
R (IH
K) = (r 7! jH : Kjr)
R (cg) = idR :
Lemma 4.3.5. Ind R  = R .
Proof. The proof is split into two parts, rst we check that the two functors
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H, K and L are elements of F. If  : G=L ! G=K is a G-map then we will write
 for the induced map
 : HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=L])  ! HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=K])
and also for the induced map
 : R[HnG=L]  ! R[HnG=K]
where R[HnG=L] is identied with HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=L]) using the isomor-
phism   of Remark 4.1.22.
The functors Ind R and R  agree on objects:
For any subgroup H 2 F,
IndR(G=H) = R 
OF Res R[G=H; ]HF
 = R 
OF HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=1; ]OF)
 =
M
K2F
HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=K])
, xKxL
 : G=L ! G=K any G map
xK2HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=K])
xL2HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=L])
 =
M
K2F
R[HnG=K]
,
(HxK)(HxL)
 : G=L ! G=K any G map
where the rst isomorphism is Lemma 4.3.1 and the last is Lemma 4.1.21. Let
(HxK) 2 R[HnG=K] be an arbitrary element, and consider the G-map
x : G=(H \ Kx 1
)  ! G=K
(H \ Kx 1
) 7 ! xK:
Then, using Lemma 4.1.23 we calculate
(x)

H1(H \ Kx 1
)

= (HxK)
so in Ind R(G=H), the elements [HxK] and [H1H\Kx 1
] are equal, where
[ ] denotes an equivalence class of elements under the relation . Similarly if
K  H then [H  1  K] = jH : Kj[H  1  H] since if 1 : G=K ! G=H is the
projection, then using Lemma 4.1.23 again,
1(H1K) = jH : Kj(H1H):
Combining the two facts proved above,
[H  x  K] = jH : H \ Kx 1
j[H  1  H]: (?)
In particular, any element [H  x  K] is equal to some multiple of [H  1  H], so
Ind R(G=H)  = R:
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Recall from Remark 4.1.6 that we must only check this for the morphisms
RH
K, IH
K and cx.
Following the generator [H  1  H] up the chain of isomorphisms at the be-
ginning of the proof shows the element
1 
 idR[G=H] 2 R 
OF Res R[G=H; ]HF
generates Ind R(G=H)  = R, where
idR[G=H] 2 HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=H])  = R[G=H;G=H]HF:
For some subgroup K 2 F with K  H,
Ind R(RH
K) : 1 
 idR[G=H] 7! 1 
 
where  : R[G=K] 7! R[G=H] is the projection map. Following this back down
the chain of isomorphisms at the beginning of the proof, gives the element [K 
1  H]. Using (?), [K  1  H] = [K  1  K], so Ind R(RH
K) is the identity on R,
as required.
Similarly, for some L 2 F with H  L, we calculate
Ind R(IL
H) : 1 
 idR[G=H] 7 ! 1 
 tL=H
where tL=H 2 HomRG(R[G=L];R[G=H]) denotes the map L 7!
P
l2L=H lH. Fol-
lowing this element back down the chain of isomorphisms we get the element
[L  1  H], which by (?) is equal to jL : Hj[H  1  H]. Thus Ind R(IL
H) acts as
multiplication by jL : Hj on R, as required.
For any element x 2 G, we calculate
Ind R(cx) : 1 
 idR[G=H] 7 ! 1 
 x
where x 2 HomRG(R[G=Hx 1
];R[G=H]) is the map Hx 1
7! xH. Following
this down the chain of isomorphisms we get the element [Hx 1
 x  H], which by
(?) is equal to [Hx 1
 1  Hx 1
]. Thus Ind R(cx) acts as the identity on R, as
required. 
The next proposition should be compared with Proposition 4.1.13. Recall
that a chain complex is F-split if it splits when restricted to RH for all H 2 F.
Proposition 4.3.6. Induction with   takes projective OF-module resolu-
tions of R to projective HF-module resolutions of R .
Proof. Let P be a projective resolution of R by OF-modules, then by
Lemma 4.3.4,
Ind P(G=H) = P 
OF Res R[G=H; ]HF
 = HomRH(R;P(G=1)):4.4. FPn CONDITIONS FOR COHOMOLOGICAL MACKEY FUNCTORS 77
So inducing P   R with    and using Lemma 4.3.5 gives the chain complex
Ind P   R :
Induction preserves projectives, so we must show only that the above is exact.
Since induction is right exact, it is necessarily exact at degree  1 and degree 0.
Evaluating at G=H gives the resolution
HomRH(R;P(G=1))  ! R:
By [Nuc00, Theorem 3.2], the resolution P(G=1) is F-split. Since HomRH(R; )
preserves the exactness of RH-split complexes, HomRH(R;P(G=1)) is exact at
position i for all i  1, completing the proof. 
Remark 4.3.7. The proposition above may not hold with R replaced by an
arbitrary OF-module M, as a resolution of M by projective OF-modules will not
in general split when evaluated at G=1.
Recall that in Section 4.1.2.2 we dened, for any HF-module M,
H
HF(G;M)  = Ext
HF(R ;M):
There is an analogue of Corollary 4.1.14:
Proposition 4.3.8. For any HF-module M and any natural number n,
Hn
HF(G;M) = Hn
OF(G;Res M):
Proof. Let P be a projective OF-module resolution of R, then
Hn
OF(G;Res M) = Hn HomOF (P;Res M)
 = Hn HomHF (Ind P;M)
= Hn
HF(G;M)
where the isomorphism is adjoint isomorphism between induction and restriction
and Ind P is a projective HF-module resolution of R  by Proposition 4.3.6.

4.4. FPn conditions for cohomological Mackey functors
The main result of this section is Theorem 4.4.1 below. For a detailed con-
struction of F-cohomology and the condition FFPn see [Nuc99], for an overview
see Section 4.1.
Theorem 4.4.1. For any ring R, if G is HFFPn then G is FFPn. If R is
Noetherian and G is FFPn then G is HFFPn.
The proof is contained in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.78 4. MACKEY AND COHOMOLOGICAL MACKEY FUNCTORS
Proposition 4.4.2. If G is MFFPn then G is HFFPn.
Proof. Combining Corollary 4.1.14 and Proposition 4.3.8 shows that for all
groups G, and all non-negative integers i,
Hi
HF(G; )  = Hi
MF(G;Res  ):
Let G be a group of type MFFPn and let M, for  2 , be a directed system
of HF-modules with colimit zero. Then the colimit of Res M is zero also and
by the Bieri{Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.5.1), for any i  n,
lim   !

Hi
HF(G;M)  = lim   !

Hi
MF(G;Res M)
 = 0:
Applying the Bieri{Eckmann criterion again shows G is of type HFFPn. 
Proposition 4.4.3. If G is HFFPn then G is FPn.
Proof. Let P   R  be a resolution of R  by free HF-modules, nitely
generated up to degree n. Since the nitely generated free HF-modules are xed
point functors of nitely generated permutation modules with stabilisers in F,
evaluating at G=1 gives a resolution of R by RG-modules of type FP1 and a
standard dimension shifting argument completes the proof. 
So there is a chain of implications:
OFFPn , MFFPn ) HFFPn ) FPn +

G has nitely many
conjugacy classes of
nite p-subgroups in F

Where the nal implication is [LN10, Proposition 4.2], where it is proved that G
is FFP0 if and only if G has nitely many conjugacy classes of nite p-subgroups
in F, for all primes p. It is conjectured in the same paper that a group G of type
FP1 with nitely many conjugacy classes of nite p-subgroups in F is FFP1
[LN10, Conjecture 4.3].
Since G is MFFP0 if and only if G has nitely many conjugacy classes in F
(Lemma 4.2.2), the implication MFFPn ) HFFPn is not reversible.
There are examples due to Leary and Nucinkis of groups which act prop-
erly and cocompactly on contractible G-CW-complexes but which are not of
type OFFP0 [LN03, Example 3, p.149]. By Remark 4.5.6, these groups are of
type HFFP1 showing that HFFP1 6) OFFP0. Leary and Nucinkis also give
examples of groups which act properly and cocompactly on contractible G-CW-
complexes, are of type OFFP0 but which are not OFFP1 [LN03, Example 4,
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4.4.1. HFFPn implies FFPn. This section comprises a series of lemmas,
building to the proof of Proposition 4.4.11, that for any commutative ring R
the condition HFFPn implies the condition FFPn. Throughout, H and K are
arbitrary subgroups in F.
We say a short exact sequence of RG-modules
0  ! A  ! B  ! C  ! 0 (?)
is H-good if
0  ! AH  ! BH  ! CH  ! 0
is exact. Similarly an exact chain complex C is H-good if CH
 is exact. If an
exact chain complex is H-good for all H 2 F we say it is F-good. Note that an
F-split exact chain complex is automatically F-good.
Remark 4.4.4. If C 
 is an exact chain complex of xed point functors then
C is F-good.
Remark 4.4.5. In general being H-good is a weaker property than being
RH-split: Applying HomRH(R; ) to (?) gives
0 ! HomRH(R;A) ! HomRH(R;B) ! HomRH(R;C) ! H1(H;A) ! 
So to nd an example of an H-good short exact sequence which is not RH-split it
is sucient to nd modules C and A such that H1(H;A) = 0 and Ext1
RH(C;A) 6=
0. For example if H is any nite group we may set R = Z, A = ZH and
C = (Z=2Z)H.
Additionally, we say that an RH-module M has property (PH) if for any
F-good short exact sequence (?), HomRH(M; ) preserves the exactness of (?).
Since HomRH(M; ) is always left exact, having (PH) is equivalent to asking that
for any F-good short exact sequence (?) and any RH-module homomorphism
f : M ! C, there is a RH-module homomorphism l : M ! B such that the
diagram below commutes.
M
f
  
l

0 // A // B
g // C // 0
Note that the trivial RG-module R has property (PH).
Lemma 4.4.6. If M has (PH) then any direct summand of M, as an RH-
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Proof. This is, with a minor alteration, the proof of [Rot09, Theorem
3.5(ii)]. Let N be a direct summand of M and consider the diagram with exact
bottom row. Assume the bottom row is F-good.
M

**
l

N

jj
f

0 // A // B
g // C // 0
Here f is some arbitrary homomorphism, and  and  are the projection and
inclusion maps respectively. Since M has PH, there is a map l : M ! B such
that g  l = f  , the composition l   is the required map. 
Lemma 4.4.7. For any K 2 F, the permutation module R[G=K] has (PH).
Proof. Let L be any subgroup of H, then using the natural isomorphism
HomRH(R[H=L]; )  = HomRL(R; )
we see that R[H=L] has (PH). Now use [Bro94, Proof of xIII.9.5(ii) on p.83] to
rewrite R[G=K] (as an RH-module), as
R[G=K]  =
M
g2HnG=K
R[H=Kg]
where Kg = fh 2 H : g 1hg  Kg. Thus:
HomRH(R[G=K]; )  =
Y
g2HnG=K
HomRH(R[H=Kg]; ):
Now use that R[H=L] has (PH) and that direct products of exact sequences are
exact. 
Lemma 4.4.8. If
0  ! A  ! B  ! C  ! 0
is an H-good short exact sequence and both B and C have (PH) then the short
exact sequence is H-split and A has (PH).
Proof. Apply HomRH(C; ) to see that the short exact sequence is H-split.
Then since, as RH-modules, B is the direct sum of C and A, A necessarily has
(PH) by Lemma 4.4.6. 
Lemma 4.4.9. If P is an F-good resolution of R by permutation RG-modules
with stabilisers in F, then P is F-split.
Proof. Use induction with Lemmas 4.4.7 and 4.4.8. 
Remark 4.4.10. Similarly to Proposition 4.3.6, the above lemma may fail for
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Proposition 4.4.11. If G is HFFPn then G is FFPn.
Proof. Find a free HF-module resolution P of R , nitely generated up
to dimension n. By Remark 4.4.4, P(G=1) is an F-good resolution of R by
permutation RG-modules with stabilisers in F. By Lemma 4.4.9 P is F-split,
and by [Nuc99, Denition 2.2] permutation RG-modules with stabilisers in F
are F-projective. 
4.4.2. FFPn implies HFFPn. This section comprises a series of lemmas,
building to the proof of Proposition 4.4.17, that if R is commutative Noetherian
and G is FFPn then G is HFFPn.
Lemma 4.4.12. For any H 2 F, inducing R[G=H] to a covariant HF-module
gives the free module R[G=H; ]HF.
Proof. On objects the two functors are equal:
Ind
HF
RG R[G=H](G=K) = R[G=H] 
RG R[G=1; ]HF(G=K)
= R[G=H] 
RG HomRG(RG;R[G=K])
= R[G=H] 
RG R[G=K]
= R[HnG=K]
= HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=K]):
If L  K are in F, and
P
I giL 2 R[G=L]H then
R[G=1; ]HF(RK
L ) : R[G=1;G=L]HF  ! R[G=1;G=K]HF
X
I
giL 7 !
X
I
giK:
Following this down the chain of isomorphisms, then
Ind
HF
RG R[G=H](RK
L ) : HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=L])  ! HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=K])
X
I
giL 7 !
X
I
giK
as required. Similarly, if
P
I giK 2 R[G=K]H then
R[G=1; ]HF(IK
L ) : R[G=1;G=K]HF  ! R[G=1;G=L]HF
X
I
giK 7 !
X
k2K=L
X
I
gikL:
Following this down the chain of isomorphisms,
Ind
HF
RG R[G=H](IK
L ) : HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=K])  ! HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=L])
X
I
giK 7 !
X
k2K=L
X
I
gikL
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The proof for the conjugation morphisms cg is similar to the above. 
Lemma 4.4.13.
Ind
HF
RG
Y
H2F=G
Y
H
R[G=H] =
Y
H2F=G
Y
H
R[G=H; ]HF
where for each H 2 F=G, H is any indexing set and we are using covariant
induction.
Proof. In this proof, we use
Q
as a shorthand for
Q
H2F=G
Q
H. On ob-
jects, the two functors are equal:
Ind
HF
RG
Y
R[G=H](G=K) =
Y
R[G=H]


RG R[G=1; ]HF(G=K)
=
Y
R[G=H]


RG HomRG(RG;R[G=K])
=
Y
R[G=H]


RG R[G=K]
 =
Y
(R[G=H] 
RG R[G=K]) (?)
=
Y
R[HnG=K]
=
Y
HomRG(R[G=H];R[G=K]):
Where the isomorphism marked (?) is the Bieri{Eckmann criterion [Bie81, The-
orem 1.3], which is valid because R[G=K] is FP1. That the morphisms are equal
can be checked as in the previous lemma. 
Lemma 4.4.14.
FH
0
@G;
Y
H2F=G
Y
H
R[G=H]
1
A = HHF

0
@G;
Y
H2F=G
Y
H
R[G=H; ]HF
1
A
where for each H 2 F=G, H is any indexing set.
Proof. Again we use
Q
to stand for
Q
H2F=G
Q
H. Let P be a free
HF-module resolution of R , then P(G=1) is an F-split resolution of R by
F-projective modules by Lemma 4.4.9, so
FH(G;R[G=H])  = H

P(G=1) 
RG
Y
R[G=H]

 = H

P 
HF Ind
HF
RG
Y
R[G=H]

 = H(P 
HF
Y
R[G=H; ]HF)
 = HHF
 (G;
Y
R[G=H; ]HF)
where the second isomorphism is the adjoint isomorphism between induction and
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Lemma 4.4.15. For any group G, any commutative Noetherian ring R, any
RG-module A of type FFPn, and any exact limit, the natural map
F TorRG
i (A; lim    
2
M)  ! lim    
2
F TorRG
i (A;M)
is an isomorphism for i < n and an epimorphism for i = n.
Proof. The proof is analogous to [Bie81, Theorem 1.3] and [Nuc99, The-
orem 7.1], using [Nuc99, Proposition 6.3] which states that for R commutative
Noetherian, nitely generated F-projective modules over RG are of type FP1.

Specialising the previous lemma to M = R:
Corollary 4.4.16. If R is commutative Noetherian and G is FFPn over R,
then for any exact limit, the natural map
FHi(G; lim    
2
M)  ! lim    
2
FHi(G;M)
is an isomorphism for i < n and an epimorphism for i = n.
Proposition 4.4.17. If R is commutative Noetherian and G is FFPn over
R then G is HFFPn over R.
Proof. In this proof, we write
Q
for
Q
H2F=G
Q
H where H is any indexing
set. Using Lemmas 4.4.14 and 4.4.16, for any i < n:
H
HF
i

G;
Y
R[G=H; ]HF

= FHi

G;
Y
R[G=H]

=
Y
FHi (G;R[G=H])
=
Y
H
HF
i (G;R[G=H; ]HF):
Thus G is HFFPn by the Bieri{Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.5.1). 
Remark 4.4.18. The requirement that R be Noetherian was needed only for
Lemma 4.4.15, where we need that nitely generated F-projectives are FP1.
Nucinkis has given an example of a nitely generated F-projective module which
is not FP1 [Nuc99, Remark on p.167], but the following question is still open.
Question 4.4.19. Does Proposition 4.4.17 remain true if R is not Noetherian?
4.5. Cohomological dimension for cohomological Mackey functors
In [Deg13a], Degrijse shows that for all groups G with HFcdG < 1,
FcdG = HFcdG:
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Theorem 4.5.1. For all groups G,
FcdG = HFcdG:
Proof. Remark 4.4.4 and Lemma 4.4.9 imply FcdG  HFcdG.
For the opposite inequality, we rst use [Gan12b, Lemma 3.4] which states
that for a group G with FcdG  n there is an F-projective resolution P of R
of length n, where each Pi is a permutation module with stabilisers in F. Given
such a P, we take xed points of P to get the HF resolution P 
 . Since P is
F-split, P 
 is exact. 
Recall that Fin denotes the family of nite subgroups of G and nG denotes
the minimal dimension of a proper contractible G-CW complex.
Proposition 4.5.2. For all groups G,
HFincdG  nG:
This fact is well-known for Fcd instead of HFincd, but since a direct proof for
HFincd is both interesting and short we provide one.
Proof. Let P denote the cellular chain complex for a contractible G-CW-
complex X of dimension n and take xed points to get the complex P 
  ! R 
of HFin-modules. Since the action of G on X is proper the modules comprising P
are permutation modules with nite stabilisers and so P 
 is a chain complex of
free HFin-modules. By a result of Bouc [Bou99] and Kropholler{Wall [KW11]
this chain complex splits when restricted to a complex of RH-modules for any
nite subgroup H of G. In other words, P is F-good, thus PH
  ! R is exact
for any nite subgroup H by Remark 4.4.4. 
This leads naturally to the question:
Question 4.5.3. Does HFincdG < 1 imply nG < 1?
We know of no group for which nG and HFcdG dier. Brown has asked the
following:
Question 4.5.4. [Bro94, VIII.11 p.226] If G is virtually torsion-free with
vcdG < 1, then is nG = vcdG?
If G is virtually torsion free then vcdG = HFincdG [MPN06], so a construc-
tive answer to Question 4.5.3 would give information about Question 4.5.4 as
well.
Related to this is the following question, posed using Fcd instead of HFincd
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Question 4.5.5. [Nuc00, p.337] Does HFincdG < 1 imply that OFincdG <
1?
Remark 4.5.6. If G acts properly and cocompactly on a nite-dimensional
contractible G-CW-complex then, by a modication of the argument of the proof
of Lemma 4.5.2, G is HFinFP1 also. However, if G acts properly on a nite type
but innite dimensional contractible complex X, then the theorem of Bouc and
Kropholler{Wall doesn't apply, and the cellular chain complex of X may not be
F-split, thus we cannot deduce G is HFinFP1.
For an example of a group G acting properly on a nite-type but innite
dimensional contractible CW-complex with a cellular chain complex which is not
F-split, take the cyclic group K  = C2 acting antipodally on the innite sphere
S1, with the usual CW structure of 2 cells in each dimension. One calculates
that C(S1)K is not exact and hence that C(S1) is not ZK-split.
Question 4.5.7. If G acts properly on a contractible G-CW-complex of nite
type, but not necessarily nite dimension, then is G of type HFinFP1?
4.5.1. Closure properties. The class of groups G with HFcdG < 1
is closed under subgroups, free products with amalgamation, HNN extensions
[Nuc00, Corollary 2.7], direct products [Gan12b, Corollary 3.9] and extensions
of nite groups by groups with HFcd nite [Deg13a, Lemma 5.1].
Section 5.3 contains a proof, via the Gorenstein cohomological dimension,
that for a group extension
1  ! N  ! G  ! Q  ! 1
where HFincdG < 1, we have HFincdN + HFincdQ  HFincdG.
Proposition 4.5.8. [Gan12b, 3.8,3.10] Let
1  ! N  ! G  ! Q  ! 1
be a group extension such that for any nite extension H of N where H=N has
prime power order, HFincdH  m, then HFincdG  n + m.
Lemma 4.5.9. Let N be any group and p any prime. If for any extension
1  ! N  ! G  ! Q  ! 1
we have that HFincdG = HFincdN where Q is the cyclic group of order p, then
HFincdG = HFincdN, where Q is any nite p-group.
Proof. We prove by induction on the order of Q, the case jQj = p is by
assumption. Let Q0 be a normal subgroup of index p in Q (such a subgroup86 4. MACKEY AND COHOMOLOGICAL MACKEY FUNCTORS
exists by [Rot95, Theorem 4.6(ii)]) and consider the diagram below.
1 // N
=

//  1(Q0)

 // Q0
E

// 1
1 // N // G
 // Q // 1
Since Q0 is normal in Q, the preimage  1(Q0) is normal in G, with quotient group
G= 1(Q0) of order p so HFincdG = HFincd 1(Q0). Finally by the induction
assumption HFincd 1(Q0) = HFincdN. 
Combining the results above, if HFincdG fails to be subadditive there must
exist a nite cyclic group Q, group N with HFincdN < 1, and an extension G
of Q by N with HFincdG = 1.
Question 4.5.10. If N is a group with HFincdN < 1 then does every ex-
tension G of a cyclic group of order p by N satisfy HFincdG < 1?
Any counterexample cannot be virtually torsion-free, since HFincdG = vcdG
for all virtually torsion-free groups [MPN06], and neither can it be elementary
amenable [Gan12b, Proposition 3.13].
4.6. The family of p-subgroups
Throughout this section q is an arbitrary xed prime and R will denote one of
the following rings: the integers Z, the nite eld Fq, or the integers localised at
q denoted Z(q). If R = Fq or Z(q) then let P denote the subfamily of F consisting
of all nite q-subgroups of groups in F. If R = Z then let P denote the subfamily
of nite p-subgroups of groups in F for all primes p.
We will always treat the cases R = Fq and R = Z(q) together, in fact the
only property of these rings that we use is that for any integer i coprime to q,
the image of i under the map Z ! R is invertible in R. Hence the arguments in
this section generalise to any other rings with this property, for example any ring
with characteristic q. The argument used for R = Z will go through for any ring
R.
For R = Z and F = Fin, Leary and Nucinkis prove that the conditions FFPn
and PFPn are equivalent, and that FcdG = PcdG [LN10, Theorem 4.1]. We
use an averaging method similar to theirs to show that, for R = Z, Fq, or Z(q):
Theorem 4.6.1. For n 2 N[f1g, the conditions HFcdG = n and HPcdG =
n are equivalent, as are the conditions HFFPn and HPFPn.
Remark 4.6.2. If R = Z(q) or Fq and all subgroups of G have order coprime
to q then P contains only the trivial subgroup. Thus HFcdR G = cdR G and the
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At the end of the section we will look at the case that R = K is a eld
of characteristic zero, and prove that in this case HFcdG = cdG and that the
conditions HFFPn and FPn are equivalent.
The argument relies on two maps H and H dened for any subgroup H in
F n P. These maps have dierent denitions depending on the ring R.
We treat the case that R = Fq or R = Z(q) rst. Let H 2 F nP and let Q be
a Sylow q-subgroup of H, dene
H = RH
Q 2 R[G=Q;G=H]HF
H = (1=jH : Qj)IH
Q 2 R[G=H;G=Q]HF:
The map H is well dened since jH : Qj contains no powers of q and hence is
invertible in R.
If R = Z and H 2 F n P then let fPigi2I run over the non-trivial Sylow
p-subgroups of H (choosing one subgroup for each p). We necessarily have that
gcdfjH : Pij : i 2 Ig = 1 so, by B ezout's identity, we may choose integers zi such
that
P
i2I zijH : Pij = 1. Dene, with a slight abuse of notation,
H =
M
i2I
RH
Pi:
By which we mean that for any HF-module M,
M(H) : M(G=H)  !
M
i2I
M(G=Pi)
m 7 !
M
i2I
M(RH
Pi)(m):
With a similar abuse of notation we dene
H =
X
i2I
ziIH
Pi:
By which we mean that for any HF-module M,
M(H) :
M
i2I
M(G=Pi)  ! M(G=H)
(mi)i2I 7 !
X
i2I
ziM(IH
Pi)(mi):
The next couple of lemmas catalogue properties of the maps H and H which
are needed for the proof of Theorem 4.6.1.
Lemma 4.6.3. For any HF-module M and subgroup H 2 F n P,
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Proof. In the case R = Fq or R = Z(q), this follows from the fact that
M(RH
Q  IH
Q ) is multiplication by jH : Qj. For R = Z,
M(H)  M(H) =
X
i
ziM(RH
Pi  IH
Pi) =
X
i
zijH : Pij = 1:

Lemma 4.6.4. If H 2 F then Res
HF
HP R[ ;G=H]HF is a nitely generated
projective HP-module.
Proof. If H is an element of P then this is obvious so assume that H 62 P.
First, the case R = Fq or R = Z(q). The projection
s : R[ ;G=Q]HF   R[ ;G=H]HF
corresponding to H under the Yoneda-type lemma (2.0.2) is split by the map
i : R[ ;G=H]HF   R[ ;G=Q]HF
corresponding to H under the Yoneda-type lemma: It is sucient to calculate
s  i(G=H)(idH) = H  H = idH :
Applying Res
HF
HP gives a split surjection
Res
HF
HP s : Res
HF
HP R[ ;G=Q]HF   Res
HF
HP R[ ;G=H]HF:
Since Res
HF
HP R[ ;G=Q]HF = R[ ;G=Q]HP this completes the proof.
Now the case R = Z, this time we construct a split surjection
s :
M
i2I
R[ ;G=Pi]HF   R[ ;G=H]HF
using the maps corresponding to H and H under the Yoneda-type lemma. The
rest of the proof is identical to the case R = Fq or R = Z(q). 
Lemma 4.6.5. A chain complex C of HF-modules is exact if and only if it
is exact at G=P for all subgroups P 2 P.
Proof. The \only if" direction is obvious so assume C is a chain complex
of HF-modules, exact at all P 2 P and let H 2 F n P.
We claim that the maps C(H) and C(H) are chain complex maps, we
show this below for R = Fq or R = Z(q), the proof for R = Z is analogous. The
only non-obvious part of this claim is that the maps commute with the boundary
maps @i of C, in other words the diagrams below commute:
Ci(G=H)
@i(G=H)
//
Ci(H)

Ci 1(G=H)
Ci 1(H)

Ci(G=Q)
@i(G=Q)
// Ci 1(G=Q)4.6. THE FAMILY OF p-SUBGROUPS 89
Ci(G=Q)
@i(G=Q)
//
Ci(H)

Ci 1(G=Q)
Ci 1(H)

Ci(G=H)
@i(G=H)
// Ci 1(G=H)
This follows from the fact that @i is an HF-module map.
Lemma 4.6.3 gives that C(H)C(H) is the identity on the chain complex
C(G=H). The induced maps 
H and 
H on homology satisfy

H  
H = id : H(C(G=H))  ! H(C(G=H))
so 
H is injective. The image of 
H lies in H(C(G=Q)) = 0 if R = Fq or
R = Z(q), or iH(C(G=Pi)) = 0 if R = Z, hence H(C(G=H)) is zero. 
Lemma 4.6.6. If P is a projective (respectively nitely generated projective)
HP-module then there exists a HF-module Q such that
Res
HF
HP Q = P
and Q is projective (resp. nitely generated projective).
Proof. Recall from Lemma 4.1.20 that the projective HP-modules are ex-
actly those of the form V   for V some direct summand of a permutation RG-
module whose stabilisers lie in P. The required module is just V   regarded as a
HF-module. 
Proof of Theorem 4.6.1. Assume that HFcdG  n and let P be a
length n projective resolution of R  by HF-modules, then restricting to the
family P and using Lemma 4.6.4 gives a length n projective resolution by HP-
modules. A similar argument shows that HFFPn implies HPFPn.
For the converse, let P be a length n projective resolution of R  by HP-
modules. Lemma 4.6.6 gives projective HF-modules Qi such that Res
HF
HP Qi = Pi
for each i. Denoting by di the boundary maps in P, dene boundary maps of
Q as @i(G=P) = di(G=P) if P 2 P and if H 62 P then
@i(G=H) = Pi 1(H)  di(G=H)  Pi(H):
One can check that these maps are indeed HF-module maps and that this
makes Q a chain complex:
@i(G=H)  @i+1(G=H)
= Pi 1(H)  di(G=H)  Pi(H)  Pi(H)  di+1(G=H)  Pi+1(H)
= Pi 1(H)  di(G=H)  di+1(G=H)  Pi+1(H)
= 0:
Finally P is exact by Lemma 4.6.5.90 4. MACKEY AND COHOMOLOGICAL MACKEY FUNCTORS
Since at all stages of the argument above nite generation is preserved, we
get that HPFPn implies HFFPn too. 
For the remainder of this section R = K is a eld of characteristic zero, in
this case we can reduce to the family Triv containing only the trivial subgroup.
For any H 2 F, let
H = RH
1
H = (1=jHj)IH
1 :
All the arguments of the section go through with no alteration, showing:
Proposition 4.6.7. HFcdK G = HTriv cdK G and the conditions HFFPn over
K and HTriv FPn over K are equivalent for any n 2 N [ f1g.
Corollary 4.6.8. HFcdK G = cdK G and the conditions HFFPn over K and
FPn over KG are equivalent for any n 2 N [ f1g.
Proof. The category of HTriv-modules is isomorphic to the category of KG-
modules. 
4.6.1. FPn conditions over Fp. Throughout this section, we x a prime p
and work over the ring Fp with the family P of all nite p-subgroups of groups
in F.
Lemma 4.6.9. [HPY13, Lemma 5.3] For any nite subgroup H 2 P and
HP-module M, DHM extends to a cohomological Mackey functor.
Proposition 4.6.10. G is HPFPn over Fp if and only if G is OPFPn over
Fp.
The proof is basically that of Proposition 4.2.5 combined with the lemma
above.
Proof. We know already from Proposition 4.4.2 and Corollary 4.2.6 that
OPFPn implies HPFPn.
Let M, for  2 , be a directed system of OP-modules with colimit zero.
Using the notation of Proposition 4.2.5 there is an exact sequence of directed
systems for each i  0,
0  ! CiM  ! DCiM  ! Ci+1M  ! 0;
each of which has colimit zero. Moreover, DCiM extends to a cohomological
Mackey functor so using the Bieri{Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.5.1), if m  n
then for all i  0,
lim   !

Hm
OP(G;DCiM) = 0:4.6. THE FAMILY OF p-SUBGROUPS 91
Thus,
lim   !Hm
OP(G;M) = lim   !Hm
OP(G;C0M)
= lim   !Hm 1
OP (G;C1M)
= 
= lim   !H0
OP(G;CmM)
= 0:
Where the nal zero is because G is OPFP0 (by [LN10, Proposition 4.2] and
Theorem 4.4.1). 
Corollary 4.6.11. G is HFFPn over Fp if and only if P contains nitely
many conjugacy classes, and WH is FPn over Fp for all H 2 P.
Proof. G is HFFPn if and only if G is OPFPn by Theorem 4.6.1 and Propo-
sition 4.6.10. Now use that G is OPFPn if and only if P contains nitely many
conjugacy classes, and WH is FPn for all H 2 P (Corollary 3.6.4). 
Proposition 4.6.12. If G is virtually torsion-free then the conditions virtu-
ally FP over Fp and HF FP over Fp are equivalent.
Proof. If G is virtually FP over Fp then G has nitely many conjugacy
classes of nite p-subgroups [Bro94, IX.(13.2)]. A result of Hamilton gives that
for any nite p-subgroup H of G, WH is virtually FP over Fp, in particular WH
is FP1 over Fp [Ham11, Theorem 7]. Finally, [Ham11, Proposition 34] gives
that G acts properly on a nite-dimensional Fp-acyclic space, thus in particular
HFcdFp G < 1. The other direction is obvious. 
In [LN10] it is conjectured that, if F = Fin, G is FFP1 if and only if G is
FP1 and has nitely many conjugacy classes of nite p-subgroups for all primes
p. One could generalise this and ask:
Question 4.6.13. Let F = Fin and n 2 N [ f1g.
(1) If G is FPn over Z with nitely many conjugacy classes of nite p-
subgroups for all primes p, then is G of type HFFPn over Z?
(2) Fixing a prime p, if G is FPn over Fp with nitely many conjugacy
classes of nite p-subgroups then is G of type HFFPn over Fp?
A problem with nding a counterexample to Question 4.6.13(2) is that if G
admits a cocompact action on a nite-dimensional Fp-acyclic space X then, via
Smith theory, XP is Fp-acyclic for any nite p-subgroup P and thus WP is FPn
over Fp. For this reason one cannot use the examples of Leary and Nucinkis in
[LN03], their construction requires actions of nite groups on nite dimensional
Fp-acyclic ag complexes with xed point sets that are not Fp-acyclic.CHAPTER 5
Gorenstein cohomology and F-cohomology
This chapter contains material that has appeared in:
 On the Gorenstein and F-cohomological dimensions (2013, to appear
Bull. Lond. Math. Soc.) [SJG13b].
We study the Gorenstein cohomological dimension GcdG and prove the fol-
lowing result.
Theorem 5.2.11. If FcdG < 1 then FcdG = GcdG.
The proof is via the construction in Theorem 5.2.7 of a long exact sequence re-
lating the F-cohomology, the complete F-cohomology, and a new cohomology the-
ory we call the FG-cohomology. The construction is analogous to the construction
of the long exact sequence of Avramov{Martsinkovsky relating the group coho-
mology, complete cohomology, and Gorenstein cohomology [AM02, x7][ABS09,
Theorem 3.11].
In Section 5.3 we use Theorem 5.2.11 and subadditivity of the Gorenstein co-
homological dimension to study the behaviour of the F-cohomological dimension
under group extensions.
Corollary 5.3.2. Given a short exact sequence of groups
1  ! N  ! G  ! Q  ! 1;
if FcdG < 1 then FcdG  FcdN + FcdQ.
Finally, in Section 5.4 we use the Avramov{Martsinkovsky long exact se-
quence to prove the following.
Proposition 5.4.4. If GcdG < 1 and cdQ G < 1 then cdQ G  GcdG.
5.1. Preliminaries
5.1.1. Complete resolutions and complete cohomology. A weak com-
plete resolution of a module M is an acyclic complex T of projective modules
which coincides with an ordinary projective resolution P of M in suciently high
degree. The degree in which the two coincide is called the coincidence index. A
weak complete resolution is called a strong complete resolution if HomRG(T;Q)
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is acyclic for every projective module Q. We avoid the term \complete resolu-
tion" since some authors use it to refer to a weak complete resolution and others
to a strong complete resolution.
Proposition 5.1.1. [ABS09, Proposition 2.8] A group G admits a strong
complete resolution if and only if GcdG < 1.
The advantage of strong complete resolutions is that given strong complete
resolutions T and S of modules M and N, any module homomorphism M ! N
lifts to a morphism of strong complete resolutions T ! S [CK97, Lemma 2.4].
Thus they can be used to dene a cohomology theory: given a strong complete
resolution T of M we dene
d Ext

RG(M; )  = H HomRG(T; ):
We also set b H(G; ) = d Ext

RG(R; ). This coincides with the complete cohomol-
ogy of Mislin [Mis94], Vogel [Goi92], and Benson{Carlson [BC92] (see [CK97,
Theorem 1.2] for a proof). Recall that the complete cohomology is itself a gen-
eralisation of the Farrell{Tate Cohomology, dened only for groups with nite
virtual cohomological dimension [Bro94, xX].
Even weak complete resolutions do not always exist, for example a free
Abelian group of innite rank cannot admit a weak complete resolution [MT00,
Corollary 2.10]. It is conjectured by Dembegioti and Talelli that a ZG-module
admits a weak complete resolution if and only if it admits a strong complete
resolution [DT10, Conjecture B].
5.1.2. F-cohomology. This section contains two technical lemmas we will
need later.
If M is any RG-module and Fi = Ri is the standard F-split resolution of R
[Nuc00, p.342], then F 
R M is an F-split F-projective resolution of M. Thus
we've shown:
Lemma 5.1.2. F-split F-projective resolutions exist for all RG-modules M.
There is also a version of the Horseshoe lemma.
Lemma 5.1.3 (Horseshoe lemma). If
0  ! A  ! B  ! C  ! 0
is an F-split short exact sequence and P and Q are F-split F-projective reso-
lutions of A and C respectively then there is an F-split F-projective resolution
S of B such that Si = Pi  Qi and there is an F-split short exact sequence of
augmented complexes
0  ! ~ P  ! ~ S  ! ~ Q  ! 0:5.1. PRELIMINARIES 95
The proof is simlar to [EJ11, Lemma 8.2.1].
Proof. First build the diagram below as in, for example, [Rot09, Proposi-
tion 6.24] where it is shown to commute and have exact rows and columns. Here,
KA, KB and KC are the kernels of the maps P0  ! A, P0  Q0  ! B, and
Q0  ! C respectively.
0

0

0

0 // KA //

KB

// KC //

0
0 // P0 //

P0  Q0

// Q0 //

0
0 // A //

B

// C //

0
0 0 0
Since P0 and Q0 are both F-projective, P0 Q0 is F-projective, and since the
middle row is split, it is F-split.
Let  be the G-set
`
H2Fin G=H and apply   
 R to the commutative
diagram to obtain a new commutative diagram with exact left column, right
column, bottom row, and central row.
(P0  Q0) 
 R  ! B 
 R
is surjective is because the tensor product is right exact, and an application of
the 5-Lemma [Rot09, Lemma 2.72] shows
KB 
 R  ! (P0  Q0) 
 R
is injective. Hence the central column of our new commutative diagram is exact.
The 3  3-Lemma provides that the top row is exact too [Rot09, Ex 2.32], thus
all rows and columns of the rst commutative diagram are F-split.
Now repeat this process, but starting with the F-split short exact sequence
0  ! KA  ! KB  ! KC  ! 0:

5.1.3. Complete F-cohomology. In [Nuc99], Nucinkis constructs a com-
plete F-cohomology, we give a brief outline here. An F-complete resolution T of
M is an acyclic F-split complex of F-projectives which coincides with an F-split
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resolution T has HomRG(T;Q) exact for all F-projectives Q. Given such a T
we dene
[ FExt

RG(M; ) = H HomRG(T; )
d FH

(G; ) = [ FExt

RG(R; ):
Nucinkis also describes a Mislin style construction and a Benson{Carlson con-
struction of complete F-cohomology dened for all groups, proves they are equiv-
alent, and proves that whenever there exists an F-complete resolution they agree
with the denition above.
5.1.4. Gorenstein cohomology. The Gorenstein cohomology is, like the
F-cohomology, a special case of the relative homology of Mac Lane [ML95, xIX]
and Eilenberg{Moore [EM65].
Recall that a module is Gorenstein projective if it is a cokernel in a strong
complete resolution. An acyclic complex C of Gorenstein projective modules is
G-proper if HomRG(Q;C) is exact for every Gorenstein projective Q. The class
of G-proper short exact sequences is allowable in the sense of Mac Lane [ML95,
xIX.4]. The projectives objects with respect to G-proper short exact sequences
are exactly the Gorenstein projectives (for the denition of a projective object
with respect to a class of short exact sequences see [ML95, p.261]). For M and
N any RG-modules, we dene
GExt
RG(M;N) = H HomRG(P;N)
GH (G;N) = GExt
RG(R;N)
where P is a G-proper resolution of M by Gorenstein projectives.
The usual method of producing a \Gorenstein projective dimension" of a
module M in this setting would be to look at the shortest length of a G-proper
resolution of M by Gorenstein projectives. A priori this could be larger than the
Gorenstein projective dimension dened in the introduction, where the G-proper
condition is not required. Fortunately there is the following theorem of Holm:
Theorem 5.1.4. [Hol04, Theorem 2.10] If M has nite Gorenstein projective
dimension then M admits a G-proper Gorenstein projective resolution of length
GpdM.
Generalising an argument of Avramov and Martsinkovsky in [AM02, x7]
Asadollahi, Bahlekeh, and Salarian construct a long exact sequence:
Theorem 5.1.5 (Avramov{Martsinkovsky long exact sequence). [ABS09,
Theorem 3.11] For a group G with GcdG < 1, there is a long exact sequence of
cohomology functors
0  ! GH 1(G; )  ! H1(G; )  ! 5.2. FG-COHOMOLOGY 97
  ! GH n(G; )  ! Hn(G; )  ! b Hn(G; )  ! GH n+1(G; )  ! 
The construction relies on the complete cohomology being calculable via a
complete resolution, hence the requirement that GcdG < 1.
We will need the following lemma later:
Lemma 5.1.6. Any G-proper resolution of R is F-split.
Proof. If P is a G-proper resolution of R then since R[G=H] is a Gorenstein
projective [ABS09, Lemma 2.21],
HomRG(R[G=H];P)  = HomRH(R;P)  = PH

is exact, thus by the argument of Proposition 4.4.11 P is F-split. 
5.2. FG-cohomology
5.2.1. Construction. We dene another special case of relative homol-
ogy, which we call the FG-cohomology. It enables us to build an Avramov{
Martsinkovsky long exact sequence of cohomology functors containing FH (G; )
and d FH

(G; ).
We dene an FG-projective to be the cokernel in a F-complete F-strong res-
olution and say a complex C of RG-modules is FG-proper if HomRG(Q;C) is
exact for any FG-projective Q. The FG-proper short exact sequences form an
allowable class in the sense of Mac Lane, whose projective objects are the FG-
projectives|to check the class of FG-proper short exact sequences is allowable
we need only check that given a FG-proper short exact sequence, any isomorphic
short exact sequence is FG-proper and that for any RG-module A the short exact
sequences
0  ! A
id  ! A  ! 0  ! 0
and
0  ! 0  ! A
id  ! A  ! 0
are FG-proper.
We don't know if the class of FG-projectives is precovering (see [EJ11, x8]),
so we don't know if there always exists an FG-proper FG-projective resolution.
However, if A and B admit FG-proper FG-resolutions P and Q, respectively,
then any map A  ! B induces a map of resolutions P  ! Q which is unique
up to chain homotopy equivalence [ML95, IX.4.3] and we have a slightly weaker
form of the Horseshoe lemma.
Lemma 5.2.1 (Horseshoe lemma). Suppose
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is a FG-proper short exact sequence of RG-modules and both A and C admit FG-
proper FG-projective resolutions P and Q then there is an FG-proper resolution
S of B such that Si = Pi  Qi and there is an FG-proper short exact sequence
of augmented complexes
0  ! ~ P  ! ~ S  ! ~ Q  ! 0:
The proof is similar to that of [EJ11, 8.2.1] and Lemma 5.1.3.
Proof. First build the same commutative diagram as in the proof of Lemma
5.1.3. Since P0 and Q0 are both FG-projective, P0Q0 is FG-projective, and since
the middle row is split, it is FG-proper.
Let T be an FG-projective and apply HomRG(T; ) to obtain a new commu-
tative diagram with exact left column, right column, bottom row, and central
row. That
HomRG(T;P0  Q0)  ! HomRG(T;B)
is surjective is an application of the 5-Lemma [Rot09, Lemma 2.72], and another
application of the same lemma shows
HomRG(T;KB)  ! HomRG(T;P0  Q0)
is injective. Hence the central column of our new commutative diagram is exact,
and an application of the 3  3-Lemma shows the top row is exact [Rot09, Ex
2.32], thus the original commutative diagram is F-split. The rest of the proof is
the same as that of Lemma 5.1.3. 
For any module M which admits an FG-proper resolution P by FG-projectives
we dene
FGExt
RG(M;N) = H HomRG(P;N):
We dene also
FGH (G; ) = FGExt
RG(R; ):
The next lemma follows from Lemma 5.2.1, see [EJ11, 8.2.3].
Lemma 5.2.2. Suppose
0  ! A  ! B  ! C  ! 0
is a FG-proper short exact sequence of RG-modules and both A and C admit
FG-proper FG-projective resolutions, then there is an FGExt
RG( ;M) long exact
sequence for any RG-module M.
For any RG-module M the FG projective dimension of G denoted FGpdM
is the minimal length of an FG-proper resolution of M by FG-projectives. We
set FGcdG = FGpdR. Note that these niteness conditions will not be dened
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One could think of FG-cohomology as the \Gorenstein cohomology relative
F".
5.2.2. Technical results. We need some results for the FG-cohomology
whose analogues are well-known for Gorenstein cohomology [Hol04].
We say an RG-module M admits a right resolution by F-projectives if there
exists an exact chain complex
0  ! M  ! T 1  ! T 2  ! 
where the Ti are F-projectives. F-strong right resolutions and F-split right reso-
lutions are dened as for any chain complex.
Lemma 5.2.3. An RG-module M is FG-projective if and only if M satises
(?) FExti
RG(M;Q)  = 0 for all F-projective Q
for all i  1 and M admits a right F-strong F-split resolution by F-projectives.
Proof. If M is the cokernel of a F-strong F-complete resolution T then for
all i  1 and any F-projective Q,
FExti
RG(M;Q)  = Hi HomRG(T+
 ;Q)
where T+
 denotes the resolution T+
i = Ti if i  0 and T+
i = 0 for i < 0. Then
(?) follows because T is F-strong.
Conversely given (?) and an F-strong right resolution T 
 then let T+
 be the
standard F-split resolution for M (Lemma 5.1.2), (?) ensures that T+
 is F-strong
and splicing together T+
 and T 
 gives the required resolution. 
Lemma 5.2.4. If FpdN < 1 and M is FG-projective then FExti
RG(M;N) = 0
for all i  1.
Proof. Let P  ! N be a F-split F-projective resolution then by a standard
dimension shifting argument
FExti(M;N)  = FExti+j(M;Kj)
where Kj is the jth syzygy of P. Since Kj is F-projective for j  n the result
follows from Lemma 5.2.3. 
Proposition 5.2.5. Let A be any RG-module and P  ! A a length n F-split
resolution of A with Pi F-projective for i  1, then P is FG-proper.
Proof. The case n = 0 is obvious. If n = 1 then for any FG-projective Q,
there is a long exact sequence
0  ! HomRG(Q;P1)  ! HomRG(Q;P0)  ! HomRG(Q;A)
 ! FExt1
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but FExt1
RG(Q;P1) = 0 by Lemma 5.2.4.
Assume n  2 and let K be the syzygies of P, then there is an F-split
resolution
0  ! Pn  !   ! Pi+1  ! Ki  ! 0
so FpdKi < 1 for all i  0. Thus every short exact sequence
0  ! Ki  ! Pi  ! Ki 1
is FG-proper by Lemma 5.2.4, so P is FG-proper. 
Lemma 5.2.6 (Comparison Lemma). Let A and B be two RG-modules with
F-strong F-split right resolutions by F-projectives called S and T respectively,
then any map f : A ! B lifts to a map f of complexes as shown below:
0 // A //
f

S1 //
f1

S2 //
f2


0 // B // T1 // T2 // 
The map of complexes is unique up to chain homotopy and if f is F-split then so
is f.
Proof. The lemma without the F-splitting comes from dualising [EJ11,
p.169], see also [Hol04, Proposition 1.8].
Assume f is F-split and consider the map of complexes restricted to RH for
some nite subgroup H of G. Let T
 and S
 denote the splittings of the top and
bottom rows and s the splitting of f, constructed only up to degree i   1. The
base case of the induction, when i = 0, holds because f is F-split.

@S
i 2
,,
Si 1
S
i 2
kk
@S
i 1
++
fi 1

Si
S
i 1
ll
@S
i
++
fi


S
i
kk

@T
i 2
,,
Ti 1
T
i 2
kk
@T
i 1
++
si 1
JJ
Ti
T
i 1
ll
@T
i
++ 
T
i
kk
Let si = @S
i 1  si 1  T
i 1. Then,
fi  si = fi  @S
i 1  si 1  T
i 1
= @T
i 1  fi 1  si 1  T
i 1
= @T
i 1  T
i 1
= idTi
where the second equality is the commutativity condition coming from the fact
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5.2.3. An Avramov{Martsinkovsky long exact sequence in F-coho-
mology.
Theorem 5.2.7. Given an F-strong F-complete resolution of R there is a long
exact sequence
0  ! FGH1(G; )  ! 
  ! d FH
n 1
(G; )  ! FGH n(G; )  ! FH n(G; )
 ! d FH
n
(G; )  ! FGH n+1(G; )  !  :
Proof. We follow the proof in [ABS09, x3]. Let T be an F-strong F-
complete resolution coinciding with an F-projective F-split resolution P in de-
grees n and above. We may choose  : T  ! P to be F-split by Lemma 5.2.6
and without loss of generality we may also assume that i is surjective for all i.
Truncating at position 0 and adding cokernels gives the bottom two rows of
the diagram below, the row above is the row of kernels. Note that the map A ! R
is necessarily surjective since the maps T0 ! P0 and P0 ! R are surjective.
 // 0 //

Kn 1 //

 // K0 //

K //

0
 // Tn //

Tn 1 //

 // T0 //

A //

0
 // Pn // Pn 1 //  // P0 // R // 0
We make some observations about the diagram: Firstly, since the module A is
the cokernel of a F-strong F-complete resolution, A is FG-projective. Secondly,
in degree i  0 the columns are F-split and the Pi are F-projective, thus the Ki
are F-projective for all i  0. Thirdly the far right vertical short exact sequence
is F-split since the degree 0 column and the rows are F-split. Finally the top row
is exact and F-split since the other two rows are.
Apply the functor HomRG( ;M) for an arbitrary RG-module M and take
homology. This gives a long exact sequence
  ! FH i(G;M)  ! d FH
i
(G;M)  ! Hi HomRG(K;M)  !  :
We can simplify the right-hand term:
Hi HomRG(K;M)  = FGExti
RG(K;M)
 = FGH i+1(G;M)
where the rst isomorphism is because, by Proposition 5.2.5, the top row is FG-
proper. For the second isomorphism note that the short exact sequence
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is FG-proper by Proposition 5.2.5, so
0  ! Kn 1  !   ! K0  ! A  ! R  ! 0
is an FG-proper FG-projective resolution of R. Thus the second isomorphism
follows from the short exact sequence and Lemma 5.2.2. 
Corollary 5.2.8. If there exists an F-strong F-complete resolution of R then
FGcdG < 1.
Proof. In the proof of the theorem we assumed an F-strong F-complete res-
olution of R and built a nite length FG-proper resolution of R by FG-projectives.

Proposition 5.2.9. If the Avramov{Martsinkovsky long exact sequence and
the long exact sequence of Theorem 5.2.7 both exist, then there is a commutative
diagram:
 // d FH
n 1
n 1

// FGH n //
n

FH n //
n

d FH
n
n

// FGH n+1 //
n+1


 // b Hn 1 // GH n //
n
;;
Hn // b Hn // GH n+1 //
;;

Where for conciseness we have written Hn for Hn(G; ) etc.
Proof. The Avramov{Martsinkovsky long exact sequence is constructed
analogously to in the proof of Theorem 5.1.5, we give a quick sketch below as we
will need the notation. Take a strong complete resolution T0
 of R coinciding with
a projective resolution P0
 in high dimensions and let A0 be the zeroth cokernel
of T0
. Thus A0 is Gorenstein projective. Again, the map T0
 ! P0
 is assumed
surjective and the kernel K0
 is a projective resolution of K0, the kernel of the
map A0  ! R. Applying HomRG( ;M), for some RG-module M, to the short
exact sequence of complexes
0  ! K0
  ! T0
  ! P0
  ! 0
gives the Avramov{Martsinkovsky long exact sequence.
Let T, P, K, K and A be as dened in the proof of Theorem 5.1.5. There
is a commutative diagram of chain complexes
0 // K // T // P // 0
0 // K0
 //

OO
T0
 //

OO
P0
 //

OO
0
where the maps  exists by the comparison theorem for projective resolutions
and  exists by the comparison theorem for strong complete resolutions [CK97,5.2. FG-COHOMOLOGY 103
Lemma 2.4]. The map  is the induced map on the kernels. Applying the functor
HomRG( ;M) for some RG-module M, and taking homology, the maps ,  and
 induce the maps ,  and .
Finally we construct the map n : GH n(G; )  ! FH n(G; ). Let B be a
G-proper Gorenstein projective resolution and recall P is an F-split resolution by
F-projectives. Then B is F-split (Lemma 5.1.6) so there is a chain map P ! B
inducing  on cohomology.
Commutativity is obvious for the diagram with the maps i removed, leaving
us with two relations to prove. Let
"G
n : GH n(G; )  ! Hn(G; )
denote the map from the commutative diagram. This is the map induced by
comparison of a resolution of Gorenstein projectives and ordinary projectives
[ABS09, 3.2,3.11]. We get    = "G
 , since all the maps are induced by com-
parison of resolutions, and such maps are unique up to chain homotopy equiva-
lence.
The nal commutativity relation, that    = "
FG
 , is the most dicult to
show. Here
"FG
n : FGH n(G; )  ! FH n(G; )
denotes the map from the commutative diagram, it is induced by comparison of
resolutions.
Here is a commutative diagram showing the resolutions involved:
0 // K // A // R // 0
0 // K //
<< OO
T
==
//
OO
P
>>
//
OO
0
0 // K0 // A0 // R // 0
0 // K0
 //
==
OO
T0
 //
>>
OO
P0
 //
??
OO
0
Let L be the chain complex dened by Li = Ki 1 for all i  1 and L0 = A,
with boundary map at i = 1 the composition of the maps K0 ! K and K ! A.
Thus L is acyclic except at degree zero where H0L = R. Similarly, let L0

denote chain complex with L0
i = K0
i 1 for all i  1 and L0
0 = A0 augmented by
A0, so L0
 is acyclic except at degree zero where H0L0
 = R. Note that L is an
FG-proper resolution of R by Proposition 5.2.5 and L0
 is a G-proper resolution
of R by the Gorenstein cohomology version of the same proposition.
Recall that the maps "
FG
 and  are induced by comparison of resolutions:
"
FG
 is induced by a map P ! L and  is induced by a map P ! L0
. The
map
FGExti
RG(K; )  ! GExti
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is induced by  : K0
  ! K. Thus the map
 : FGH n(G; )  ! GH n(G; )
is induced by L0
  ! L. The diagram below is the one we must show commutes.
FGH n(G; )  = Hn HomRG(L; )
n

"
FG
n // FH n(G; )  = Hn HomRG(P; )
GH n(G; )  = Hn HomRG(L0
; )
n
33
Since the composition P to L0
 to L is a map of resolutions from P to L,
and such maps are unique up to chain homotopy equivalence, this completes the
proof. 
Corollary 5.2.10. Given an F-strong F-complete resolution of R, GcdG =
n < 1 implies FH i(G; ) injects into d FH
i
(G; ) for all i  n + 1.
Proof. GcdG < 1 implies the Avramov{Martsinkovsky long exact se-
quence exists (Theorem 5.1.5). Consider the the commutative diagram of Propo-
sition 5.2.9. The map
FGH i(G; )  ! FH i(G; )
factors as i i = 0, so since GH i(G; ) = 0 for all i  n+1, FH i(G; ) injects
into d FH
i
(G; ) for all i  n + 1. 
Theorem 5.2.11. If FcdG < 1 then FcdG = GcdG.
Proof. We know already that GcdG  FcdG (see Section 1.6). If FcdG <
1 then it is trivially true that F admits an F-strong F-complete resolution, thus
FH i(G; ) injects into d FH
i
(G; ) for all i  GcdG+1, but d FH
i
(G; ) is always
zero since FcdG < 1 [Kro93, 4.1(i)]. 
Example 5.2.12. Let R = Z for this example. Kropholler introduced the
class HF of hierarchically decomposable groups in [Kro93] as the smallest class
of groups such that if there exists a nite-dimensional contractible G-CW complex
with stabilisers in HF then G 2 HF. Let HFb denote the subclass of HF containing
groups with a bound on the orders of their nite subgroups.
The ZG-module B(G;Z) of bounded functions from G to Z was rst studied in
[KT91], Kropholler and Mislin proved that if G is HF with a bound on lengths
of chains of nite subgroups and pdZG B(G;Z) < 1 then OFincdG < 1, in
particular FcdG < 1 [KM98, Theorem B]. If GcdG < 1 then pdZG B(G;Z) <
1 [ABS09, 2.10][CK98, Theorem C]. Thus if G 2 HFb then GcdG = FcdG.5.4. RATIONAL COHOMOLOGICAL DIMENSION 105
5.3. Group extensions
Recall Theorem 4.5.1, that FcdG = HFincdG for all groups. The invariant
HFincdG was studied by Degrijse in [Deg13a] where he proves the following
(though stated for HFincdG not FcdG):
Theorem 5.3.1. [Deg13a, Theorem B] Let
1  ! N  ! G  ! Q  ! 1
be a short exact sequence of groups such that every nite index overgroup of N
in G has a bound on the orders of the nite subgroups not contained in N. If
FcdG < 1 then FcdG  FcdN + FcdQ.
Since Gorenstein cohomological dimension is subadditive under extensions
[BDT09, Remark 2.9(2)], an application of Theorem 5.2.11 removes the condi-
tion on the orders of nite subgroups:
Corollary 5.3.2. Given a short exact sequence of groups
1  ! N  ! G  ! Q  ! 1
if FcdG < 1 then FcdG  FcdN + FcdQ.
For further discussion on the behaviour of FcdG (equivalently HFincdG) un-
der group extensions and other standard constructions see Section 4.5.1.
5.4. Rational cohomological dimension
For this section, let R = Z. Gandini has shown that for groups in HF,
cdQ G  GcdG [Gan12b, Remark 4.14] and this is the only result we are aware
of relating cdQ G and GcdG. In Proposition 5.4.4 we show that cdQ G  GcdG
for all groups with cdQ G < 1. Recall there are examples of torsion-free groups
with cdQ G < cdZ G [Dav08, Example 8.5.8] and GcdG = cdZ G whenever
cdZ G < 1 [ABS09, Corollary 2.9], so we cannot hope for equality of cdQ G and
GcdG in general.
Question 5.4.1. Are there groups G with GcdG < 1 but cdQ G = 1?
Recall from Section 1.6 that silpRG denotes the supremum of the injective
lengths (injective dimensions) of all projective RG-modules and spliRG denotes
the inmum of the projective lengths (projective dimensions) of all injective RG-
modules.
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Proof. Using [Emm10, Theorem 4.4], silpQG = spliQG and silpZG =
spliZG. Combining with [GG87, Lemma 6.4] that spliQG  spliZG gives the
result. 
Lemma 5.4.3. If GcdG < 1 then for any QG-module M there is a natural
isomorphism
b H(G;M) 
 Q  = d Ext

QG(Q;M):
Proof. Let T be a strong complete resolution of Z by ZG-modules, then
T 
 Q is a strong complete resolution of Q by QG-modules. By an obvious
generalisation of [MT00, Lemma 2.2], if silpQG  1 then any complete QG-
module resolution is a strong complete QG-module resolution, so since silpQG <
silpZG  1, T 
 Q is a strong complete resolution. This gives a chain of
isomorphisms for any QG-module M:
b H(G;M) 
 Q  = H HomZG(T;M) 
 Q
 = H HomQG(T 
 Q;M)
 = d Ext

QG(Q;M):

Proposition 5.4.4. If cdQ G < 1 then cdQ G  GcdG.
Proof. There is nothing to show if GcdG = 1 so assume that GcdG < 1.
Since Q is at over Z, tensoring the Avramov{Martsinkovsky long exact sequence
with Q preserves exactness. Combining this with Lemma 5.4.3 and the well-
known fact that for any QG-module M there is a natural isomorphism [Bie81,
p.2]
H(G;M) 
 Q  = Ext
QG(Q;M)
gives the long exact sequence
  ! GH i(G;M) 
 Q  ! Exti
QG(Q;M)  ! d Ext
i
QG(Q;M)  !  :
Since cdQ G < 1, we have that d Ext
i
QG(Q;M) = 0 [Kro93, 4.1(i)]. Thus there is
an isomorphism for all i,
GH i(G;M) 
 Q  = Exti
QG(Q;M)
and the result follows. CHAPTER 6
Bredon duality groups
This chapter contains material that has appeared in:
 Bredon{Poincar e duality groups (2013, to appear J. Group Theory)
[SJG13a].
In this chapter we study Bredon duality and Bredon{Poincar e duality groups.
Recall that a Bredon duality group over R is a group G of type OFinFP over R
such that for every nite subgroup H of G there is an integer dH with
Hi(WH;R[WH]) =
(
R-at if i = dH,
0 else.
Furthermore, G is said to be Bredon{Poincar e duality over R if for all nite
subgroups H,
HdH(WH;R[WH]) = R:
In Section 6.2 we give several sources of examples of both Bredon duality and
Bredon{Poincar e duality groups, including the example below of Jonathan Block
and Schmuel Weinberger, suggested to us by Jim Davis.
Theorem 6.2.7. There exist examples of Bredon{Poincar e duality groups
over Z, such that WH is nitely presented for all nite subgroups H but G doesn't
admit a cocompact manifold model M for EFinG.
This is a counterexample to a possible generalisation of Wall's conjecture,
which asks if a nitely presented Poincar e duality group admits a cocompact
manifold model for EG: Let G be Bredon{Poincar e duality over Z, such that
WH is nitely presented for all nite subgroups H, does G admit a cocompact
manifold model M for EFinG?
Section 6.4 contains an analysis of Bredon duality and Bredon{Poincar e du-
ality groups of low dimension and Section 6.5 looks at when these properties are
preserved under group extensions.
Recall that given a Bredon duality group G of dimension n we write V(G) for
the set
V(G) = fdF : F a non-trivial nite subgroup of Gg  f0;:::;ng:
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In Example 6.6.8 we build Bredon duality groups with arbitrary V(G) and in
Section 6.3 we build Bredon{Poincar e duality groups with a large selection of
V(G), although we are unable to produce arbitrary V(G).
One might hope to give a denition of Bredon{Poincar e duality groups in
terms of Bredon cohomology only, we show in Section 6.7 that the na ve idea of
asking that a group be OFinFP with
Hi
OFin(G;R[?; ]OFin)  =
(
R if i = n,
0 else,
is not the correct denition, namely we show in Theorem 6.7.3 that any such
group is necessarily a torsion-free Poincar e duality group over R.
6.1. Preliminary observations
Recall that a group G is R-torsion-free if the order of every nite subgroup
of G is invertible in R, equivalently the order of every nite order element is
invertible in R (see page 34).
Recall that a Bredon duality group is said to be dimension n if OFincdG = n.
Lemma 6.1.1. If G is Bredon duality of dimension n over Z then G is Bredon
duality of dimension n over any ring R, with the same values of dH for all nite
subgroups H.
Proof. Since G is OFinFP over Z, G is OFinFP over R (Lemma 3.7.1). Also
because G is OFinFP over Z, WH is FP1 over Z for all nite subgroups H
(Corollary 3.6.4) and we may apply [Bie81, Corollary 3.6] to get a short exact
sequence
0  ! Hq(WH;Z[WH]) 
Z R  ! Hq(WH;R 
Z Z[WH])
 ! TorZ
1(Hq+1(WH;Z[WH]);R)  ! 0:
Hq+1(WH;Z[WH]) is Z-at for all q giving an isomorphism
Hq(WH;Z[WH]) 
Z R  = Hq(WH;R[WH]):
Observing that if an Abelian group M is Z-at then M 
 R is R-at completes
the proof. 
Lemma 6.1.2. If G is R-torsion-free and Bredon duality of dimension n over
R then dH = cdR WH and d1  n.
To prove the Lemma we need the following proposition, an analogue of
[Bro94, VIII.6.7] for arbitrary rings R and proved in exactly the same way.
Proposition 6.1.3. If G is FP over R then
cdR G = maxfn : Hn(G;RG) 6= 0g:6.2. EXAMPLES 109
Proof of Lemma 6.1.2. If G is R-torsion-free then for any nite subgroup
H,
cdR NGH  cdR G  OFincdR G
and NGH is FP1 over R by Corollary 3.6.4 and Lemma 3.7.2. The short exact
sequence
1  ! H  ! NGH  ! WH  ! 1
and Lemma 6.5.4 implies that
Hi(NGH;R[NGH])  = Hi(WH;R[WH]):
Thus Proposition 6.1.3 shows dH = cdR NGH = cdR WH. Finally, d1  n
because cdR G  OFincdR G (Lemma 3.7.2). 
In the proposition below FcdG denotes the F-cohomological dimension (see
Section 1.4) and GcdG denotes the Gorenstein cohomological dimension (see
Section 1.6).
This proposition implies that if G is Bredon{Poincar e duality over R then
GcdG = FcdG = d1 and if G is also virtually torsion-free then vcdG = d1 also.
Proposition 6.1.4. If G is FP1 with OFincdG < 1 then
GcdG = FcdG = supfn : Hn(G;RG) 6= 0g;
and if G is also virtually torsion-free then vcdG = GcdG also.
Proof. This proof uses an argument due to Degrijse and Mart nez-P erez in
[DMP13]. By [Hol04, Theorem 2.20] the Gorenstein cohomological dimension
can be characterised as
GcdG = supfn : Hn(G;P) 6= 0 for P any projective RG-moduleg:
As G is FP1 we need only check when P = RG. Since FcdG  OFincdG < 1,
we can conclude that FcdG = GcdG (Theorem 5.2.11) and nally for virtually
torsion-free groups FcdG = vcdG [MPN06, Theorem 5.1]. 
6.2. Examples
In this section we provide several sources of examples of Bredon duality and
Bredon{Poincar e duality groups, showing that these properties are not too rare.110 6. BREDON DUALITY GROUPS
6.2.1. Smooth actions on manifolds. Recall from the introduction that if
G has a cocompact manifold model M for EFinG such that MH is a submanifold
for all nite subgroups H then G is Bredon{Poincar e duality. The following
lemma gives a condition which guarantees that MH is a submanifold of M.
Lemma 6.2.1. [Dav08, 10.1 p.177] If G is a discrete group acting properly and
locally linearly on a manifold M then the xed points subsets of nite subgroups
of G are submanifolds of M.
Locally linear is a technical condition, the denition of which can be found
in [Dav08, Denition 10.1.1], for our purposes it is enough to know that if M
is a smooth manifold and G acts by dieomorphisms then the action is locally
linear. The locally linear condition is necessary however|in [DL03] examples
are given of virtually torsion-free groups acting as a discrete cocompact group of
isometries of a CAT(0) manifold which are not Bredon duality.
Example 6.2.2. Let p be a prime, let K be a cyclic group of order p, and let
G be the wreath product
G = Z o K =
 
M
K
Z
!
o K:
G acts properly and by dieomorphisms on Rp: The copies of Z act by translation
along the axes, and the K permutes the axes. The action is cocompact with
fundamental domain the quotient of the p-torus by the action of K. The nite
subgroup K is a representative of the only conjugacy class of nite subgroups in
G, and has xed point set the line f(; ;) :  2 Rg. If z = (z1;:::;zp) 2 Zp
then
(Rp)Kz
= f( + z1;:::; + zp) :  2 Rg:
Hence Rp is a model for EFinG and, invoking Lemma 6.2.1, G is a Bredon{Poincar e
duality group of dimension p.
We can explicitly calculate the Weyl group WK: let L denote the copy of
Z inside Zp generated by (1;1;:::;1), then the normaliser NGK is L o K and
thus the Weyl group WK is isomorphic to Z. Since K is a representative of the
only non-trivial conjugacy class of nite subgroups it provides the only element
of V(G), thus V(G) = f1g.
Example 6.2.3. Fixing positive integers m  n, if G = Zn o C2 where C2,
the cyclic group of order 2, acts as the antipodal map on Zn m  Zn then
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But this is exactly the xed points of the action of C2 on G, hence NGC2 =
Zm o C2 and
Hi(WGC2;R[WGC2])  =
(
R if i = m;
0 else.
G embeds as a discrete subgroup of Isom(Rn) = Rn oGLn(R) and acts properly
and cocompactly on Rn. It follows that G is OFinFP and OFincdG = n so G is
Bredon{Poincar e duality of dimension n over any ring R with V = fmg.
Example 6.2.4. Similarly to the previous example we can take
G = Zn o
n M
i=1
C2
where the jth copy of C2 acts antipodally on the jth copy of Z in Zn. Note that
G is isomorphic to (D1)n where D1 denotes the innite dihedral group. As
before G embeds as a discrete subgroup of Isom(Rn) = Rn o GLn(R) and acts
properly and cocompactly on Rn. Thus G is OFinFP and OFincdG = n, so G is
Bredon{Poincar e duality of dimension n over any ring R with V(G) = f0;:::;ng.
More generally, we could take a subgroup
Lm
i=1 C2 , !
Ln
i=1 C2 and form
the semi-direct product of Zn with this subgroup. Although this gives us a range
of possible values for V(G) it is impossible to produce a full range of values.
Consider the case m = 2, so we have a group
G = Zn o (A  B)
where A  = B  = C2, and both A and B act either trivially or antipodally on
each coordinate of Zn. We can describe the normaliser NGA by an element
(a1;:::;an) 2 f0;1gn, so A acts trivially on the ith copy of Z if ai = 1 and acts
antipodally otherwise. Thus,
NGA =
 
n M
i=1
(
Z if ai = 1
0 else.
)!
o (A  B):
Similarly we can describe NGB by an element (b1;:::;bn) 2 f0;1gn. One calcu-
lates that the normaliser NG(A  B) is described by the element
(a1 ^ b1;:::;an ^ bn)
where ^ denotes the boolean AND function. This is because the ith copy of Z is
normalised by A  B if and only if it is normalised by A and also by B.
If C denotes the subgroup of AB generated by the element (1;1) then the
normaliser of NGC is described by the element
(:(a1  b1);:::;:(an  bn))
where  denotes the boolean XOR function, and : the unary negation operator.112 6. BREDON DUALITY GROUPS
Now, using the above it can be shown that, for example, a Bredon{Poincar e
duality group of dimension 4 with the form
G = Z4 o
m M
i=1
C2
cannot have V(G) = f1;3g. Assume that such a G exists, clearly m  2, let A
and B denote two of the C2 summands of m
1=1C2. Without loss of generality we
can assume that A and B don't have the same action on Z4. If dA = dB = 1 then
by the description of the normaliser of A  B above, dAB = 0, a contradiction.
If dA = dB = 3 then in order for A and B not to have the same action on Z4, we
must have (up to some reordering of the coordinates)
(a1;:::;a4) = (1;1;1;0)
(b1;:::;b4) = (0;1;1;1):
So dAB = 2, a contradiction. Finally, if dA = 1 and dB = 3 then let C be
the subgroup of A  B generated by (1;1). There are two possibilities, up to
reordering of the coordinates, either
(a1;:::;a4) = (1;1;1;0)
(b1;:::;b4) = (1;0;0;0)
or
(a1;:::;a4) = (1;1;1;0)
(b1;:::;b4) = (0;0;0;1):
In the rst case, dC = 2, and in the second case dAB = 0, both contradictions.
Example 6.2.5. In [FW08, Theorem 6.1], Farb and Weinberger construct a
Bredon{Poincar e duality group G arising from a proper cocompact action on Rn
by dieomorphisms, however G is not virtually torsion-free.
Remark 6.2.6. Restrictions on the dimensions of the xed point sets.
Suppose G is a group acting smoothly on an m-dimensional manifold M, and
suppose furthermore that G contains a nite cyclic subgroup Cp xing a point
x 2 M. There is an induced linear action of Cp on the tangent space TxM  = Rm,
equivalently a representation of Cp into the orthogonal group O(m). We can use
this to give some small restrictions on the possible dimensions of the submanifold
MCp, and hence on the values of dCp.
A representation of Cp in O(m) is simply a matrix N with Np = 1. Using
the Jordan{Chevalley decomposition (expressing a matrix as the product of its
semi-simple and nilpotent parts), we see that N is semi-simple, so viewing N as a
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polynomial has coecients in R, all the eigenvalues come in pairs !;! 1, where
! is a pth root of unity. Thus N is conjugate via complex matrices to
0
B
B B
B B
B B
@
!1
! 1
1
...
! m
2
! 1
m
2
1
C
C C
C C
C C
A
or
0
B
B B
B B
B B
B B
B
@
!1
! 1
1
...
! m 1
2
! 1
m 1
2
1
1
C
C C
C C
C C
C C
C
A
depending on whether m is even or odd. The blank space in the matrices should
be lled with zeros. Note that the 1 term can only be a  1 if p = 2. The matrix
 
! 0
0 ! 1
!
is conjugate via complex matrices to
R =
 
cos  sin
sin cos
!
Thus N is conjugate via complex matrices to R1    Rm=2 or R1   
R(m 1)=2  (1), and by [Zha11, 5.11], they are conjugate via real matrices as
well. Hence the dimensions of the xed point sets are the same. Noting that
the rotation matrix R xes only the origin when  6= 0, we conclude that for
p 6= 2, the xed point set MCp must be even dimensional if m is even, and odd
dimensional otherwise.
Consider the case that G is a Bredon{Poincar e duality group, arising from a
smooth cocompact action on an m-dimensional manifold M, and Cp for p 6= 2 is
some nite subgroup of G. Then dCp is exactly the dimension of the submanifold
MCp, and by the discussion above dCp is odd dimensional if m is odd dimensional,
even dimensional otherwise. As demonstrated by Example 6.2.3, there are no
restrictions when p = 2.
6.2.2. A counterexample to the generalised PDn conjecture. Let G
be Bredon{Poincar e duality over Z, such that WH is nitely presented for all
nite subgroups H. One might ask if G admits a cocompact manifold model
M for EFinG. This is generalisation of the famous PDn-conjecture, due to Wall
[Wal79]. This example is due to Jonathan Block and Schmuel Weinberger and
was suggested to us by Jim Davis.
Theorem 6.2.7. There exist examples of Bredon{Poincar e duality groups
over Z, such that WH is nitely presented for all nite subgroups H, but there
doesn't exist a cocompact manifold model M for EFinG.114 6. BREDON DUALITY GROUPS
Combining Theorems 1.5 and 1.8 of [BW08] gives the following example.
Theorem 6.2.8 (Block{Weinberger). There exists a short exact sequence of
groups
1  ! K  ! G  ! Q  ! 1
with Q nite, such that
(1) All torsion in G is contained in K.
(2) There exists a cocompact manifold model for EFinK.
(3) gdFin G < 1.
(4) There exists no manifold model for EFinG.
Proof of Theorem 6.2.7. Let G be one of the groups constructed by Block
and Weinberger in the theorem above. Since K has a cocompact model for EFinK
it has nitely many conjugacy classes of nite subgroups hence G has nitely
many conjugacy classes of nite subgroups, since all torsion in G is contained
in K. Let H be a nite subgroup of G, so H is necessarily a subgroup of K
and the normaliser NKH is nite index in NGH. Since there is a cocompact
model for EFinK, the normaliser NKH is FP1 and nitely presented [LM00,
Theorem 0.1] hence NGH and WGH are FP1 and nitely presented too [Bro94,
VIII.5.1][Rob96, 2.2.5]. Using Corollary 3.6.4, G is of type OFinFP.
Finally, using [Bro94, III.(6.5)], there is a chain of isomorphisms for all
natural numbers i,
Hi(WGH;R[WGH])  = Hi(NGH;R[NGH])
 = Hi(NKH;R[NKH])
 = Hi(WKH;R[WKH])
proving that the Weyl groups of nite subgroups have the correct cohomology. 
Remark 6.2.9. Although it doesn't appear in the statements of [BW08,
Theorems 1.5, 1.8], Block and Weinberger do prove that there is a cocompact
model for EFinG, in their notation this is the space e X.
6.2.3. Actions on R-homology manifolds. Following [DL98] we dene
an R-homology n-manifold to be a locally nite simplicial complex M such that
the link  of every i-simplex of M satises
Hj(;R) =
(
R if j = n   i   1 or j = 0;
0 else,
for all i such that n   i   1  0 and the link is empty if n   i   1 < 0. In
particular M is an n-dimensional simplicial complex. M is called orientable if
we can choose an orientation for each n-simplex which is consistent along the6.2. EXAMPLES 115
(n   1)-simplices and we say that M is R-orientable if either M is orientable or
if R has characteristic 2.
A topological space X is called R-acyclic if the reduced homology ~ H(X;R)
is trivial.
Theorem 6.2.10. If G is a group acting properly and cocompactly on an
R-acyclic R-orientable R-homology n-manifold M then
Hi(G;RG)  =
(
R if i = n;
0 else.
Proof. By [Dav08, Lemma F.2.2] Hi(G;RG)  = Hi
c(M;R), where Hi
c de-
notes cohomology with compact supports. By Poincar e duality for R-orientable
R-homology manifolds (see for example [DL98, Theorem 5]), there is a duality
isomorphism Hi
c(M;R)  = Hn i(M;R). Finally, since M is assumed R-acyclic,
Hn i(M;R)  =
(
R if i = n;
0 else.

Example 6.2.11. In [DL98, Example 3], Dicks and Leary construct a group
which is Poincar e duality over R, arising from an action on an R-orientable R-
acyclic R-homology manifold, but which is not Poincar e duality over Z. Here R
may be any ring for which a xed prime q is invertible, for example R = Fp for
p 6= q or R = Q.
Corollary 6.2.12. Let G be a group which admits a cocompact model X
for EFinG such that for every nite subgroup H of G, XH is an R-orientable
R-acyclic R-homology manifold, then G is Bredon{Poincar e duality over R.
Remark 6.2.13. In the case R = Z we can drop the condition that M be
orientable since this is implied by being acyclic. This is because if M is acyclic
then 1(M) is perfect, thus 1(M) has no normal subgroups of prime index, in
particular M has no index 2 subgroups. But if M were non-orientable then the
existence of an orientable double cover (see for example [Hat02, p.234]) would
imply that 1(M) has a subgroup of index 2.
Let p be a prime and Fp the eld of p elements. A consequence of Smith
theory is the following theorem, for background on Smith theory see [Bre72,
xIII]
Theorem 6.2.14 ([Bor60, x5 Theorem 2.2][Dav08, 10.4.3]). If G is a nite
p-group acting properly on an Fp-homology manifold M then the xed point set
MG is also an Fp-homology manifold. If p 6= 2 then MG has even codimension
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Corollary 6.2.15 (Actions on homology manifolds).
(1) Let G have an n-dimensional Fp-homology manifold model M for EFinG.
If H is a nite p-subgroup of G then MH is an Fp-homology manifold.
In particular if all nite subgroups of G are p-groups and M is cocompact
then G is Bredon{Poincar e duality over Fp. If p 6= 2 and H is a nite
p-subgroup of G then n   dH is even.
(2) Let G have an n-dimensional Z-homology manifold model M for EFinG.
If p 6= 2 is a prime and H is a nite p-subgroup of G such that MH is
a Z-homology manifold then n   dimMH is even.
Remark 6.2.16. Given a group G with subgroup H which is not of prime
power order, looking at the Sylow p-subgroups can give further restrictions. For
example if Pi for i 2 I is a set of Sylow p-subgroups of H, one for each prime
p, then G is generated by the Pi [Rot95, Ex. 4.10]. Thus if G acts on an R-
homology manifold then the xed points of H are exactly the intersection of the
xed points of the Pi.
6.2.4. One relator groups. The following lemma is adapted from [BE73,
5.2].
Lemma 6.2.17. If G is FP2 with cdG = 2 and H1(G;ZG) = 0 then G is a
duality group.
Proof. We must show that H2(G;ZG) is a at Z-module. Consider the
short exact sequence of ZG modules
0  ! ZG
p
 ! ZG  ! FpG  ! 0:
This yields a long exact sequence
  ! H1(G;FpG)  ! H2(G;ZG)
p
 ! H2(G;ZG)  !  :
By [Bie81, Corollary 3.6], H1(G;FpG)  = H1(G;ZG) 
Z Fp = 0. Hence the
map H2(G;ZG)
p
 ! H2(G;ZG) must have zero kernel for all p, in other words
H2(G;ZG) is torsion-free, but the torsion-free Z-modules are exactly the at
Z-modules. 
Let G be a one-relator group|a group admitting a presentation of nitely
many generators and one relator (see [LS01, x5] for background), then:
(1) G is OFinFP and OFincdZ G = 2 [L uc05, 4.12].
(2) G contains a torsion-free subgroup Q of nite index [FKS72].
(3) The normaliser of every non-trivial nite subgroup F is nite. In fact,
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C of G, and furthermore the normaliser NGF is subconjugate to C
[LS01, II.5.17,II.5.19]. Thus,
Hi(NGF;Z[NGF]) =
(
0 if i > 0,
Z if i = 0.
Assume further that H1(G;ZG) = 0.
If cdZ Q  1 then Q is either trivial or a nitely generated free group so G is
either nite or virtually nitely generated free. Thus G is Bredon duality over Z
by 6.4.1, 6.4.3, and 6.4.2. Assume therefore that cdZ Q = 2. Being nite index
in G, Q is also FP2 and H1(Q;ZQ) = H1(G;ZG) = 0 [Bro94, III.(6.5)], thus
by Lemma 6.2.17 Q is a duality group and G is virtual duality. Combining with
(iii) above, G is also Bredon duality of dimension 2.
In summary:
Proposition 6.2.18. If G is a one relator group with H1(G;ZG) = 0 then
G is Bredon duality over any ring R.
Remark 6.2.19. If G is a one relator group with H1(G;ZG) 6= 0 then, since
G is OFinFP0, G has bounded orders of nite subgroups by Proposition 3.6.1.
By a result of Linnell, G admits a decomposition as the fundamental group of
a nite graph of groups with nite edge groups and vertex groups Gv satisfy-
ing H1(Gv;ZGv) = 0 [Lin83]. These vertex groups are subgroups of virtually
torsion-free groups so in particular virtually torsion-free with OFincdZ Gv  2.
Lemma 6.2.20 below gives that the vertex groups are FP2 and Lemma 6.2.17
shows that the edge groups are virtually duality.
Lemma 6.2.20. Let G be a group which splits as a nite graph of groups with
nite edge groups Ge, indexed by E, and vertex groups Gv, indexed by V . Then
if G is FP2, so are the vertex groups Gv.
Proof. Fix a vertex group Gv. Let M, for  2 , be a directed system
of ZGv modules with lim   !M = 0. To use the Bieri{Eckmann criterion [Bie81,
Theorem 1.3], we must show that lim   !Hi(Gv;M) = 0 for i = 1;2.
The Mayer{Vietoris sequence associated to the graph of groups is
  ! Hi(G; )  !
M
u2V
Hi(Gu; )  !
M
e2E
Hi(Ge; )  !  :
Now lim   !M = 0, so lim   !IndZG
ZGv M = 0 as well. Evaluating the Mayer{Vietoris
sequence at IndZG
ZGv M, taking the limit, and using the Bieri{Eckmann criterion,
implies
lim   !

M
u2V
Hi(Gu;IndZG
ZGv M) = 0:118 6. BREDON DUALITY GROUPS
In particular lim   !Hi(Gv;IndZG
ZGv M) = 0 and because, as ZGv-module, M is a
direct summand of IndZG
ZGv M [Bro94, VII.5.1], this implies lim   !Hi(Gv;M) =
0. 
6.2.5. Discrete subgroups of Lie groups. If L is a Lie group with nitely
many path components, K a maximal compact subgroup and G a discrete sub-
group then L=K is a model for EFinG. The space L=K is a manifold and the
action of G on L=K is smooth so the xed point subsets of nite groups are
submanifolds of L=K, using Lemma 6.2.1. If we assume that the action is co-
compact then G is seen to be of type OFinFP, OFincdG = dimL=K and G is a
Bredon{Poincar e duality group. See [L uc05, Theorem 5.24] for a statement of
these results.
Example 6.2.21. In [Rag84, Rag95], examples of cocompact lattices in
nite covers of the Lie group Spin(2;n) are given which are not virtually torsion-
free.
6.2.6. Virtually soluble groups. For G a soluble group the Hirsch length
hG is the sum of the torsion-free ranks of the factors in an abelian series [Rob96,
p.422]. Hillman later extended this denition to elementary amenable groups
[Hil91].
Much of the observation below appears in [MP13a, Example 5.6].
Torsion-free soluble groups of type FP1 are duality [Kro86]. We combine
this with [MPN10], that virtually soluble groups of type FP1 are OFinFP with
OFincdG = hG, and deduce that if G is a virtually soluble duality group (equiv-
alently virtually soluble of type FP1) then G virtually duality of type OFinFP
with OFincdG = hG. We claim G is also Bredon duality, so we must check the
cohomology condition on the Weyl groups. Since G is OFinFP, the normalisers
NGF of any nite subgroup F of G are FP1 (Corollary 3.6.4). Subgroups of
virtually-soluble groups are virtually-soluble [Rob96, 5.1.1], so the normalisers
NGF are virtually-soluble FP1 and hence virtually duality, and so the Weyl
groups satisfy the required condition on cohomology.
Additionally, if G is a virtually soluble Poincar e duality group then we claim G
is Bredon{Poincar e duality. By [Bie81, Theorem 9.23], G is virtually-polycyclic.
Subgroups of virtually-polycyclic groups are virtually-polycyclic [Rob96, p.52],
so NGF is polycyclic FP1 for all nite subgroups F and, since polycylic groups
are Poincar e duality,
HdF(NGF;Z[NGF]) = Z:
Proposition 6.2.22. The following conditions on a virtually-soluble group G
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(1) G is FP1.
(2) G is virtually duality.
(3) G is virtually torsion-free and vcdG = hG < 1.
(4) G is Bredon duality.
Additionally, if G is Bredon duality then G is virtually Poincar e duality if and
only if G is virtually-polycyclic if and only if G is Bredon{Poincar e duality.
Proof. The equivalence of the rst three is [Kro86] and [Kro93]. The rest
is the discussion above. 
6.2.7. Elementary amenable groups. If G is an elementary amenable
group of type FP1 then G is virtually soluble [KMPN09, p.4], in particular
Bredon duality over Z of dimension hG. The converse, that every elementary
amenable Bredon duality group is FP1, is obvious.
If G is elementary amenable FP1 then the condition Hn(G;ZG)  = Z implies
that G is Bredon{Poincar e duality, so for all nite subgroups,
HdF(NGF;Z[NGF])  = Z:
A natural question is whether
HdF(NGF;Z[NGF]) = Z
can ever occur for an elementary amenable, or indeed a soluble Bredon duality,
but not Bredon{Poincar e duality group. An example of this behaviour is given
below.
Example 6.2.23. We construct a nite index extension of the Baumslag{
Solitar group BS(1;p), for p a prime.
BS(1;p) = hx;y : y 1xy = xpi
This has a normal series [LR04, p.60],
1 E hxi E hhxii E BS(1;p);
where hhxii denotes the normal closure of x. The quotients of this normal series
are hxi=1  = Z, hhxii=hxi  = Cp1 and BS(1;p)=hhxii  = Z, where Cp1 denotes the
Pr ufer group (see [Rob96, p.94]). Clearly BS(1;p) is nitely generated torsion-
free soluble with hBS(1;p) = 2, but not polycyclic, since Cp1 does not have the
maximal condition on subgroups [Rob96, 5.4.12], thus BS(1;p) is not Poincar e
duality. Also since BS(1;p) is an HNN extension of hxi  = Z it has cohomological
dimension 2 [Bie81, Proposition 6.12] and thus cdBS(1;p) = hBS(1;p). By
Proposition 6.2.22, BS(1;p) is a Bredon duality group.
Recall that elements of BS(1;p) can be put in a normal form: yixky j where
i;j  0 and if i;j > 0 then n - k. Consider the automorphism ' of BS(1;p),120 6. BREDON DUALITY GROUPS
sending x 7! x 1 and y 7! y, an automorphism since it is its own inverse and
because the relation y 1xy = xp in BS(1;p) implies the relation y 1x 1y = x p.
Let yixk;y j be an element in normal form, then
' : yixky j 7 ! yix ky j:
So the only xed points of ' are in the subgroup hyi  = Z. Form the extension
1  ! BS(1;p)  ! G  ! C2  ! 1
where C2 acts by the automorphism '. The property of being soluble is extension
closed [Rob96, 5.1.1], so G is soluble virtual duality and Bredon duality by
Proposition 6.2.22. The normaliser
NGC2 = CGC2 = fg 2 G : gz = zg for the generator z 2 C2g
is exactly hyi  C2  = Z  C2. Thus WGC2  = Z and H1(WGC2;Z[WGC2])  = Z.
Since BS(1;p) is nite index in G, by [Bro94, III.(6.5)]
H2(G;ZG)  = H2(BS(1;p);Z[BS(1;p)]):
However since BS(1;p) is not Poincar e duality, Hn(BS(1;p);Z[BS(1;p)]) is Z-
at but not isomorphic to Z.
Remark 6.2.24. Baues [Bau04] and Dekimpe [Dek03] proved independently
that any virtually polycyclic group G can be realised as a NIL ane crystal-
lographic group|G acts properly, cocompactly, and by dieomorphisms on a
simply connected nilpotent Lie group of dimension hG. Any connected, simply
connected nilpotent Lie group is dieomorphic to some Euclidean space [Kna02,
xI.16] and hence contractible, so any elementary amenable Bredon{Poincar e du-
ality group has a cocompact manifold model for EFinG.
6.3. Finite extensions of right-angled Coxeter groups
Recall Corollary 6.2.15, that if G has a cocompact n-dimensional Z-homology
manifold model M for EFinG such that all xed point sets MH are Z-homology
manifolds, and if H is a nite p-subgroup of G with p 6= 2 then n dH is even. In
this section we construct Bredon{Poincar e duality groups G over Z of arbitrary
dimension such that, for any xed prime p 6= 2:
(1) All of the nite subgroups of G are p-groups.
(2) V(G) is any set with n   dH even for all nite subgroups H.
The method of constructing these examples was recommended to us by Ian
Leary and utilises methods from [DL03, x2] and [Dav08, x11]. We write \ "
instead of \W", as is used in [DL03], to denote a Coxeter group so the notation
can't be confused with our use of WGH for the Weyl group.6.3. FINITE EXTENSIONS OF RIGHT-ANGLED COXETER GROUPS 121
Let M be an compact contractible n-manifold with boundary @M, such that
@M is triangulated as a ag complex. Let G be a group acting on M such that
the induced action on the boundary is by simplicial automorphisms. Let   be
the right angled Coxeter group corresponding to the ag complex @M, the group
G acts by automorphisms on   and we can form the semi-direct product   o G.
Moreover there is a space U = U(M;@M;G) such that:
(1) U is a contractible n-manifold without boundary.
(2)   o G acts properly and cocompactly on U.
(3) For any nite subgroup H of G, we have UH = U(MH;(@M)H;WGH),
in particular dimUH = dimMH.
(4) W oGH =  H o WGH, where  H is the right-angled Coxeter group
associated to the ag complex (@M)H.
(5) If M is the cone on a nite complex then U has a CAT(0) cubical struc-
ture (1-connected cubical complex whose links are simplicial ag com-
plexes) such that the action of   o G is by isometries.
Every Coxeter group contains a nite-index torsion-free subgroup [Dav08,
Corollary D.1.4], let  0 denote such a subgroup of   and assume that  0 is normal.
Then  0 o G is nite index in   o G and so acts properly and cocompactly on U
also.
Lemma 6.3.1. If M is the cone on a nite complex then U is a cocompact
model for EFin( oG) and for EFin( 0oG). In particular,  0oG is of type OFinFP.
Proof. A CAT(0) cubical complex has a CAT(0) metric [Wis12, Remark
2.1] and any contractible CAT(0) space on which a group acts properly is a
model for the classifying space for proper actions [BH99, Corollary II.2.8] (see
also [L uc05, Theorem 4.6]). 
Lemma 6.3.2. Let M be the cone on the nite complex @M. If K is a nite
subgroup of  0 o G then K is subconjugate in   o G to G.
Proof. Since, by Lemma 6.3.1, U is a model for EFin(  o G), the nite
subgroup K necessarily xes a vertex v of U and hence is a subgroup of the
stabiliser of v.
Recall from [Dav08, x5] and Section 3.8 that
U =    M= 
where the identication is along    @M only and the action of   o G on U is
given by
(0;g)  (;m) = (0;gm):
A fundamental domain for the  -action is the copy of M inside U given by
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to the stabiliser of a vertex v0 in 1  M. Finally, the only elements from  0 o G
stabilising v0 2 1  M are contained in G ( 0 moves M about U freely, whereas
G stabilises M setwise). 
Theorem 6.3.3. Let G be a nite group with real representation  : G , !
GLnR and, for all subgroups H of G, let dH denote the dimension of the subspace
of Rn xed by H. Then there exists a Bredon{Poincar e duality group  0 o G of
dimension n such that
V( 0 o G) = fdH : H  Gg:
Proof. Restrict  to an action on (Dn;Sn 1) and choose a G-equivariant
ag triangulation of Sn 1 (use, for example, [Ill78]). We obtain a Coxeter group
 , normal nite-index torsion-free subgroup  0, and space U. Lemma 6.3.1 gives
that  0 o G is of type OFinFP.
Since  0oG has an n-dimensional model for EFin 0oG we have that gdFin  0o
G  n, by Lemma 6.1.2(1) cdQ  0oG = d1, and by Theorem 6.2.10 and Corollary
6.2.12 d1 = n. Using the chain of inequalities
n = cdQ  0 o G  OFincd 0 o G  gdFin  0 o G  n;
shows that OFincd 0 o G = n. It remains only to check the condition on the
cohomology of the Weyl groups of the nite subgroups.
For any nite subgroup H of G, the Weyl group W 0oGH acts properly and
cocompactly on U(MH;(@M)H;WGH) which is a contractible dH-manifold with-
out boundary. By Theorem 6.2.10,
Hn(W 0oGH;Z[W 0oGH]) =
(
Z if i = dH;
0 else.
If K is any nite subgroup of  0 o G then, by Lemma 6.3.2, K is conjugate
in  oG to some H  G. In particular the normalisers of H and K in  oG are
isomorphic. Also, since  0 o G is nite index in   o G, the normaliser N 0oGK
is nite index in N oGK, thus:
Hn(N 0oGK;Z[N 0oGK])  = Hn(N oGK;Z[N oGK])
 = Hn(N oGH;Z[N oGH])
 = Hn(N 0oGH;Z[N 0oGH]):
From the short exact sequence
1  ! K  ! N 0oGK  ! W 0oGK  ! 1
and Lemma 6.5.4,
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Thus,
Hn(W 0oGK;Z[W 0oGK]) =
(
Z if i = dH;
0 else.

Example 6.3.4. We construct a group using Theorem 6.3.3 with the proper-
ties mentioned at the beginning of this section. It will be of the form  0 o Cpm,
where Cpm is the cyclic group of order pm.
For i between 1 and m let wi be any collection of positive integers and let
n =
P
i 2wi. If c is a generator of the cyclic group Cpm, then Cpm embeds into
the orthogonal group O(n) via the real representation
 : Cpm , ! O(n)
c 7 ! (R2=p)w1  (R2=p2)w2    (R2=pm)wm
where R is the the 2-dimensional rotation matrix of angle . The image is in
O(n) since we chose n such that 2w1 + 2wn = n.
If i is some integer between 1 and m then there is a unique subgroup Cpm i+1
of Cpm with generator cpi
, in fact this enumerates all subgroups of Cpm except
the trivial subgroup. Under , this generator maps to
 : cpi
7 ! R
w1
0    R
wi
0 
 
Rpi2=pi+1
wi+1   
 
Rpi2=pm
wn :
In other words, the xed point set corresponding to Cpm i+1 is R2w1++2wi. Thus
the set of dimensions of the xed point subspaces of non-trivial nite subgroups
of Cpm are
f2w1;2(w1 + w2);:::;2(w1 + w2 + ::: + wm 1)g:
Applying Theorem 6.3.3 gives a group  0 o Cpm of type OFinFP with
OFincdG = n =
m X
i=1
2wi
and such that
V( 0 o Cpm) = f2w1;2(w1 + w2);:::;2(w1 + w2 + ::: + wm 1)g:
Since there were no restrictions on the integers wi, using this technique we can
build an even dimensional Bredon{Poincar e duality group with any V(G), as long
as all the integers dH are even.
The case n is odd reduces to the case n is even. Proposition 6.5.3 shows that
if a group G is Bredon{Poincar e duality then taking the direct product with Z
gives a Bredon{Poincar e duality group G  Z where
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Thus we can build a group with odd nH and V containing only odd elements by
building a group with even nH and then taking a direct product with Z.
6.4. Low dimensions
This section is devoted to the study of Bredon duality groups and Bredon{
Poincar e duality groups of low dimension. We completely classify those of dimen-
sion 0 in Lemma 6.4.1. We partially classify those of dimension 1|see Proposi-
tions 6.4.2 and 6.4.5, and Question 6.4.4. There is a discussion of the dimension
2 case.
Recall that a group G is duality of dimension 0 over R if and only if jGj
is nite and invertible in R, and any such group is necessarily Poincar e duality
[Bie81, Proposition 9.17(a)].
Lemma 6.4.1. G is Bredon duality of dimension 0 over R if and only if jGj
is nite. Any such group is necessarily Bredon{Poincar e duality.
Proof. By [Geo08, 13.2.11],
H0(G;RG) =
(
R if jGj is nite,
0 else.
Hence if G is Bredon duality of dimension 0 then G is nite and moreover G is
Bredon{Poincar e duality.
Conversely, if G is nite then OFincdR G = 0 and G is OFinFP1 over R
(Propositions 3.5.2 and 3.6.1). Finally the Weyl groups of any nite subgroup
will be nite so by [Geo08, 13.2.11,13.3.1],
Hn(WH;R[WH]) =
(
R if n = 0;
0 if n > 0:
Thus G is Bredon{Poincar e duality of dimension 0. 
The duality groups of dimension 1 over R are exactly the groups of type FP1
over R (equivalently nitely generated groups [Bie81, Proposition 2.1]) with
cdR G = 1 [Bie81, Proposition 9.17(b)].
Proposition 6.4.2. If G is innite R-torsion free, then the following are
equivalent:
(1) G is Bredon duality over R, of dimension 1.
(2) G is nitely generated and virtually-free.
(3) G is virtually duality over R, of dimension 1.
Proof. That 2 ) 3 is [Bie81, Proposition 9.17(b)]. For 3 ) 2, let G be
virtually duality over R of dimension 1, then cdR G  1 so by [Dun79] G acts6.4. LOW DIMENSIONS 125
properly on a tree. Since G is assumed nitely generated, G is virtually-free
[Ant11, Theorem 3.3].
For 1 ) 2, if G is Bredon duality over R of dimension 1, then G is automat-
ically nitely generated and OFincdR G = 1. By Lemma 3.7.2 cdR G = 1 so, as
above, by [Dun79] and [Ant11, Theorem 3.3], G is virtually-free.
For 2 ) 1, if G is virtually nitely generated free then G acts properly
and cocompactly on a tree [Ant11, Theorem 3.3], so G is OFinFP over R with
OFincdR G = 1. As G is OFinFP, for any nite subgroup K, the normaliser NGK is
nitely generated. Subgroups of virtually-free groups are virtually-free, so NGK
is virtually nitely generated free, in particular a virtual duality group [Bie81,
Proposition 9.17(b)], so
Hi(WK;Z[WK]) = Hi(NGK;Z[NGK]) =
(
Z-at for i = dK;
0 else,
where dK = 0 or 1. Thus G is Bredon duality over Z and hence also over R. 
Remark 6.4.3. The only place that the condition G be R-torsion-free was
used was in the implication 1 ) 2, the problem for groups which are not R-
torsion-free is that the condition OFincdR G  1 is not known to imply that G
acts properly on a tree.
If we take R = Z then OFincdZ G  1 implies G acts properly on a tree by
a result of Dunwoody [Dun79]. Thus over Z, G is Bredon duality of dimension
1 if and only G is nitely generated virtually free, if and only if G is virtually
duality of dimension 1.
Question 6.4.4. What characterises Bredon duality groups of dimension 1
over R?
Proposition 6.4.5. If G is innite then the following are equivalent:
(1) G is Bredon{Poincar e duality over R, of dimension 1.
(2) G is virtually innite cyclic.
(3) G is virtually Poincar e duality over R, of dimension 1.
Proof. The equivalence follows from the fact that for G a nitely gener-
ated group, G is virtually innite cyclic if and only if H1(G;RG)  = R [Geo08,
13.5.5,13.5.9]. 
In dimension 2 we can only classify Bredon{Poincar e duality groups over Z.
The following result appears in [MP13a, Example 5.7], but a proof is not given
there. Recall that a surface group is the fundamental group of a compact surface
without boundary.
Lemma 6.4.6. If G is virtually a surface group then G is Bredon{Poincar e
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Proof. As G is a virtual surface group, G has nite index subgroup H with
H the fundamental group of some compact surface without boundary. Firstly,
assume H = 1(Sg) where Sg is the orientable surface of genus g. If g = 0 then
Sg is the 2-sphere and G is a nite group, thus G is Bredon{Poincar e duality by
Lemma 6.4.1. If g > 0 then by [Mis10, Lemma 4.4(b)] G is OFinFP over Z with
OFincdZ G  2.
We now treat the cases g = 1 and g > 1 separately. If g > 1 then, in the
same lemma, Mislin shows that the upper half-plane is a model for EFinG with G
acting by hyperbolic isometries. Thus [Dav08, x10.1] gives that the xed point
sets are all submanifolds, hence G is Bredon{Poincar e duality of dimension 2.
If g = 1 then by [Mis10, Lemma 4.3], G acts by ane maps on R2 so again
R2 is a model for EFinG whose xed point sets are submanifolds, and thus G is
Bredon{Poincar e duality of dimension 2.
Now we treat the non-orientable case, so H = 1(Tk) where Tk is a closed non-
orientable surface of genus k. In particular Tk has Euler characteristic (Tk) =
2   k. H has an index 2 subgroup H0 isomorphic to the fundamental group of
the closed orientable surface of Euler characteristic 2(Tk), thus H0 = 1(Sk 1).
If k = 1 then H = Z=2 and G is a nite group, thus Bredon{Poincar e duality by
Lemma 6.4.1. Assume then that k > 1, we are now back in the situation above
where G is virtually 1(Sg) for g > 0 and as such G is Bredon{Poincar e duality
of dimension n, by the previous part of the proof. 
Proposition 6.4.7. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) G is virtually Poincar e duality of dimension 2 over Z.
(2) G is virtually surface.
(3) G is Bredon{Poincar e duality of dimension 2 over Z.
Proof. That 1 , 2 is [Eck87] and that 2 ) 3 is Lemma 6.4.6. The im-
plication 3 ) 1 is provided by [Bow04, Theorem 0.1] which states that any
FP2 group with H2(G;QG) = Q is a virtual surface group and hence a virtual
Poincar e duality group. If G is Bredon{Poincar e duality of dimension 2 then
Hi(G;QG) = Hi(G;ZG) 
 Q = Q (see proof of Lemma 6.1.2(1)) and G is FP2
so we may apply the aforementioned theorem. 
The above proposition doesn't extend from Poincar e duality to just duality,
as demonstrated by [Sch78, p.163] where an example, based on Higman's group,
is given of a Bredon duality group of dimension 2 over Z which is not virtual
duality. This example is extension of a nite group by a torsion-free duality
group of dimension 2. Schneebeli proves that the group is not virtually torsion-
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Question 6.4.8. Is there an easy characterisation of Bredon duality, or
Bredon{Poincar e duality groups, of dimension 2 over R?
6.5. Extensions
In the classical case, extensions of duality groups by duality groups are always
duality [Bie81, 9.10]. In the Bredon case the situation is more complex, for
example semi-direct products of torsion-free groups by nite groups may not even
be OFinFP0 [LN03]. Davis and Leary build examples of nite index extensions of
Poincar e duality groups which are not Bredon duality, although they are OFinFP1
[DL03, Theorem 2], and examples of virtual duality groups which are not of type
OFinFP1 [DL03, Theorem 1]. In [FL04], Farrell and Lafont give examples of
prime index extensions of -hyperbolic Poincar e duality groups which are not
Bredon{Poincar e duality. In [MP13a, x5], Mart nez-P erez considers p-power
extensions of duality groups over elds of characteristic p, showing that if Q is a
p-group and G is Poincar e duality of dimension n over a eld of characteristic p
then then GoQ is Bredon{Poincar e duality of dimension n. These results do not
extend from Poincar e duality groups to duality groups however [MP13a, x6].
We study direct products of Bredon duality groups and extensions of the form
nite-by-Bredon duality.
6.5.1. Direct products.
Lemma 6.5.1. For all groups G1 and G2,
(1) If G1 and G2 are OFinFP over R then G1  G2 is OFinFP over R.
(2) OFincdR G1  G2  OFincdR G1 + OFincdR G2.
Proof. That OFincdR G1  G2  OFincdR G1 + OFincdR G2 is a special case
of [Flu10, 3.62], where Fluch proves that given projective resolutions P of R by
OFin-modules for G1 and Q of R by OFin-modules for G2, the total complex of
the tensor product double complex is a projective resolution of R by projective
OFin-modules for G1  G2. So to prove that G1  G2 is OFinFP it is sucient to
show that if P and Q are nite type resolutions, then so is the total complex,
but this follows from [Flu10, 3.52]. 
Lemma 6.5.2. If L is a nite subgroup of G1  G2 then the normaliser
NG1G2L is nite index in NG11L  NG22L, where 1 and 2 are the pro-
jection maps from G1  G2 onto the factors G1 and G2.
Proof. It's straightforward to check that
NG1G2L  NG11L  NG22L:
Next, observe that NG11LNG22L acts by conjugation on 1L2L and
the setwise stabiliser of L  (1L2L) is exactly NG1G2L. Since 1L2L is128 6. BREDON DUALITY GROUPS
nite, any stabiliser of a subset is necessarily nite-index (via the orbit-stabiliser
theorem), thus NG1G2L is nite index in NG11L  NG22L. 
Proposition 6.5.3. If G1 and G2 are Bredon duality (resp. Bredon{Poincar e
duality), then G = G1  G2 is Bredon duality (resp. Bredon{Poincar e duality).
Furthermore,
V(G1  G2) = fv1 + v2 : vi 2 V(Gi)g [ fv1 + d1(G2) : v1 2 V(G1)g
[fd1(G1) + v2 : v2 2 V(G2)g:
Proof. By Lemma 6.5.1, G1 G2 is OFinFP. If L is some nite subgroup of
G, then, via Lemma 6.5.2, the normaliser NGL is nite index in NG11LNG22L
so an application of Shapiro's Lemma [Bro94, III.(6.5) p.73] gives that for all i,
Hi(NGL;R[NGL])  = Hi(NG11L  NG22L;R[NG11L  NG22L]):
Noting the isomorphism of RG-modules
R[NG11L  NG22L]  = R[NG11L] 
 R[NG22L];
the K unneth formula for group cohomology (see [Bro94, p.109]) is:
0
 L
i+j=k
 
Hi(NG11L;R[NG11L]) 
 Hj(NG11L;R[NG11L])


Hk(NG11L  NG22L;R[NG11L  NG22L])
 L
i+j=k+1 TorR
1 (Hi(NG11L;R[NG11L]);Hj(NG22L;R[NG22L]))

0
Here we are using that the R[NGiiL] are R-free. Since Hi(NG11L;R[NG11L])
is R-at the Tor1 term is zero. Hence the central term is non-zero only when
i = d1L and j = d2L, in which case it is R-at. Furthermore, dL = d1L +d2L.
If G1 and G2 are Bredon{Poincar e duality then the central term in this case
is R.
Since if L is non-trivial one of 1L and 2L must be non-trivial, the argument
above implies that
V(G1  G2)  fv1 + v2 : vi 2 V(Gi)g [ fv1 + d1(G2) : v1 2 V(G1)g
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For the other inclusion let
v 2 fv1 + v2 : vi 2 V(Gi)g [ fv1 + d1(G2) : v1 2 V(G)g
[fd1(G1) + v2 : v2 2 V(G)g:
Thus there exist nite nite subgroups L1 of G1 and L2 of G2 such that dL1 = v1,
dL2 = v2, and one of the Li is non-trivial. Using the K unneth formula again, one
calculates that dL1L2 = v. 
6.5.2. Finite-by-duality groups. Throughout this section, F, G and Q
will denote groups in a short exact sequence
1  ! F  ! G
  ! Q  ! 1;
where F is nite. This section builds up to the proof of Proposition 6.5.8 that if
Q is Bredon duality of dimension n over R, then G is also.
Lemma 6.5.4. Hi(G;RG)  = Hi(Q;RQ) for all i.
Proof. The Lyndon{Hochschild{Serre spectral sequence associated to the
extension is [Bro94, VIIx6]
Hp(Q;Hq(F;RG)) )
p Hp+q(G;RG):
RG is projective as a RF-module so by [Bie81, Proposition 5.3, Lemma 5.7],
Hq(F;RG)  = Hq(F;RF) 
RF RG =
(
R 
RF RG = RQ if q = 0;
0 else.
The spectral sequence collapses to Hi(G;RG)  = Hi(Q;RQ). 
Lemma 6.5.5. If Q is OFinFP0, then G is OFinFP0.
Proof. Let Bi for i = 0;:::;n be a collection of conjugacy class representa-
tives of all nite subgroups in Q. For each i, let B
j
i be a collection of conjugacy
class representatives of nite subgroups in G which project onto Bi. Since F is
nite  1(Bi) is nite and there are only nitely many j for each i, we claim that
these B
j
i are conjugacy class representatives for all nite subgroups in G.
Let K be some nite subgroup of G, we need to check it is conjugate to some
B
j
i. A = (K) is conjugate to Bi, let q 2 Q be such that q 1Aq = Bi and let
g 2 G be such that (g) = q.
(g 1Kg) = q 1Aq = Bi so g 1Kg is conjugate to some B
j
i and hence K is
conjugate to some B
j
i. Since we have already observed that for each i, the set
fB
j
igj is nite, G has nitely many conjugacy classes of nite subgroups. 
Lemma 6.5.6. If K is a nite subgroup of G then NGK is nite index in
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Proof. NGK is a subgroup of NG( 1  (K)) since if g 1Kg = K then
 
 1  (g)
 
 1  (K)
 
 1  (g)
 1 =  1  (K);
but g 2  1  (g) so g
 
 1  (K)

g 1 =  1  (K).
Consider the action of NG( 1  (K)) on  1  (K) by conjugation, the
setwise stabiliser of K is exactly NGK. Since  1  (K) is nite, any stabiliser
is nite index via the orbit-stabiliser theorem. We conclude that NGK is nite
index in NG( 1  (K)). 
Lemma 6.5.7. If L is a subgroup of Q then NG 1(L) =  1NQL.
Proof. If g 2 NG 1(L) then g 1 1(L)g =  1(L) so applying  gives
that (g) 1L(g) = L. Thus (g) 2 NQL, equivalently g 2  1NQL.
Conversely if g 2  1(NQL) then (g) 1L(g) = L so
 
 1  (g)
 1  1(L)
 
 1  (g)

=  1(L):
Since g 2  1  (g), we have that g 1 1(L)g =  1(L). 
Proposition 6.5.8. Q is Bredon duality of dimension n over R if and only
if G is Bredon duality of dimension n over R. Moreover, V(G) = V(Q).
Proof. Assume that Q is Bredon duality of dimension n of R. Let K be
a nite subgroup of G. We combine Lemma 6.5.6 and Lemma 6.5.7 to see that
NGK is nite index in NG( 1  (K)) =  1 (NQ(K)). Hence
Hi (WGK;R[WGK])  = Hi (NGK;R[NGK])
 = Hi  
 1 (NQ(K));R

 1 (NQ(K))

 = Hi (NQ(K);R[NQ(K)])
 = Hi (WQ(K);R[WQ(K)])
where the rst isomorphism is from the short exact sequence
1  ! K  ! NGK  ! WGK  ! 1
and Lemma 6.5.4, the fourth isomorphism is from the same lemma and a similar
short exact sequence containing NQK, and the third isomorphism follows from
Lemma 6.5.4 and the short exact sequence
1  ! F  !  1 (NQ(K))  ! NQ(K)  ! 1:
Since Q is Bredon duality of dimension n this gives the condition on the coho-
mology of the Weyl groups.
G is OFinFP0 by Lemma 6.5.5, and OFincdG = OFincdQ = n by [Nuc04,
Theorem 5.5]. So by Corollary 3.6.4, it remains to show that the Weyl groups
of the nite subgroups are FP1. For any 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exact sequence above and [Bie81, Proposition 1.4] gives that  1 (NQ(K)) is
FP1. But, as discussed at the beginning of the proof, NGK is nite index in
NG( 1  (K)) =  1 (NQ(K)), so NGK is FP1 also.
For the converse, assume that G is Bredon duality of dimension n over R.
Let K be a nite subgroup of Q then
Hi(WQK;R[WQK])  = Hi(NQK;R[NQK])
 = Hi( 1(NQK);R[ 1(NQK)])
 = Hi(NG 1K;R[NG 1K])
 = Hi(WG 1K;R[WG 1K]);
where the rst isomorphism is from the short exact sequence
1  ! K  ! NQK  ! WQK  ! 1
and Lemma 6.5.4, the fourth isomorphism is from the same lemma and a similar
short exact sequence containing NG 1K, the second isomorphism follows from
Lemma 6.5.4 and the short exact sequence
1  ! F  !  1 (NQK)  ! NQK  ! 1;
and the third isomorphism is from Lemma 6.5.7.
Since G is Bredon duality of dimension n this gives the condition on the
cohomology of the Weyl groups. Finally, since G is OFinFP1, thus also Q is
OFinFP1. 
6.6. Graphs of groups
An amalgamated free product of two duality groups of dimension n over a
duality group of dimension n   1 is duality of dimension n, similarly an HNN
extension of a duality group of dimension n relative to a duality group of dimen-
sion n 1 is duality of dimension n [Bie81, Proposition 9.15]. Unfortunately we
know of no such result for Bredon{Poincar e duality groups: the problem is how
to obtain the correct condition on the cohomology of the Weyl groups of the -
nite subgroups. However by putting some restrictions on the graph of groups, we
can obtain some useful examples. For instance using graphs of groups of Bredon
duality groups we will be able to build Bredon duality groups G with arbitrary
V(G).
Throughout this section, G is the fundamental group of a nite graph of
groups. Let T = (V;E) denote the associated Bass{Serre tree, we denote by Gv
the stabiliser of the vertex v 2 V and we denote by Ge the stabiliser of the edge
e 2 E. See [Ser03] for the necessary background on Bass{Serre trees and graphs
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We need some preliminary results, showing that a graph of groups is OFinFP
if all groups involved are OFinFP. See [Ser03] for the necessary background on
Bass{Serre trees and graphs of groups.
Lemma 6.6.1. [GN12, Lemma 3.2] There is an exact sequence, arising from
the Bass{Serre tree.
  ! Hi
OFin (G; )  !
M
v2V
Hi
OFin
 
Gv;ResG
Gv  

 !
M
e2E
Hi
OFin
 
Ge;ResG
Ge  

 ! 
Lemma 6.6.2. If all vertex groups Gv are of type OFinFPn and all edge groups
Ge are of type OFinFPn 1 over R then G is of type OFinFPn over R.
Proof. Let M, for  2 , be a directed system of OFin-modules with colimit
zero. For any subgroup H of G, the directed system ResG
H M also has colimit
zero. The long exact sequence of Lemma 6.6.1, and the exactness of colimits gives
that for all i, there is an exact sequence
  ! lim   !
2
Hi 1
OFin (G;M)  !
M
v2V
lim   !
2
Hi
OFin
 
Gv;ResG
Gv M

 !
M
e2E
lim   !
2
Hi
OFin
 
Ge;ResG
Ge M

 !  :
If i  n then by the Bieri{Eckmann criterion (Theorem 2.5.1), the left and right
hand terms vanish, thus the central term vanishes. Another application of the
Bieri{Eckmann criterion gives that G is OFinFPn. 
Lemma 6.6.3. If OFincdR Gv  n for all vertex groups Gv and OFincdR Ge 
n   1 for all edge groups Ge then OFincdR G  n.
Proof. Use the long exact sequence of Lemma 6.6.1. 
Lemma 6.6.4. If there exists a positive integer n such that:
(1) For every v 2 V , Hi(Gv;RGv) is R-at if i = n and 0 otherwise.
(2) For every e 2 E, Hi(Ge;RGe) is R-at if i = n   1 and 0 otherwise.
Then Hi(G;RG) is R-at if i = n and 0 else.
Proof. The Mayer{Vietoris sequence associated to the graph of groups is
  ! Hq(G;RG)  !
M
v2V
Hq (Gv;RG)  !
M
e2E
Hq (Ge;RG)  !  :
Hq (Gv;RG) = Hq(Gv;RGv) 
RGv RG by [Bie81, Proposition 5.4] so we have
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and a short exact sequence
0  !
M
e2E
Hn 1(Ge;RGe) 
RGe RG  ! Hn(G;RG)
 !
M
v2V
Hn(Gv;RGv) 
RGv RG  ! 0:
Finally, extensions of at modules by at modules are at (use, for example, the
long exact sequence associated to TorRG
 ). 
Remark 6.6.5. In the above, if Hn(G;RGv)  = R and Hn 1(Ge;RGe)  = R
for all vertex and edge groups then Hn(G;RG) will not be isomorphic to R.
Lemma 6.6.6. If K is a subgroup of the vertex group Gv and K is not sub-
conjugate to any edge group then NGK = NGvK.
Proof. Let T be the Bass{Serre tree, then the normaliser NGK xes TK
setwise, but TK is the single vertex v (if w 6= v was also xed by K then K
would x all edges on the path from v to w, but it is assumed that K is not
subconjugate to any edge stabiliser). Thus, NGK  Gv. 
Example 6.6.7. Let Sn denote the star graph of n + 1 vertices|a single
central vertex v0, and a single edge connecting every other vertex vi to the central
vertex. Let G be the fundamental group of a graph of groups on Sn, where the
central vertex group G0 is torsion-free duality of dimension n, the edge groups
are torsion-free duality of dimension n   1 and the remaining vertex groups Gi
are Bredon duality of dimension n with n1 = n.
By Lemmas 6.6.2 and 6.6.3, G is OFinFP of dimension n, so to prove it is
Bredon duality it suces to check the cohomology of the Weyl groups of the nite
subgroups. Any non-trivial nite subgroup is subconjugate to a unique vertex
group Gi, and cannot be subconjugate to an edge group since they are assumed
torsion-free. If K is a subgroup of Gi then by Lemma 6.6.6, Hi(NGK;R[NGK])  =
Hi(NGiK;R[NGiK]) and the condition follows as Gi was assumed to be Bredon
duality. Finally, for the trivial subgroup we must calculate Hi(G;RG), which is
Lemma 6.6.4.
V(G) is easily calculable too,
V(G) = fv : v 2 V(Gi) for some i 2 f1;:::;ngg:
Example 6.6.8 (A Bredon duality group with prescribed V(G)). We spe-
cialise the above example. Let V = fv1;:::;vtg  f0;1;:::;ng be given. Choos-
ing Gi = Zn o Z2 as in Example 6.2.3 so that V(Gi) = vi, let G0 = Zn, let the
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the edge groups into the vertex groups. Then form the graph of groups as in the
previous example to get, for G the fundamental group of the graph of groups,
V(G) = fv1;:::;vtg:
Because of Remark 6.6.5 the groups constructed in the example above will
not be Bredon{Poincar e duality groups.
6.7. The wrong notion of Bredon duality
This section grew out of an investigation into which groups were OFinFP over
some ring R with
Hi
OFin(G;R[ ;?]OFin)  =
(
R(?) if i = n,
0 else.
One might hope that this na ve denition would give a duality similar to Poincar e
duality, we show this is not the case. Namely we prove in Theorem 6.7.3 that
the only groups satisfying this property are torsion-free, and hence torsion-free
Poincar e duality groups over R. We need a couple of technical results before we
can prove the theorem.
Recall from Section 3.9 that for M a contravariant OFin-module we denote by
MD the dual module
MD = HomOFin
 
M( );R[ ;?]OFin

:
Note that MD is a covariant OFin-module. Similarly for A a covariant OFin-
module,
AD = HomOFin
 
A( );R[?; ]OFin

:
Lemma 6.7.1. If there exists a length n resolution of the constant covari-
ant module R by projective covariant OFin-modules then G is R-torsion free and
cdR G  n.
Proof. Let P   R be a length n projective covariant resolution of R,
evaluating at G=1 gives a length n resolution of R by projective RG-modules
(Propositions 2.3.2(1) and 3.2.2)(1). Thus cdR G  n and it follows that G is
R-torsion free. 
Let M be an RG-module and recall from Section 3.2 that inducing M to a
covariant OFin-module gives Ind
OFin
RG M = M 
RG R[G=1; ]OFin. The covariant
induction functor maps projective modules to projective modules and satises
the following adjoint isomorphism for any covariant OFin-module A (Propositions
2.3.2 and 2.3.1),
HomOFin(Ind
OFin
RG M;A)  = HomRG(M;A(G=1)):6.7. THE WRONG NOTION OF BREDON DUALITY 135
Lemma 6.7.2. If cdR G  n then there exists a length n projective covariant
resolution of R.
Proof. Let P be a length n projective RG-module resolution of R, then we
claim Ind
OFin
RG P is a projective covariant resolution of R. One can easily check
that Ind
OFin
RG R = R (Example 3.2.1) and since G is necessarily R-torsion-free,
Ind
OFin
RG P is exact (Proposition 3.2.5). 
Theorem 6.7.3. If G is OFinFP with OFincdR G = n and
Hi
OFin(G;R[ ;?]OFin)  =
(
R(?) if i = n,
0 else,
then G is torsion-free. Note that in the above, R denotes the constant covariant
OFin-module.
Proof. Choose a length n nite type projective OFin-module resolution P
of R then by the assumption on Hn
OFin(G;R[ ;?]OFin), we know that PD
 is a
covariant resolution by nitely generated projectives of R:
0 ! PD
0 ( )
@D
1 ! PD
1 ( )
@D
2 ! 
@D
n ! PD
n ( ) ! Hn
OFin(G;R[?; ]OFin)  = R( ) ! 0:
By Lemma 6.7.1 G is R-torsion-free and cdR G  n. Since G is OFinFP1, G
is FP1 (Corollary 3.6.4) and we may choose a length n nite type projective
RG-module resolution Q of R. Lemma 6.7.2 gives that Ind
OFin
RG Q   R is a
projective covariant resolution.
By the OFin-module analogue of the comparison theorem [Wei94, 2.2.6], the
two projective covariant resolutions of R are chain homotopy equivalent. Any
additive functor preserves chain homotopy equivalences, so applying the dual
functor to both complexes gives a chain homotopy equivalence between
0  ! RD  = 0  ! (Ind
OFin
RG Q0)D  !   ! (Ind
OFin
RG Qn)D
and
0  ! RD  = 0  ! PDD
n  ! PDD
n 1  !   ! PDD
0 ;
(that RD  = 0 is Example 3.9.1). Since HomOFin is left exact we know both
complexes above are left exact. Lemma 3.9.2 gives the commutative diagram
below.
0 // PDD
n //
 =

 // PDD
1 //
 =

PDD
0
 =

0 // Pn //  // P1 // P0
The lower complex, P, satises H0P  = R and HiP = 0 for all i 6= 0.
Thus the same is true for the top complex, and also the complex Ind
OFin
RG QD
 ,136 6. BREDON DUALITY GROUPS
since this is homotopy equivalent to it. In particular, there is an epimorphism of
OFin-modules,
Ind
OFin
RG QD
n   R:
The left hand side simplies, using the adjoint isomorphism
Ind
OFin
RG QD
n = HomOFin

Ind
OFin
RG Qn;R[?; ]OFin

 = HomRG(Qn;R[?;G=1]OFin):
Since HomRG(Qn;R[?;G=1]OFin)(G=H) = 0 if H 6= 1, this module cannot surject
onto R unless G is torsion-free. CHAPTER 7
Houghton's groups
This chapter, with the exception of Sections 7.4.1 and 7.4.2, contains material
that has appeared in:
 Centralisers in Houghton's Groups (2012, to appear Proc. Edinburgh
Math. Soc.) [SJG12].
Sections 7.4.1 and 7.4.2 contain unpublished joint work with Nansen Petrosyan.
Section 7.1 contains an analysis of the centralisers of nite subgroups in
Houghton's group. As Corollary 7.1.7 we obtain that centralisers of nite sub-
groups are FPn 1 but not FPn. In Section 7.2 our analysis is extended to arbi-
trary elements and virtually cyclic subgroups. Using this information elements
in Hn are constructed whose centralisers are FPi for any 0  i  n   3.
In Section 7.3 the space that Brown constructed in [Bro87], in order to prove
that Hn is FPn 1 but not FPn, is shown to be a model for EFinHn, the classifying
space for proper actions of Hn. Finally Section 7.4 contains a discussion of Bredon
(co)homological niteness conditions satised by Houghton's group, namely we
show in Proposition 7.4.1 that Hn is not quasi-OFinFP0 and in Proposition 7.4.3
that the Bredon cohomological dimension with respect to the family of nite
subgroups and virtually cyclic subgroups are both equal to n. See Section 3.6.1
for the denition of quasi-OFinFPn.
Fixing a natural number n > 1, dene Houghton's group Hn to be the group
of permutations of S = N  f1;:::;ng which are \eventually translations", ie.
for any given permutation h 2 Hn there are collections fz1;:::;zng 2 Nn and
fm1;:::;mng 2 Zn with
h(i;x) = (i + mx;x) for all x 2 f1;:::;ng and all i  zx: (7.1)
Dene a map  as follows:
 : Hn ! f(m1;:::;mn) 2 Zn :
X
mi = 0g  = Zn 1 (7.2)
 : h 7! (m1;:::;mn): (7.3)
Its kernel is exactly the permutations which are \eventually zero" on S, ie. the
innite symmetric group Sym1 (the nite support permutations of the countable
set S).
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7.1. Centralisers of nite subgroups in Hn
First we recall some properties of group actions on sets, before specialising to
Houghton's group.
Proposition 7.1.1. If G is a group acting on a countable set X and H is
any subgroup of G then
(1) If x and y are in the same G-orbit then their isotropy subgroups Gx and
Gy are G-conjugate.
(2) If g 2 CG(H) then Hgx = Hx for all x 2 X.
(3) Partition X into fXagt
a=1, where t 2 N [ f1g, via the equivalence re-
lation x  y if and only if Hx is H-conjugate to Hy. Any two points
in the same H-orbit will lie in the same partition and any c 2 CG(H)
maps Xa onto Xa for all a.
(4) Let G act faithfully on X, with the property that for all g 2 G and
Xa  X as in the previous section, there exists a group element ga 2 G
which xes XnXa and acts as g does on Xa. Then CG(H) = C1Ct
where Ca is the subgroup of CG(H) acting trivially on X n Xa.
Proof. (1) and (2) are standard results.
(3) This follows immediately from (1) and (2).
(4) This follows from (3) and our new assumption on G: Let c 2 CG(H)
and ca be the element given by the assumption. Since the action of G
on X is faithful, ca is necessarily unique. That the action is faithful also
implies c = c1 ct and that any two ca and cb commute in G because
they act non-trivially only on distinct Xa. Thus we have the necessary
isomorphism CG(H)  ! C1    Ct.

Let Q  Hn be a nite subgroup of Houghton's group Hn and SQ = S n SQ
the set of points of S which are not xed by Q. Q being nite implies (Q) = 0
as any element q with (q) 6= 0 necessarily has innite order. For every q 2 Q
there exists fz1;:::;zng 2 Nn such that
q(i;x) = (i;x) if i  zx:
Taking z0
x to be the maximum of these zx over all elements in Q, then Q must
x the set f(i;x) : i  z0
xg and in particular SQ  f(i;x) : i < z0
xg is nite.
We need to see that the subgroup Q  Hn acting on the set S satises
the conditions of Proposition 7.1.1(4). We give the following lemma in more
generality than is needed here, as it will come in useful later on. That the action
is faithful is automatic as an element h 2 Hn is uniquely determined by its action
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Lemma 7.1.2. Let Q  Hn be a subgroup, which is either nite or of the
form F o Z for F a nite subgroup of Hn. Partition S with respect to Q into
sets fSagt
a=1 as in Proposition 7.1.1(3) applied to the action of Hn on S and the
subgroup Q of Hn. Then the conditions of Proposition 7.1.1(4) are satised.
Proof. Fix a 2 f1;:::;tg and let ha denote the permutation of S which xes
S n Sa and acts as h does on Sa. We wish to show that ha is an element of Hn.
There are only nitely many elements in Q with nite order so as in the
argument just before this lemma we may choose integers zx for x 2 f1;:::;ng
such that if q is a nite order element of Q then q(i;x) = (i;x) whenever i  zx.
If Q is a nite group then either:
 Sa is xed by Q, in which case
f(i;x) : i  zx ; x 2 f1;:::;ngg  Sa
so ha(i;x) = h(i;x) for all i  zx. In particular for large enough i, ha
acts as a translation on (i;x) and is hence an element of Hn.
Or
 Sa is not xed by Q, in which case
Sa  f(i;x) : i < zx ; x 2 f1;:::;ngg:
In particular Sa is nite and ha(i;x) = (i;x) for all i  zx. Hence ha is
an element of Hn.
It remains to treat the case where Q = F o Z. Write w for a generator of Z
in F oZ. By choosing a larger zx if needed we may assume w acts either trivially
or as a translation on (i;x) whenever i  zx. Hence for any x 2 f1;:::;ng, the
isotropy group in Q of f(i;x) : i  zxg is either F or Q.
If Sa has isotropy group Q or F then for some x 2 f1;:::;ng, either

Sa \ f(i;x) : i  zxg = f(i;x) : i  zxg
in which case ha(i;x) = h(i;x) for i  zx. In particular for large enough
i, ha acts as a translation on (i;x) and hence is an element of Hn.
Or

Sa \ f(i;x) : i  zxg = ;
in which case ha(i;x) = (i;x) for i  zx. In particular for large enough
i, ha xes (i;x) and hence is an element of Hn.
If Sa is the set corresponding to an isotropy group not equal to F or Q then
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So ha xes (i;x) for i  zx and hence ha is an element of Hn. 
Partition S into disjoint sets according to the Q-conjugacy classes of the
stabilisers, as in Proposition 7.1.1(3). The set with isotropy in Q equal to Q is
SQ and since SQ is nite the partition is nite, thus
S = SQ [ S1 [  [ St:
Proposition 7.1.1(4) gives that
CHn(Q) = HnjSQ  C1  :::  Ct
where each Ca acts only on Sa and leaves SQ and Sb xed for a 6= b (where
a;b 2 f1;:::;tg). The rst element of the direct product decomposition is the
subgroup of CHn(Q) acting only on SQ and leaving S n SQ xed. This is HnjSQ
(Hn restricted to SQ) because, as the action of Q on SQ is trivial, any permutation
of SQ will centralise Q. Choose a bijection SQ ! S such that for all x, (i;x) 7!
(i + mx;x) for large enough i and some mx 2 Z, this induces an isomorphism
between HnjSQ and Hn.
To give an explicit denition of the group Ca we need three lemmas.
Lemma 7.1.3. Ca is isomorphic to the group T of Q-set automorphisms of
Sa.
Proof. An element c 2 Ca determines a Q-set automorphism of Sa, giving a
map Ca ! T. Since the action of Ca on Sa is faithful this map is injective. Any
Q-set automorphism  of Sa may be extended to a Q-set automorphism of S,
where  acts trivially on SnSa. Since Sa is a nite set,  acts trivially on (i;x) for
large enough i and any x 2 f1;:::;ng, and hence  is an element of Hn. Finally,
since  is a Q-set automorphism qs = qs, equivalently  1qs = s, for all
s 2 S and q 2 Q, showing that  2 Ca and so the map Ca ! T is surjective. 
Lemma 7.1.4. Sa is Q-set isomorphic to the disjoint union of r copies of
Q=Qa, where Qa is an isotropy group of Sa and r = jSaj=jQ : Qaj.
Proof. Sa is nite and so splits as a disjoint union of nitely many Q-orbits.
Choose orbit representatives fs1;:::;srg  Sa for these orbits, these sk may be
chosen to have the same Q-stabilisers: If Qs1 6= Qs2 then there is some q 2 Q such
that Qqs2 = qQs2q 1 = Qs1 (the partitions Sa were chosen to have this property
by Proposition 7.1.1), iterating this procedure we get a set of representatives who
all have isotropy group Qs1. Now set Qa = Qs1 and note that there are jQ : Qaj
elements in each of the Q-orbits so rjQ : Qaj = jSaj. 7.1. CENTRALISERS OF FINITE SUBGROUPS IN Hn 141
Recall that if G is any group and r  1 is some natural number then the
wreath product G o Symr is the semi-direct product
G o Symr =
r Y
k=1
G o Symr
where the symmetric group Symr acts by permuting the factors in the direct
product.
Recall also that for any subgroup H of a group G, the Weyl group WGH is
dened to be WGH = NGH=H.
Lemma 7.1.5. The group Ca is isomorphic to the wreath product WQQaoSymr,
where Qa is some isotropy group of Sa and r = jSaj=jQ : Qaj.
Proof. Using Lemmas 7.1.3 and 7.1.4, Ca is isomorphic to the group of Q-set
automorphisms of the disjoint union of r copies of Q=Qa.
To begin, we show the group of automorphisms of the Q-set Q=Qa is isomor-
phic to WQQa. An automorphism  : Q=Qa ! Q=Qa is determined by the image
(Qa) = qQa of the identity coset and such an element determines an automor-
phism if and only if q 1Qaq  Qa, equivalently q 2 NQQa. Since two elements
q1;q2 2 Q will determine the same automorphism if and only if q1Qa = q2Qa, the
group of Q-set automorphisms of Q=Qa is the Weyl group WQQa.
For the general case, note that if c 2 Ca then c permutes the Q-orbits
fQs1;:::;Qsrg, so there is a map  : Ca ! Symr. Assume that the repre-
sentatives fs1;:::;srg have been chosen, as in the proof of Lemma 7.1.4, to have
the same Q-stabilisers. The map  is split by the map
 : Symr ! Ca
 7!
 
() : qsk 7! qs(k) for all q 2 Q

:
Each () is a well dened element of Hn since
qsk = ~ qsk , ~ q 1q 2 Qsk = Qs(k) , qs(k) = ~ qs(k):
The kernel of the map  is exactly the elements of Ca which x each Q-orbit
but may permute the elements inside the Q-orbits, by the previous part this is
exactly
Qr
k=1 WQQa. For any  2 Symr, the element () acts on
Qr
k=1 WQQa
by permuting the factors, so the group Ca is indeed isomorphic to the wreath
product. 
The centraliser CHnQ can now be completely described.
Proposition 7.1.6. The centraliser CHn(Q) of any nite subgroup Q  Hn
splits as a direct product
CHn(Q)  = HnjSQ  C1    Ct;142 7. HOUGHTON'S GROUPS
Figure 1. A representation of Sa. The large circles are the sets
fQs1 :::;Qsrg (in this gure r = 3). Elements of Symr permute
only the large circles, while elements of
Qr
k=1 WQQa leave the
large circles xed and permute only elements inside them.
where HnjSQ  = Hn is Houghton's group restricted to SQ and for all a 2 f1;:::;tg,
Ca  = WQQa o Symr
for Qa is an isotropy group of Sa and r = jSaj=jQ : Qaj. In particular Hn is nite
index in CHn(Q).
Proof. We have already proven that
CHn(Q)  = HnjSQ  C1    Ct
and Lemma 7.1.5 gives the required description of Ca. 
Corollary 7.1.7. If Q is a nite subgroup of Hn then the centraliser CHn(Q)
is FPn 1 but not FPn.
Proof. Hn is nite index in the centraliser CHn(Q) by Proposition 7.1.6.
Appealing to Brown's result [Bro87, 5.1] that Hn is FPn 1 but not FPn, and that
a group is FPn if and only if a nite index subgroup is FPn [Bro94, VIII.5.5.1]
we can deduce CHn(Q) is FPn 1 but not FPn. 
7.2. Centralisers of elements in Hn
If q 2 Hn is an element of nite order then the subgroup Q = hqi is a
nite subgroup and the previous section may be used to describe the centraliser
CHn(q) = CHn(Q). Thus for an element q of nite order CHn(q)  = C  Hn for
some nite group C.
If q 2 Hn is an element of innite order and Q = hqi then we may apply
Proposition 7.1.1(3) to split up S into a disjoint collection fSa : a 2 A  Ng[SQ
(SQ is the element of the collection associated to the isotropy group Q). Assume7.2. CENTRALISERS OF ELEMENTS IN Hn 143
that S0 is the set associated to the trivial isotropy group. Since q is a translation
on (i;x) 2 S = N  f1;:::;ng for large enough i and points acted on by such a
translation have trivial isotropy, there are only nitely many elements of S whose
isotropy group is neither the trivial group nor Q. Hence Sa is nite for a 6= 0 and
the set A is nite. From now on let A = f0;:::;tg. We now use Lemma 7.1.2
and Proposition 7.1.1(4) as in the previous section: CHn(Q) splits as
CHn(Q)  = C0  C1    Ct  HnjSQ
where Ca acts only on Sa and HnjSQ is Houghton's group restricted to SQ. Unlike
in the last section, HnjSQ may not be isomorphic to Hn. Let J  f1;:::;ng satisfy
x 2 J if and only if (i;x) 2 SQ for all i  zx, some zx 2 N:
If x = 2 J then for large enough i, q must act as a non-trivial translation on (i;x),
and the set (N  fxg) \ SQ is nite. Clearly jJj  n   2, but dierent elements
q may give values 0  jJj  n   2. In the case jJj = 0, SQ is necessarily nite
and so HnjSQ is isomorphic to a nite symmetric group on SQ. It is also possible
that SQ = ;, in which case HnjSQ is just the trivial group. If jJj 6= 0 then the
argument proceeds by choosing a bijection
SQ ! N  J
such that (i;x) 7! (i + mx;x) for some mx 2 Z whenever i is large enough and
x 2 J. This set map induces a group isomorphism between HnjSQ and HjJj
(Houghton's group on the set J  N).
Lemma 7.1.5 describes the groups Ca for a 6= 0, so it remains only to treat
the case a = 0. We cannot use the arguments used for a 6= 0 here as the set S0 is
not nite, in particular Lemma 7.1.3 doesn't apply: Every Q-set isomorphism of
S0 is realised by an element of the innite support permutation group on S0, but
there are Q-set isomorphisms of S0 which are not realised by an element of Hn.
The next three lemmas are needed to describe C0, this description will use
the graph   which we now describe. The vertices of   are those x 2 f1;:::;ng for
which q acts non-trivially on innitely many elements of N  fxg. Equivalently,
the vertices are the elements of f1;:::;ngnJ. There is an edge from x to y in  
if there exists s 2 S0 and N 2 N such that for all m  N we have q ms 2 Nfxg
and qms 2 Nfyg. Let 0  denote the path components of  , and for any vertex
x of   denote by [x] the element of 0  corresponding to that vertex.
Let z 2 N be some integer such that for all i  z, q acts trivially or as a
translation on (i;x) for all x 2 f1;:::;ng. Fix z for the remainder of this section.
For each path component [x] in 0 , let S
[x]
0 denote the smallest Q-subset of
S0 containing the set f(i;y) : i  z; y 2 [x]g. Note that (i;y) = 2 S
[x]
0 for any
y = 2 [x] and i  z, since if (i;x) and (j;y) are two elements of S0 in the same144 7. HOUGHTON'S GROUPS
Q-orbit with i  z and j  z then there is an edge between x and y in  : If
(i;x) = qk(j;y) and q acts as a positive translation on the element (i;x) then let
N = k and s = (i;x), similarly for when q acts as a negative translation. This
gives a Q-set decomposition of S0 as
S0 =
a
[x]20 
S
[x]
0 ;
where
`
denotes disjoint union.
Lemma 7.2.1. Let [x] 2 0 , if C
[x]
0 denotes the subgroup of C0 which acts
non-trivially only on S
[x]
0 then there is an isomorphism
C0  = C
[x1]
0    C
[xr]
0 ;
where [x1];[x2];:::;[xr] are all elements of 0 .
Proof. If c 2 C0 and [x] 2 0  then let c[x] denote the permutation of S
such that c[x] acts as c does on S
[x]
0 , and acts trivially on S n S
[x]
0 . We will show
that c[x] is an element of C0. Since the action of C0 on S0 is faithful it follows
that the elements c[x] and c[y] commute and
c = c[x1]c[x2] c[xr];
which suces to prove the lemma.
Let y 2 f1;:::;ng. The element c[x] acts trivially on (i;y) for i  z if y = 2 [x]
and acts as as c does on (i;y) for i  z if y 2 [x], thus c[x] is an element of Hn.
Since c[x] is also a Q-set automorphism of S, c[x] is a member of C0. 
Lemma 7.2.2. Let [x] 2 0 , let c 2 C0, and let z0 2 N be such that c acts
either trivially or as a translation on (i;x) for all x 2 f1;:::;ng and i  z0. Then
the action of c on some element (i;x) 2 S for i  z0 completely determines the
action of c on S
[x]
0 .
Proof. Firstly, note that knowing the action of c on some element (i;x) for
i  z0 determines the action of c on the set f(i;x) : i  z0g, since we chose z0 in
order to have this property.
Let y 2 [x] such that there is an edge from x to y, so there is a natural number
N and element s 2 S
[x]
0 such that qNs = (i;x) and q Ns = (j;y) for some natural
numbers i and j. By choosing N larger if necessary we can take i;j  z0. The
action of c on (j;y) is now completely determined by the action on (i;x), since
c(j;y) = cq 2N(i;x) = q 2Nc(i;x):
For any y 2 [x] there is a path from x to y in  , so we've determined the action
of c on the set X = f(j;y) : j  z0 ; y 2 [x]g. If s 2 S
[x]
0 n X then, since S
[x]
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is nite, there is some integer m with qms = x 2 X. So cs = cq mx = q mcx,
which completely determines the action of c on s. 
Lemma 7.2.3. For any [x] 2 0 , there is an isomorphism
C
[x]
0  = Z:
Proof. By Lemma 7.2.2 the action is completely determined by the action on
some element (i;x) for large enough i, and the action on this element is necessarily
by translation by some element mx(c). This denes an injective homomorphism
C
[x]
0 ! Z, sending c 7! mx(c). Let q[x] be the element of C
[x]
0 described in the
proof of Lemma 7.2.1, q[x] is a non-trivial element of C
[x]
0 so C
[x]
0 is mapped
isomorphically onto a non-trivial subgroup of Z. 
Combining Lemmas 7.2.1 and 7.2.3 shows C0  = Zr where r = j0 j.
Recall that the vertices of   are indexed by the set f1;:::;ngnJ. Since there
are no isolated vertices in  , j0 j  b(n jJj)=2c (where b c denotes the integer
oor function). Recalling that 0  jJj  n 2, the set f1;:::;ngnJ is necessarily
non-empty so 1  j0 j, combining these gives
1  j0 j  b(n   jJj)=2c:
We can now completely describe the centraliser CHn(q).
Theorem 7.2.4.
(1) If q 2 Hn is an element of nite order then
CHn(q)  = HnjSQ  C1    Ct
where HnjSQ  = Hn is Houghton's group restricted to SQ and for all
a 2 f1;:::;tg,
Ca  = WQQa o Symr
for Qa an isotropy group of Sa and r = jSaj=jQ : Qaj. In particular Hn
is nite index in CHnQ.
(2) If q 2 Hn is an element of innite order then either
CHn(q)  = Hk  Zr  C1    Ct
or
CHn(q)  = F  Zr  C1    Ct
where F is some nite symmetric group, Hk is Houghton's group with
0  k  n   2, and the groups Ca are as in the previous part. In the
rst case 1  r  b(n   k)=2c, and in the second case 1  r  bn=2c.146 7. HOUGHTON'S GROUPS
In Corollary 7.1.7 it was proved that for an element q of nite order, CHn(q) is
FPn 1 but not FPn. The situation is much worse for elements q of innite order,
in which case the centraliser may not even be nitely generated, for example
when n is odd and q is the element acting on S = N  f1;:::;ng as
q :
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
(i;x) 7! (i + 1;x) if x  (n   1)=2
(i;x) 7! (i   1;x) if (n + 1)=2  x  n   1 and i 6= 0
(0;x) 7! (0;x   ((n   1)=2)) if (n + 1)=2  x  n   1
(i;n) 7! (i;n)
then the only xed points are on the ray N  fng. The argument leading up
to Theorem 7.2.4 shows that the centraliser is a direct product of groups, one
of which is Houghton's group H1 which is isomorphic to the innite symmetric
group and hence not nitely generated. In particular for this q, the centraliser
CHn(q) is not even FP1. A similar example can easily be constructed when n is
even.
All the groups in the direct product decomposition from Theorem 7.2.4 ex-
cept Hk are FP1, being built by extensions from nite groups and free Abelian
groups. By choosing various innite order elements q, for example by modifying
the example of the previous paragraph, the centralisers can be chosen to be FPk
for 0  k  n   3. The upper bound of n   3 arises because any innite order
element q must necessarily be \eventually a translation" (in the sense of (7.1))
on N  fxg for at least two x. As such the copy of Houghton's group in the
centraliser can act on at most n   2 rays and is thus at largest Hn 2, which is
FPn 3.
Corollary 7.2.5. If Q is an innite virtually cyclic subgroup of Hn then
either
CHn(Q)  = Hk  Zr  C1    Ct
or
CHn(Q)  = F  Zr  C1    Ct
where the elements in the decomposition are all as in Theorem 7.2.4.
This corollary can be proved by reducing to the case of Theorem 7.2.4, but
before that we require the following lemma.
Lemma 7.2.6. Every innite virtually cyclic subgroup Q of Hn is nite-by-Z.
Proof. By [JPL06, Proposition 4], Q is either nite-by-Z or nite-by-D1
where D1 denotes the innite dihedral group, we show the latter cannot occur.
Assume that there is a short exact sequence of groups
1  ! F , ! Q
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regarding F as a subgroup of Q. Let a;b generate D1, so that
D1 = ha;b j a2 = b2 = 1i:
Let p;q 2 Q be lifts of a;b, such that (p) = a, (q) = b, then p2 2 F. Since
F is nite, p2 has nite order and hence p has nite order. The same argument
shows that q has nite order. The element pq 2 Q necessarily has innite order
as (pq) is innite order in D1.
However, since p and q are nite order elements of Hn, by the argument at
the beginning of Section 7.1 they both permute only a nite subset of S. Thus
pq permutes a nite subset of S and is of nite order, but this contradicts the
previous paragraph.

Proof of Corollary 7.2.5. Using the previous lemma, write Q as Q =
F o Z where F is a nite group. As F is nite, the set SF of points not xed
by F is nite (see the argument at the beginning of Section 7.1). Let z 2 N
be such that for i  z, F acts trivially on (i;x) for all x, and Z acts on (i;x)
either trivially or as a translation. Applying Lemma 7.1.2 and Proposition 7.1.1,
S splits as a disjoint union
S = SQ [ S0 [ S1 [  [ St
where SQ is the xed point set, S0 is the set with isotropy group F and the Sa
for 1  a  t are subsets of f(i;x) : i  zg, and hence all nite. By Proposition
7.1.1, CHn(Q) splits as a direct product
C = HnjSQ  C0  C1  :::  Ct
where HnjSQ denotes Houghton's group restricted to SQ. The argument of Theo-
rem 7.2.4 showing that HnjSQ is isomorphic to either a nite symmetric group or
to Hk for some 0  k  n   2 goes through with no change, as does the proof of
the structure of the groups Ca for 1  a  t. It remains to observe that because
every element in S0 is xed by F, any element of Hn centralising Z and xing
S n S0 necessarily also centralises Q and is thus a member of C0. This reduces
us again to the case of Theorem 7.2.4 showing that C0  = Zr for some natural
number 1  r  b(n   k)=2c, or 1  r  bn=2c if HnjSQ is a nite symmetric
group. 
7.3. Brown's model for EFinHn
The main result of this section will be Corollary 7.3.4, where the construction
of Brown [Bro87] used to prove that Hn is FPn 1 but not FPn is shown to be a
model for EFinHn.
In this section, maps are written from left to right.148 7. HOUGHTON'S GROUPS
Write M for the monoid of injective maps S ! S with the property that
every permutation is \eventually a translation" (in the sense of (7.1)), and write
T for the free monoid generated by ft1;:::;tng where
(i;x)ty =
(
(i + 1;x) if x = y;
(i;x) if x 6= y:
The elements of T will be called translations. The map  : Hn ! Zn, dened
in (7.2), extends naturally to a map  : M ! Zn. Give M a poset structure
by setting    if  = t for some t 2 T. The monoid M can be given the
obvious action on the right by Hn, which in turn gives an action of Hn on the
poset (M;) since  = t implies h = th for all h 2 Hn. Let jMj be the
geometric realisation of this poset, namely simplicies in jMj are nite ordered
collections of elements in M with the obvious face maps. An element h 2 Hn
xes a vertex fg 2 jMj if and only if sh = s for all s 2 S if and only if h
xes S, so the stabiliser (Hn) may only permute the nite set S n S and we
may deduce:
Proposition 7.3.1. Stabilisers of simplicies in jMj are nite.
We now build up to the the proof that jMj is a model for EFinHn with a few
lemmas.
Proposition 7.3.2. If Q  Hn is a nite group then the xed point set jMj
Q
is non-empty and contractible.
Proof. For all q 2 Q, choose fz0(q);:::;zn(q)g to be an n-tuple of nat-
ural numbers such that (i;x)q = (i;x) whenever i  zx(q) for all i. Q then
xes all elements (i;x) 2 S with i  maxQ zx(q). Dene a translation t =
t
maxQ z1(q)
1 t
maxQ zn(q)
n , t 2 MQ so ftg is a vertex of jMj
Q and jMj
Q 6= ;.
If fmg;fng 2 jMj
Q then let a;b 2 T be two translations such that
(m)   (n) = (b)   (a)
(recall that for a translation t, (t) must be an n-tuple of positive numbers).
Thus (am) = (bn), and since am;bn 2 M there exist n-tuples fz1;:::;zng and
fz0
1;:::;z0
ng such that am acts as a translation for all (i;x) 2 S with i  zx and
bn acts as a translation for all (i;x) 2 S with i  z0
x. Let
c = t
maxfz1;z0
1g
1 :::tmaxfzn;z0
ng
n
so that cam = cbn, further pre-composing c with a large translation (for example
that from the rst section of this proof) we can assume that cam = cbn 2 MQ,
and fcam = cbng 2 jMj
Q. This shows the poset MQ is directed and hence the
simplicial realisation jMQj = jMj
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Proposition 7.3.3. If Q  Hn is an innite group then jMj
Q = ;.
Proof. Consider an innite subgroup Q  Hn with jMj
Q 6= ; and choose
some vertex fmg 2 jMj
Q. For any q 2 Q, since mq = m it must be that (m) +
(q) = (m) and so (q) = 0, hence Q is a subgroup of Sym1  Hn. Furthermore
Q must permute an innite subset of S (if it permuted just a nite set it would
be a nite subgroup). That mq = m implies that this innite subset is a subset
of S n Sm but this is nite by construction. So the xed point subset jMj
Q for
any innite subgroup Q is empty. 
Corollary 7.3.4. jMj is a model for EFinHn.
Proof. Combine Propositions 7.3.1, 7.3.2 and 7.3.3. 
7.4. Finiteness conditions satised by Hn
Recall from Proposition 3.6.1 that a group G is OFinFP0 if and only if it
has nitely many conjugacy classes of nite subgroups. G satises the weaker
quasi-OFinFP0 condition if and only if it has nitely many conjugacy classes of
subgroups isomorphic to a given nite subgroup (see Section 3.6.1).
Proposition 7.4.1. Hn is not quasi-OFinFP0.
Before the above proposition is proved, we need a lemma. In the innite sym-
metric group Sym1 acting on the set S, elements can be represented by products
of disjoint cycles. We use the standard notation for a cycle: (s1;s2;:::;sm) rep-
resents the element of Sym1 sending si 7! si+1 for i < n and sn 7! s1. Any
element of nite order in Hn is contained in the innite symmetric group Sym1
by the argument at the beginning of Section 7.1. We say two elements of Sym1
have the same cycle type if they have the same number of cycles of length m for
each m 2 N.
Lemma 7.4.2. If q is a nite order element of Hn and h is an arbitrary
element of Hn, then hqh 1 is the permutation given in the disjoint cycle nota-
tion by applying h to each element in each disjoint cycle of q. In particular,
if q is represented by the single cycle (s1;:::sm), then hqh 1 is represented by
(hs1;:::;hsm).
Furthermore, two nite order elements of Hn are conjugate if and only if they
have the same cycle type.
Proof. The proof of the rst part is analogous to [Rot95, Lemma 3.4]. Let
q be an element of nite order and h an arbitrary element of Hn. If q xes s 2 S
then hqh 1 xes hs. If q(i) = j, h(i) = k and h(j) = l, for i;j;k;l 2 S, then
hqh 1(k) = l exactly as required.150 7. HOUGHTON'S GROUPS
By the above, conjugate elements have the same cycle type. For the converse,
notice any two nite order elements with the same cycle type necessarily lie in
Symr for some r 2 N so by [Rot95, Theorem 3.5] they are conjugated by an
element of Symr. 
Proof of Proposition 7.4.1. Choosing a collection of elements qi for each
i 2 N1, so that qi has i disjoint 2-cycles gives a collection of isomorphic subgroups
which are all non-conjugate by Lemma 7.4.2. 
Proposition 7.4.3. OFincdHn = gdFin Hn = n.
Proof. As described in the introduction, Hn can be written as
Sym1 , ! Hn   Zn 1:
Now, gdFin Zn 1 = gdZn 1 = n   1 and gdFin Sym1 = 1 by [LW12, Theorem
4.3], as it is the colimit of its nite subgroups each of which have proper geo-
metric dimension 0, and the directed category over which the colimit is taken
has homotopy dimension 1 [LW12, Lemma 4.2]. Zn 1 is torsion free and so has
a bound of 1 on the orders of its nite subgroups and we deduce from [L uc00,
Theorem 3.1] that gdFin Hn  n   1 + 1 = n.
To deduce the other bound, we use an argument due to Gandini [Gan12a].
Assume that OFincdHn  n   1. By [BLN01, Theorem 2] we have
cdQ Hn  OFincdHn = n   1:
In [Bro87, Theorem 5.1], it is proved that Hn is FPn 1 (but not FPn), combining
this with [LN01, Proposition 1] we deduce that there is a bound on the orders
of the nite subgroups of Hn, but this is obviously a contradiction, thus
n  OFincdHn  gdFin Hn  n:

The remainder of this section is devoted to proving the following.
Theorem 7.4.4. OVCyccdHn = n.
The proof is based on a pushout of L uck and Weiermann [LW12], described
below.
7.4.1. The pushout of L uck and Weiermann. For any group G, we
say two innite virtually cyclic subgroups K and K0 of G are commensurate,
written K  K0, if jK \ K0j = 1. Commensurability is an equivalence relation
and we write [VCyc nFin] for the set of equivalence classes. The normaliser of7.4. FINITENESS CONDITIONS SATISFIED BY Hn 151
an equivalence class [K] is dened to be the stabiliser of the action of G on
[VCyc nFin] by conjugation, namely
NG[K] = fx 2 G : Kx  Kg:
Associated to each innite virtually cyclic subgroup K we dene the subfamily
VCyc[K] of VCyc by
VCyc[K] = fL 2 VCyc nFin : L  Kg [ (Fin \K):
If X is a right G-space and Y is a left G-space then we denote by X G Y
the twisted product of X and Y , dened to be the quotient space of X Y under
the action g  (x;y) = (xg 1;gy) [Bre72, xII.2]. If Y is a left H-space for some
subgroup H of G then GH Y is a left G-space via the usual left action of G on
itself.
Proposition 7.4.5 ([tD87, Proposition I.(4.3)]). Let H be a subgroup of
G, let Y be a left H-space, and let X be a left G-space. There is an adjoint
isomorphism
[G H Y;X]G = [Y;X]H;
where [Z;X]G denotes the set of G-homotopy classes of G-equivariant maps be-
tween two G-spaces Z and X.
Theorem 7.4.6. [LW12, Theorem 2.3, Remark 2.5] Let I denote a complete
set of representatives of the G-orbits in [VCyc nFin]. Choosing arbitrary NG[K]-
CW-models for EFinNG[K] and EVCyc[K]NG[K] and an arbitrary G-CW-model
for EFinG, the cellular G-pushout described below may be constructed with the
maps i and f[K] equivariant cellular maps, and either with i an inclusion of G-
CW-complexes or with every f[K] an inclusion of NG[K]-CW-complexes and i a
cellular G-map.
`
[K]2I
G NG[K] EFinNG[K]
i //
`
[K]2I idG NG[K]f[K]

EFinG
 `
[K]2I
G NG[K] EVCyc[K]NG[K] // X
Moreover the space X dened by the pushout is a model for E VCycG.
We can describe explicitly the G-homotopy classes of the maps i and f[K] in
the pushout above: By restricting the G-action, any model for EFinG is a model
for EFinNG[K] so there is a NG[K]-map EFinNG[K] ! EFinG, and using the
adjoint isomorphism of Proposition 7.4.5 there is a G-map GNG[K]EFinNG[K] !
EFinG. The coproduct of these maps, one for each [K] 2 I, is the map i. Since
EFinNG[K] is an NG[K]-space with nite isotropy, it is a priori an NG[K]-space152 7. HOUGHTON'S GROUPS
with isotropy in VCyc[K], there is a map EFinNG[K] ! EVCyc[K]NG[K]. This is
the map f[K].
This pushout gives a long exact sequence in Bredon cohomology [L uc89,
Lemma 13.7]:
  ! Hi
OVCyc(G; )  !
0
@
Y
[K]2I
Hi
OVCyc[K](NG[K];Res
OVCycG
OVCyc[K]NG[K]  )
1
A  Hi
OFin(G;Res
OVCycG
OFinG  )
 !
Y
[K]2I
Hi
OFin(NG[K];Res
OVCycG
OFinNG[K]  )  !  :
For brevity we will usually omit the restriction maps from now on.
Given an innite virtually cyclic subgroup K of G, let K : NGK ! WK
denote the projection map and for any OVCyc[K]NGK-module let K
 M denote the
OFin WK-module given by
K
 M : WK=L 7! M(NGK= 1(L));
for any nite subgroup L of WK.
Lemma 7.4.7. [DP12, Lemma 4.2] If K is an innite virtually cyclic subgroup
and NG[K] = NGK then there is an isomorphism,
Hi
OVCyc[K](NGK; )  = Hi
OFin(WGK;K
  ):
Combining this lemma with the long exact sequence gives the following.
Proposition 7.4.8. If every G-orbit in [VCyc nFin] contains a K such that
NG[K] = NGK then, letting A be a set of representatives with that property, there
is a long exact sequence:
  ! Hi
OVCyc(G; )  !
 
Y
K2A
Hi
OFin(WGK;K
  )
!
 Hi
OFin(G; )
 !
Y
K2A
Hi
OFin(NGK; )  !  :
7.4.2. Calculation of OVCyccdHn.
Lemma 7.4.9. For every innite virtually cyclic subgroup K of Hn there exists
L commensurate to K with
NG[K] = NG[L] = NGL:
Moreover, we may assume L  = Z.7.4. FINITENESS CONDITIONS SATISFIED BY Hn 153
Proof. Firstly replace K with a nite-index subgroup isomorphic to Z and
let k generate K. Consider the action of K on S. There are nitely many
nite K-orbits (see Section 7.2), so for large enough m, the subgroup hkmi acts
semifreely (freely away from the xed point set), let L = hkmi.
If SL 6= ; then let s 2 SL and pick any n 2 NHn[L], so the stabiliser of ns
is Ln. Since L acts semi-freely Ln = L or Ln = 1 but since Ln  L this forces
Ln = L, thus NHn[L] = NHnL.
If SL = ; then let n 2 NHn[L], let l 2 L, and let i 2 f1;:::;ng. So for x large
enough,
l : (i;x) 7! (i;x + tl)
n : (i;x) 7! (i;x + tn):
For some tl;tn 2 Z with tl 6= 0 (L acts non-trivially everywhere),
n 1ln : (i;x) 7! (i;x + tn + tl   tn) = (i;x + tl)
so n 1ln acts as L does on all (i;x) for large enough x, in particular for all but
nitely many elements of S. Since all orbits are innite this means n 1ln acts as
L does on all of S. Hence n 1ln = l, in particular n 2 NGL. 
Let A denote a set of representatives of Hn-orbits in [VCyc nFin] such that for
all L 2 A, we have NG[L] = NGL and L  = Z.
Lemma 7.4.10. For any K 2 A we have NHnK  = CHnK.
Proof. Recall that there is a short exact sequence
1  ! CHnK  ! NHnK  ! Q  ! 1
where Q is a subgroup of Aut(K) [Rob96, 1.6.13].
Let n 2 NHnK and choose some k 2 K generating K. Assume that K acts
non-trivially on the ith ray, so for x large enough,
k : (i;x) 7! (i;x + tk)
n : (i;x) 7! (i;x + tn)
for some tk;tn 2 Z with tk 6= 0. Let a 2 Z be such that n 1kn = ka, then
n 1kn : (i;x) 7! (i;x + tk)
but
ka : (i;x) 7! (i;x + atk):
Thus a = 1 and n acts as the trivial automorphism on K, thus Q = 1, proving
the lemma. 
Lemma 7.4.11. If K 2 A then OFincdNHnK  n   1 and OFincdWHnK 
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Proof. Recall from Corollary 7.2.5 that
CHnK  = Hk  Zr  F;
where F is a nite group, 0  k  n   2, and 1  r  b(n   k)=2c. Thus,
OFincdNHnK = OFincdCHnK
= OFincd(Hk  Zr  F)
 OFincdHk + OFincdZr + OFincdF
= k + r
 max
1kn 2
(k + b(n   k)=2c);
where we've used Proposition 7.4.3 that OFincdHk = k, Lemma 7.4.10, and
Lemma 6.5.1. We claim that max1kn 2 k+b(n k)=2c = n 1, indeed we can
always achieve n   1 by choosing k = n   2 and k + b(n   k)=2c is an increasing
function of k.
Examining the proof of Corollary 7.2.5 that CHnK  = Hk  Zr, we see that
K is a subgroup of Zr, so
WGH  = Hk  Zr 1  F0;
for some nite subgroup F0, which gives the second inequality. 
Proof of 7.4.4. Via Lemma 7.4.9 we have the long exact sequence of Propo-
sition 7.4.8,
  !
Y
K2A
Hi 1
OFin(NHnK; )  ! Hi
OVCyc(Hn; )
 !
 
Y
K2A
Hi
OFin(WHnK;K
  )
!
 Hi
OFin(Hn; )  !  :
Let i = n+1 then using Lemma 7.4.11, the left and right hand terms vanish.
Thus the central term vanishes proving OVCyccdHn  n.
Let i = n then, using Lemma 7.4.11 again, there is a long exact sequence
which terminates as
  ! Hn
OVCyc(Hn; )  ! Hn
OFin(Hn; )  ! 0:
Let M be an OFin-module such that Hn
OFin(Hn;M) 6= 0 then we may extend
M to an OVCyc-module by setting M(G=K) = 0 for all virtually cyclic subgroups
K and thus Hn
OVCyc(Hn;M) 6= 0. In particular, OVCyccdHn  n. Bibliography
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